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mission statement
what is New Dawn magazine?

Whether you are a first-time reader or a regular subscriber 
to New Dawn, we think you will agree – this magazine is 
unlike any you have ever read.

 New Dawn begins where other magazines leave off, covering the 
issues and subjects largely ignored by the corporate-controlled press. 
 From lost civilisations and ancient wisdom, to secret societies and 
higher states of consciousness, New Dawn is a fascinating blend of 
history, esotericism, spirituality, healing, along with cutting-edge 
analysis of behind-the-scenes events. 
 New Dawn strives to be unique and relevant, while always 
providing an exciting, innovative and distinctive alternative to the 
mainstream media. Each thought-provoking issue examines the 
hidden dimensions of society, culture and religion in a non-dogmatic 
manner.
 New Dawn is not about telling readers what to believe, but is a 
forum where many different, alternative ideas are presented for our 
readers’ consideration, interest and inspiration. 
 The first issue of New Dawn appeared in May 1991 in 
Melbourne, Australia. From modest beginnings, New Dawn 
expanded into a bi-monthly publication distributed nationally 
throughout Australia and New Zealand, with a growing international 
readership.
 Today all Establishment media outlets are projections of the 
conglomerates that own them. They propagate the consensus view. 
 Every child is born into a crowd that is already conditioned. 
The parents are conditioned, the teachers are conditioned, 
the neighbours are conditioned, and the whole community is 
conditioned! Born into such a conditioned environment the child 
cannot envisage any other alternative. Awareness is sacrificed to 
conformity. Existence becomes a trap, a cog in the wheel of the 
great machine of modern society. William Blake described that 
machine as a ‘Dark Satanic Mill’. Philip K. Dick identified it as the 
Empire’s ‘Black Iron Prison’. “It is possible to get out of a trap,” 
wrote Dr. Wilhelm Reich. “However, in order to break out of prison, 
one must first confess to living in a prison.”
 It has often been observed that there are two ways of looking at 
the world. You can take the morning paper or nightly news at face 
value and believe everything you’re told by the corporate-controlled 
media and those in ‘positions of authority’. Or you can begin to 
question this mass hypnosis and awake to new perspectives and 
possibilities.
 New Dawn is a doorway to this new way of thinking and seeing 
the world around us.

– New Dawn Magazine  
www.newdawnmagazine.com

– Quote, Unquote –

“Those who say religion has nothing to do with politics do not know what 
religion is.” 

– Mahatma Gandhi

“All conditioned things are impermanent. Work out your own salvation 
with diligence...” 

– Gautama Buddha‘s last words
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No_Difference_
Between_Obama_&_
McCain
“Want more George W. Bush foreign 
policy? Elect John McCain.... or Barack 
Obama. Regardless of who wins in No-
vember, the current foreign policy will 
live on in the next White House.” 
 So say Timothy J. Lynch and Robert 
S. Singh in the 2 June edition of the 
Wall Street Journal. Academics at the 
University of London, Messrs. Lynch 
and Singh point out that neither Mc-
Cain nor Obama have disavowed Bush’s 
so-called ‘war on terror’. 
 “Each has called Mr. Bush tacti-
cally deficient. But the debate over the 
war on terror is over how, where and 
when. The candidates have all argued 
that they would do a better job of fight-
ing it.
 “The desire to get rid of George W. 
Bush will not make his replacement any 
less vociferous and committed to the 
current president’s pursuit of American 
prosperity and security. As such, rising 
expectations in and outside America 
for rapid foreign-policy transformation 
are likely to lead to disappointment.”
 Commenting on the Wall Street 
Journal article, Jacob Hornberger of the 
Future of Freedom Foundation, a US 
libertarian think tank, says, “there isn’t 
a dime’s worth of difference between 
Republicans and Democrats, especially 
when it comes to foreign policy. 
 “We all know where John McCain 
and Hillary Clinton stand, especially 
with respect to the war of aggression 
against Iraq, a type of war that was 
punished as a war crime at Nuremberg. 
McCain is proud of the fact that the 
US government attacked, invaded, and 
occupied Iraq, a country whose people 
and government never attacked the 
United States.”
 As for the ‘anti-Iraq war candidate’ 
Barack Obama, Hornberger observes 
that: 
 “Like other pro-empire, pro-inter-
vention advocates in both the Repub-

lican and Democratic Parties, Obama 
picks and chooses which Third World 
countries are likely to succumb to such 
US regime-change techniques as coups, 
assassinations, foreign aid, invasions, 
and occupations. 
 “Obama may have suspected that 
the conquest of Iraq would not go well, 
which is the most likely reason that he 
opposed it. After all, does Obama ever 
talk in terms of moral principles? Does 
he ever say that it was wrong to attack 
a country that had never attacked the 
United States? That it’s wrong for the 
US government to be committing the 
war crime of waging a war of aggres-
sion, especially after having participated 
in a legal proceeding that punished 
German officials for committing such as 
war crime? That it’s morally wrong for 
US soldiers to be killing and maiming 
Iraqis in an occupation that is rooted 
in an illegal war of aggression? That the 
US invasion and occupation of Iraq are 
illegal under our form of government 
given that President Bush never secured 
the constitutionally required congres-
sional declaration of war?” 
 While Obama calls for a shift in US 
policy in Iraq, neither he nor John Mc-
Cain talk about changing the National 
Security Strategy of the US, or the 
military document ‘Joint Vision 2020’, 
which calls for “full spectrum domi-
nance” of the world by the US military 
by the year 2020.

 “Full spectrum dominance” means 
not just total control of land, air, and 
sea, but also of information and space.
 “The US strategy is firm and un-
changing,” a political analyst at Iraq’s 
Diyala University told Inter Press Serv-
ice on the condition of anonymity, given 
widespread fear of US forces. 
 “It makes no difference whether 
one wins or the other. The general 
strategy is well established and is never 
affected by the changing of the presi-
dent.”
 Webster Griffin Tarpley is an Amer-
ican intelligence expert and author who 
has been studying and exposing covert 
operations for over thirty years. His 
latest book is OBAMA: The Postmodern 
Coup, a devastating expose of Barack 
Obama and the people behind his presi-
dential campaign.
 Tarpley argues that a shift in power 
has taken place in the US ruling class, 
with the Brzezinski faction and its 
presidential candidate Obama ascendant 
over the lame-duck neocons. According 
to Webster Tarpley:
 “Obama comes from the orbit of 
the Ford Foundation... His guru and 
controller is Zbigniew Brzezinski, the 
deranged revanchist and Russia-hater 
who dominated the catastrophic Carter 
presidency 30 years ago. All indications 
are that Brzezinski recruited Obama at 
Columbia University a quarter century 
ago. Trilateral Commission co-founder 
Brzezinski wants a global showdown 
with Russia and China [which is] far 
more dangerous for the United States 
than the Bush-Cheney Iraq adventure.”
 Eric Walberg looks at the elitists 
behind Barack Obama in this issue of 
New Dawn. See his article on page 15.

(Sources: ‘Don’t Expect a Big Change in 
U.S. Foreign Policy’ by Timothy J. Lynch 
& Robert S. Singh, Wall Street Journal, 2 
June; Hornberger’s Blog, 3 June, www.fff.
org/blog/jghblog2008-06-03.asp; ‘Iraqis in 
Baquba Weigh in on the U.S. Presidential 
Election’ by Ahmed Ali & Dahr Jamail, 
Inter Press Service, 24 June)



Invisible_Wars_of__
the_Future
Speaking in 2006 at the Moscow 
Institute of Foreign Relations, Russian 
Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said: 
“An arms race is entering its new stage. 
There is a threat of new weaponry 
looming on the horizon.” 
 What exactly did he mean? 
 The pace of developments made by 
science and technology keeps growing 
faster. This includes the emergence of 
fundamentally new types of weapons 
that could alter the way future wars are 
fought, and the control methods used 
by national police forces.
 Existing weapons may be super-
seded by devices capable of causing 
latent damage to the human body. 
As a result, the human body will 
be either completely destroyed or 
immobilised for a long time. 
 Radio frequency weapons have 
been referred to as one of the 
most technically feasible weapons 
of mass destruction. The weapon 
causes damage to humans and a 
variety of objects by means of 
powerful electromagnetic pulses 
(EMP). 
 The electromagnetic pulse 
effect was first observed during 
the early testing of high altitude 
airburst nuclear weapons. However, it 
did not take long for scientists to find 
out the EMP effect could be produced 
by munitions of non-nuclear origin. 
 EMPs are able to destroy electronic 
equipment that forms the infrastructure 
of most countries. Though specialists 
do not regard EMPs as lethal, they cat-
egorise them as a strategic weapon for 
crushing an opponent’s information and 
transmission lines. 
 As demonstrated in the Desert 
Storm air campaign in 1991, Tomahawk 
cruise missiles with electromagnetic 
warheads effectively halted the func-
tions of an opponent’s vital processing 
infrastructure. All electronic devices 
of an entire TV centre in Baghdad 
were incapacitated by a single E-bomb 
dropped by the US Air Force at the be-
ginning of the second campaign in 2003. 
 Another weapon of the future is the 
laser that produces a narrow power-
ful beam of light by exciting atoms. 

The laser beam can seriously damage a 
variety of objects by heating materials 
to high temperatures, disrupting the 
functions of sensitive components of 
military equipment, blinding personnel 
temporarily or permanently, and caus-
ing thermal skin burns. 
 There are reports about a laser-
beam rifle developed in the US for 
several years. The rifle is designed for 
killing enemy soldiers at a range up to 
1.5 km. 
 In 1996, the US started develop-
ing an airborne laser gun designed for 
destroying enemy missiles. A powerful 
laser device will be mounted on board 
a Boeing 747 which will patrol at an 
altitude of 10-12 km in order to acquire 
a target within seconds and shoot it 
down by emitting a laser beam. 

 Team SBL-IFX, a joint-venture 
comprising leading military contractors 
TRW, Lockheed Martin and Boeing, 
was awarded a contract in February of 
2000 to develop a space-based laser 
gun to be used for missile interception. 
The initial testing is slated for 2012. 
 Over the last few years, the US 
Army Armament Research, Develop-
ment and Engineering Centre (ARDEC) 
has been actively engaged in several 
projects related to so-called ‘non-lethal’ 
weapons. 
 In conjunction with the Scientific 
Applications and Research Associates 
(SARA), ARDEC and Los Alamos labo-
ratories are busy developing high power, 
very low frequency acoustic (sound) 
beam weapons. They are also looking 
into methods of projecting non-pen-
etrating high frequency acoustic bullets. 
 ARDEC scientists are also looking 
into methods of using pulsed chemical 
lasers. This class of lasers could project 
a hot, high pressure, plasma into the 

air in front of a target surface, creating 
a blast wave resulting in variable but 
controlled “psycho-acoustical” effects 
on materiel and personnel. 
 The infrasound emitters are designed 
in Britain. The emitters are reported 
to be capable of impairing a person’s 
hearing and vibrating a person’s internal 
organs to the level in which the heart is 
disrupted resulting in death. 
 The Pentagon’s Joint Non-Lethal 
Weapons Directorate (JNLWD) is 
heralding the successful phase two test-
ing of Raytheon’s Active Denial System 
(ADS), a directed energy weapon used 
for “crowd control.” It functions as a 
primitive, though highly-effective ‘pain 
ray’ by heating the skin to around 54 
degrees C. With a range of some 500 
metres, the ADS can penetrate clothing. 

Its effects have been described by 
test subjects as “excruciating.”
   A version of the system known 
as Silent Guardian is being sold to 
law enforcement by US military 
contractor Raytheon for its alleged 
ability to provide “a zone of protec-
tion that saves lives, protects assets 
and minimises collateral damage.” 
According to some reports, ADS 
has been present at some public 
events in the United States. 
  A US company claims it is ready 
to build a microwave ray gun able 

to beam sounds directly into people's 
heads.
 The device – dubbed MEDUSA 
(Mob Excess Deterrent Using Silent 
Audio) – exploits the microwave audio 
effect, in which short microwave pulses 
rapidly heat tissue, causing a shockwave 
inside the skull that can be detected 
by the ears. A series of pulses can be 
transmitted to produce recognisable 
sounds. The device is aimed for military 
or crowd control applications, but may 
have other uses.
 According to its manufacturer, 
MEDUSA involves an “auditory effect” 
loud enough to “cause discomfort or 
even incapacitation.”

(Sources: “Invisible Wars of the Future: 
E-Bombs, Laser Guns and Acoustic Weap-
ons”, published in Nezavisimaya Gazeta, 
translated by Guerman Grachev for Pravda.
ru; “‘Non-Lethal’ Weapons: Where Science 
and Technology Service Repression” by 
Tom Burghardt, www.globalresearch.ca)
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Magnetic_Poleshift,_
Earth_Changes_&_
Consciousness
The momentum of online resources, 
print literature, scientific documen-
taries, films, and idle talk is growing 
exponentially concerning the impor-
tance of the year 2012. This discussion 
includes the potential for a flipping of 
Earth’s magnetic pole – even a cata-
strophic axial shift. This is connected 
to our supposed transformation from 
the old age into the new age, and a 
subsequent evolution (for the better) in 
human consciousness.
 The scientific evidence for vast geo-
logical and environmental earth changes 
is increasing as we move towards 2012. 
 The latest study, published recently 
in Nature Geoscience, says the Earth’s 
core and magnetic field is changing fast. 
 “What is so surprising is that rapid, 
almost sudden, changes take place in 
the Earth’s magnetic field,” said study 
co-author Nils Olsen, a geophysicist at 
the Danish National Space Centre in 
Copenhagen. 
 The findings suggest similarly quick 
changes are simultaneously occurring 
in the liquid metal, 3,000 kilometres 
below the surface, he said. The swirl-
ing flow of molten iron and nickel 
around Earth’s solid centre triggers an 
electrical current, which generates the 
planet’s magnetic field. 
 The magnetic field not only shields 
us from harmful cosmic rays but also 
funnels charged particles shed by the 
Sun towards the magnetic poles, where 
they can produce beautiful auroral dis-
plays. These cosmic rays affect technical 
and radio equipment and can damage 
electronic equipment on satellites and 
airplanes, Olsen said. 
 Fluctuations in the magnetic field 
have occurred in several far-flung 
regions of Earth, the researchers found. 
In 2003 scientists found pronounced 
changes in the magnetic field in the 
Australasian region. 
 The changes “may suggest the pos-
sibility of an upcoming reversal of the 
geomagnetic field,” said study co-author 
Mioara Mandea, a scientist at the Ger-
man Research Centre for Geosciences 
in Potsdam. 

 Earth’s magnetic field has reversed 
hundreds of times over the past billion 
years, and the process could take thou-
sands of years to complete. 
 The magnetic pole, which, un-
like the geographic North Pole, is in 
constant movement, has dramatically 
picked up the pace, suddenly charging 
ahead at more than 40 kilometres per 
year in the new millennium.
 Scientists have also been intrigued 
by a weakening in the pole’s intensity: It 
has lost 10 per cent of its force in the 
past few centuries. That could also be a 
sign the poles are preparing to reverse.

 If the magnetic poles reversed, a 
period of chaos would ensue with com-
passes no longer pointing north, migrat-
ing animals going in the wrong direction, 
and satellites burnt up by solar radiation. 
 Another possibility in forthcom-
ing years is a geological or axial shift 
in which the Earth’s crust literally slips 
around its molten core – like a loose 
peel on an orange – altering the posi-
tions of land masses with respect to the 
planet’s rotation on its axis. 
 This could happen by a few degrees 
or by many degrees. The effects on hu-
man civilisation could be devastating.
 According to ‘A Pole Shift is the 
Least of Our Worries’ (www.spiritual-
endeavors.org/m-earth/apoleshift.
htm), an axial shift is possible, but “only 
if another planetary body – such as a 
‘rogue planet’ or similar cosmic anom-
aly – passed in close proximity to the 
Earth, providing enough torque for such 
an event to occur.”
 Theosophical Society founder 
Madame Blavatsky said that since the 
appearance of the first “root-race” in 
the present, “fourth round” of Earth’s 
evolution: 

 “...there have already been four 
such axial disturbances; when the old 
continents – save the first one – were 
sucked in by the oceans, other lands ap-
peared, and huge mountain chains arose 
where there had been none before. 
The face of the Globe was completely 
changed each time...”
 The destruction of Lemuria, ac-
cording to Theosophical doctrine, is 
said to have been caused by submarine 
volcanoes and earthquakes, and by a 
decrease in the earth’s velocity of rota-
tion. In the case of Atlantis, destruction 
“was brought on by successive distur-
bances in the axial rotation.” 
 Blavatsky also says that three of 
the seven great cataclysms during the 
present cycle of human evolution will 
be caused by changes in the inclination 
of the earth’s axis. 
 An interesting connection between 
magnetics and consciousness has been 
raised by visionary scholar and best 
selling author Gregg Braden. 
 “In order to understand how this 
connection might work, it is useful to 
compare it to a computer’s memory,” 
said Braden in an interview. 
 “The magnetic fields in the memory 
are held in place through an electrical 
charge – a trickle charge – within the 
computer itself. When the batteries in 
the computer die, the charge is gone, 
and the memory is lost. We have to 
reload the operating system. 
 “Similarly, researchers and descend-
ents of indigenous peoples believe that 
when the earth goes through what 
science sees as a magnetic reversal, it 
also will be a great shift and cleansing 
of the earth’s consciousness. There will 
be nothing holding all the magnetic pat-
terns that have been put in place… 
 “From that perspective, many tradi-
tions predict, sense, or speculate that 
we are nearing a time of what they 
call the Great Cleansing, and that this 
cleansing is happening at a level of core 
memory of consciousness,” said Braden.

(Sources: ‘Earth’s Core, Magnetic Field 
Changing Fast, Study Says’ by Kimberly 
Johnson, National Geographic News, 30 
June; ‘Is the Earth preparing to flip? ’ by Dr 
David Whitehouse, BBC News, 27 March 
2003; ‘The Magnetic Shift Is Happening 
Now’ with Gregg Braden by Wynn Free, 
www.mayanmajix.com/art312.html)
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War_in_the_
Caucasus:__
Towards_a_Broader_
Russia-US_Military_
Confrontation?_
During the night of 7 August, coinciding 
with the opening ceremony of the Beijing 
Olympics, Georgia’s president Saakash-
vili ordered an all-out military attack on 
Tskhinvali, the capital of South Ossetia. 
 The aerial bombardments and 
ground attacks were largely directed 
against civilian targets including residen-
tial areas, hospitals and the university. 
The provincial capital Tskhinvali was de-
stroyed. The attacks resulted in some 
1,500 civilian deaths, according to both 
Russian and Western sources. 
 The importance and timing of this 
military operation must be carefully 
analysed. It has far-reaching implications. 
 Georgia is an outpost of US and 
NATO forces, on the immediate border 
of the Russian Federation and within 
proximity of the Middle East Central 
Asian war theatre. South Ossetia is also 
at the crossroads of strategic oil and 
gas pipeline routes. 
 Georgia does not act militarily 
without the assent of Washington. The 
Georgian head of State is a US proxy and 
Georgia is a de facto US protectorate. 
 Who is behind this military agenda? 
What interests are being served? What 
is the purpose of the military operation? 
 Moscow has accused NATO of 
“encouraging Georgia.” Russia’s Foreign 
Minister Sergey Lavrov underscored 
the destabilising impacts of “foreign” 
military aid to Georgia:
 “It all confirms our numerous 
warnings addressed to the international 
community that it is necessary to pay 
attention to massive arms purchasing 
by Georgia during several years. Now 
we see how these arms and Georgian 
special troops who had been trained by 
foreign specialists are used,” he said. 
 Contrary to what was conveyed by 
Western media reports, the attacks 
were anticipated by Moscow. The at-
tacks were timed to coincide with the 
opening of the Olympics, largely with a 
view to avoiding frontpage media cover-
age of the Georgian military operation. 

 On 7 August, Russian forces were in 
an advanced state readiness. The coun-
terattack was swiftly carried out. The 
Georgian military attack was repealed 
with a massive show of strength on the 
part of the Russian military. 
 US-NATO military and intelligence 
planners invariably examine various 
“scenarios” of a proposed military 
operation, i.e. in this case, a limited 
Georgian attack largely directed against 
civilian targets, with a view to inflicting 
civilian casualties. 
 The examination of scenarios is a 
routine practice. With limited military 
capabilities, a Georgian victory and 
occupation of Tskhinvali, was an impos-
sibility from the outset. And this was 
known and understood to US-NATO 
military planners. 
 A humanitarian disaster rather than 
a military victory was an integral part 
of the scenario. The objective was to 
destroy the provincial capital, while also 
inflicting a significant loss of human life. 
 Georgia was “encouraged” by NATO 
and the US. Both Washington and 
NATO headquarters in Brussels were 
acutely aware of what would happen in 
the case of a Russian counterattack. 
 The question is: was this a deliber-
ate provocation intended to trigger 
a Russian military response and suck 
the Russians into a broader military 
confrontation with Georgia (and allied 
forces) which could potentially escalate 
into an all out war? 
 In mid-July, Georgian and US troops 
held a joint military exercise entitled 
“Immediate Response” involving re-
spectively 1,200 US and 800 Georgian 
troops. 
 The announcement by the Georgian 

Ministry of Defense on 12 July stated 
that US and Georgian troops were to 
“train for three weeks at the Vaziani 
military base” near the Georgian capi-
tal, Tbilisi. These exercises, which were 
completed barely a week before the 7 
August attacks, were an obvious dress 
rehearsal of a military operation, which, 
in all likelihood, had been planned in 
close cooperation with the Pentagon.
 The war on Southern Ossetia was 
not meant to be won, leading to the 
restoration of Georgian sovereignty 
over South Ossetia. It was intended to 
destabilise the region while also triggering 
a US-NATO confrontation with Russia. 
 Let us be under no illusions. This 
is not a civil war. The attacks are 
an integral part of the broader Mid-
dle East Central Asian war, including 
US-NATO-Israeli war preparations in 
relation to Iran. 
 While NATO and US military 
advisers did not partake in the military 
operation per se, they were actively 
involved in the planning and logistics of 
the attacks. According to Israeli sourc-
es, the ground assault on 7-8 August, 
using tanks and artillery, was “aided 
by Israeli military advisers.” Israel also 
supplied Georgia with Hermes-450 and 
Skylark unmanned aerial vehicles, which 
were used in the weeks leading up to 
the 7 August attacks. 
 Israel is also a partner in the Baku-Tb-
lisi-Ceyhan (BTC) pipeline which brings 
oil and gas to the Eastern Mediterranean. 
More than 20 percent of Israeli oil is im-
ported from Azerbaijan, of which a large 
share transits through the BTC pipeline. 
Controlled by British Petroleum, the BTC 
pipeline has dramatically changed the 
geopolitics of the Eastern Mediterranean 
and the Caucusus.
 A process of escalation and con-
frontation between Russia and America 
is unfolding, reminiscent of the Cold 
War era. 
 Are we dealing with an act of 
provocation, with a view to triggering a 
broader conflict? Supported by media 
propaganda, the Western military alli-
ance is intent on using this incident to 
confront Russia, as evidenced by recent 
NATO statements.

(The full text of the above article is avail-
able at www.globalresearch.ca/index.
php?context=va&aid=9788)

The US-backed BTC oil pipeline built by 
the Caspian Oil Consortium and headed by 

British Petroleum. Former US national security 
advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski was the chief 

Washington lobbyist advocating the BTC route 
to circumvent Russia.
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Ex-Astronaut:__
Aliens_Are_Real_and_
NASA_Knows_It
A former NASA astronaut claims aliens 
are not only real but have visited Earth 
several times. 
 Dr. Edgar Mitchell said he was 
aware of several UFO visits during his 
career, but each one had been covered 
up. 
 The 77-year-old, who was a crew 
member of the Apollo 14 mission, said 
sources at NASA had described aliens 
as resembling “little peo-
ple who look strange to 
us.”
 Dr. Mitchell told Ker-
rang! Radio that human 
technology was “not 
nearly as sophisticated” 
as theirs and had they 
been hostile, he warned: 
“We would be been gone 
by now.”
 He said: “There’s not 
much question at all that 
there’s life throughout 
the universe, we are not 
alone at all. I’m most as-
sured about that. 
 “Have we been able 
to identify where the 
other planets are? No, 
certainly not in our Solar 
System but we have been 
able to identify quite a 
number of planets that 
could be life bearing planets. 
 “I happen to have been privileged 
enough to be in on the fact that we’ve 
been visited on this planet and the UFO 
phenomena is real. 
 “It’s been well covered up by all our 
governments for the last 60 years or 
so, but slowly it’s leaked out and some 
of us have been privileged to have been 
briefed on some of it. 
 “I’ve been in military and intel-
ligence circles, who know that beneath 
the surface of what has been public 
knowledge, yes – we have been visited. 
 “Reading the papers recently, it’s 
been happening quite a bit.” 
 Dr. Mitchell emphasised that his 
views on UFOs are not based upon 
his personal experience as a NASA 
astronaut, but rather upon unofficial 

talks he’s had with witnesses involved 
in the 1947 Roswell incident and other 
sightings. 
 Dr. Mitchell, who has a Bachelor of 
Science degree in Aeronautical Engi-
neering and a Doctor of Science degree 
in Aeronautics and Astronautics, 
claimed Roswell was real and similar 
alien visits continue to be investigated. 
 He told the Kerrang! radio host 
Nick Margerrison: “This is really start-
ing to open up. I think we’re headed 
for real disclosure and some serious 
organisations are moving in that direc-
tion.” 
 Dr. Mitchell’s statements on UFOs 

are not new. In fact, he 
has made similar state-
ments for over a decade. 
   His interests include 
consciousness and 
paranormal phenomena. 
During the Apollo 14 
flight he conducted private 
ESP experiments with 
his friends on Earth. In 
early 1973, he founded 
the nonprofit Institute of 
Noetic Sciences (IONS) 
to conduct and sponsor 
research into areas that 
mainstream science has 
ignored, including con-
sciousness research and 
remote viewing.
   Dr. Mitchell wrote 
about UFOs in his auto-
biography The Way of the 
Explorer, originally pub-

lished in 1996:
 “Claims and denials have continued 
unabated for decades... the circumstan-
tial evidence has continued to mount as 
unusual sightings and bizarre events are 
reported and investigated by creden-
tialed professionals. 
 “A significant number of persons, 
many quite elderly, formerly in military 
intelligence and government service, 
have privately dropped intriguing pieces 
of their stories on the ears of serious 
investigators, in hopes of getting the 
true story revealed, and in hopes of 
achieving amnesty from tough, puni-
tive secrecy oaths they were forced to 
sign.” 

(Source: www.kerrangradio.co.uk)
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The_Acoustics_of_
Ancient_Structures
Thanks to a rapidly emerging interdis-
ciplinary field known as acoustical ar-
chaeology, more and more researchers 
are finding that man-made structures 
of the ancient past were deliberately 
designed to produce certain sound 
effects. 
 Taking a literal riff on the German 
poet Goethe’s reference to architecture 
as “frozen music,” acoustical archae-
ologists believe important information 
about the past can be gleaned from the 
acoustics of ancient structures.
 Researchers at Rensselaer Polytech-
nic Institute in the US discovered that 
some Hindu temples, dating back as far 
as the 7th century, have musical pillars. 
Paul Calamia and Jonas Braasch say the 
pillars were often carved from a single 
piece of stone and tuned by size. Such 
pillars were “played” during certain 
ritual performances.
 One of these places is Meenakshi 
Sundareswarar, one of the biggest 
temples in India. To the west of its fa-
mous thousand pillared hall are musical 
granite pillars which when struck yield 
different musical notes. 
 In Spain Arturo Sevillano of the 
University Politecnica de Valenica has un-
earthed evidence of the likely vibrational 
modes of bronze vases stationed in vari-
ous Greek and Roman theatres in such a 
way that they would make up for some of 
the acoustic deficiencies of the theatre.
 An investigation by Ian Cook, Asso-
ciate Director of the UCLA Laboratory 
of Brain, Behaviour, and Pharmacology, 
et al, found that Neolithic megalithic 
structures designed to manifest certain 

acoustic resonances appear to effect 
human perceptions.
 The underground chambers they 
studied served as centres for social or 
spiritual events, and the resonances of 
the chamber cavities might have been 
“tuned” to support human ritual chant-
ing, because the resonance frequency 
lies within the human vocal range.
 These findings suggest our ancient 
ancestors had a sophisticated understand-
ing of the interaction between the human 
sense of hearing and brain functions. 
 Jonathan Abel of Stanford Univer-
sity in the US has made some find-
ings about the acoustics of Chavin de 
Huantar, a site in Peru that pre-dates 
the Inca empire by 2,000 years.
 Abel says that of interest is a series 
of underground galleries used for ritual 
purposes. The gallery architecture 
produces acoustics that add an auditory 
dimension to the disorienting under-
ground, maze-like environment. Abel 
proposes that the wide and intricately 
designed soundfield would envelop 
participants in religious events, contrib-
uting to the ritual experience.
 This research proves that some 
ancient under and above ground struc-
tures were designed not for aesthetic 
appeal but to serve a specific functional 
purpose for the community.
 At least two structures at the 
Mayan ruins of Chichen Itza in Mexican 
display unusual and unexplained acousti-
cal properties.
 The Great Ball Court is 166 metres 
long and 68 metres wide. It has no 
vault, no continuity between the walls 
and is totally open to the sky. Each end 
has a raised ‘temple’ area. A whisper 
from one end can be heard clearly at 
the other end 152 metres away and 

through the length and breadth of the 
court. The sound waves are unaffected 
by wind direction or time of day/night. 
 Archaeologists engaged in recon-
struction work on the Ball Court noted 
that the sound transmission became 
stronger and clearer as they proceeded. 
In 1931 the famous orchestral conduc-
tor Leopold Stokowski spent 4 days 
at the site to determine the acoustic 
principals that could be applied to an 
open-air concert theatre he was design-
ing. He failed to learn the secret.
 Similar ‘whispering gallery’ effects 
can be found in many European domed 
cathedrals – most notably St. Paul’s in 
London – but its the curved domes that 
create the amplification effect as sound 
waves bounce off the surfaces. 
 Acoustical consultant David Lub-
man believes the parallel stone walls 
are constructed in such a way that they 
serve as a built-in waveguide to more 
efficiently beam sound waves into the 
temples at either end.
 Another structure at Chichen Itza 
displaying acoustical properties is a tem-
ple, El Castillo, that looks like a pyramid, 
the one most commonly pictured on 
travel brochures for the Mexican Yucatan. 
 If you stand facing the foot of the 
temple and shout, the echo comes back 
as a piercing shriek. Also, a person 
standing on the top step can speak in a 
normal voice and be heard by those at 
ground level for some distance.  
 David Lubman thinks this sound 
resembles the call of the quetzal, a 
brightly coloured exotic bird native to 
the region. He considers it the world’s 
first and oldest sound recording, mak-
ing the Maya the earliest known inven-
tors of the soundscape. 
 In fact, weird sound effects seem 
to be par for the course at the sites 
of Maya ruins. Chichen Itza also has 
‘musical phalluses’: a set of stones that 
produce melodic tones when tapped 
with a wooden mallet. 

(Sources: ‘Ancient Architectural Acoustic 
Resonance Patterns and Regional Brain Activ-
ity’ by Ian A. Cook et al, Time and Mind, Vol 
1, No. 1; ‘Ancient Hindu temples had musical 
pillars’, ANI, 13 June; ‘An archaeological study 
of chirped echo from the Mayan pyramid of 
Kukulkan at Chichen Itza’ by David Lubman, 
www.ocasa.org/MayanPyramid.htm)

The Great Ball Court at Chichen Itza
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Jesus the  
Wicked Priest 
How Christianity Was Born of  
an Essene Schism

By Marvin vining
Christianity arose out of a schism be-
tween the exclusivist, rigid, and militant 
views of the Essenes and the inclusiv-
ist, tolerant, and nonviolent views of 
Jesus. Jesus was raised an Essene, 
but he refused to follow their orthodoxy. vining shows that 
the Dead Sea Scrolls are written in a secret coded language 
called pesher in which Jesus emerges as the Wicked Priest, 
the antagonist to the Teacher of righteousness who was the 
leader of the Essenes. Jesus the Wicked Priest revitalises the 
gospel message by revealing Jesus’s true role as a tireless 
social reformer and revolutionary teacher. vining’s study reo-
pens Christian doctrinal questions supposedly long settled, 
such as reincarnation and the virgin birth – even demonstrat-
ing that these two issues are related. He discloses that the 
angel gabriel was incarnate in a living human being and 
transmitted the seed of a holy bloodline to the virgin Mary.

256 pages, paperback, $27.95

Secrets of  
Antigravity Propulsion
Tesla, UFOs, and Classified  
Aerospace Technology

By Paul a. laviolETTE, PH.D.

Physicist Paul laviolette reveals the 
secret history of antigravity experimenta-
tion – from nikola Tesla and T. Townsend 
Brown to the B-2 advanced Technology 
Bomber. He discloses the existence of 

advanced gravity-control technologies, under secret military 
development for decades, that could revolutionise air travel 
and energy production. included among the secret projects 
he reveals is the research of Project Skyvault to develop an 
aerospace propulsion system using intense beams of micro-
wave energy similar to that used by the strange crafts seen 
flying over area 51. using subquantum kinetics – the science 
behind antigravity technology – laviolette reviews numerous 
field-propulsion devices and technologies that have thrust-
to-power ratios thousands of times greater than that of a jet 
engine. He also details ongoing russian research to duplicate 
John Searl’s self-propelled levitating disc and shows how the 
results of the Podkletnov gravity beam experiment could be 
harnessed to produce an interstellar spacecraft.

512 pages, paperback, $39.95 
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Bush’s Legacy
War & the Fall of America

© By Eric WalBErg

A
s the White House lame duck’s reign 
drags on, and political wars on the home 
front gather steam, it is pertinent we as-
sess the legacy US President George W. 
Bush leaves us. 

Part 1 – Inferno

	 Where	to	begin?	The	hell	of	Iraq	and	Afghanistan	put	
everything	else	in	the	shadows.	Those	monstrous	crimes	will	
dominate	the	world’s	agenda	for	decades	to	come.	I	have	
chosen	here	to	deal	with	only	a	few	major	elements	of	the	Bush	
legacy.	First,	what	it	will	mean	for	the	
Bush	crew	themselves,	leaving	aside	the	
rest	of	us	poor	mortals	and	the	millions	of	
Iraqis	and	Afghans	suffering	and	dying	as	
part	of	this	‘legacy’.	
	 The	Bush	crew	will	be	on	the	run	like	
no	other	ex-politicos,	already	pursued	by	
determined	demonstrators	and	human	
rights	lawyers	inside	the	US	and	out.	Last	
November,	activists	from	the	International	
Federation	for	Human	Rights,	the	Centre	
for	Constitutional	Rights,	the	European	
Centre	for	Constitutional	and	Human	
Rights,	and	the	French	League	for	Hu-
man	Rights	ambushed	former	secretary	of	
defense	Donald	Rumsfeld	at	a	breakfast	
meeting	in	Paris	organised	by	Foreign 
Policy	magazine.	He	fled,	fearing	arrest	
over	charges	of	ordering	and	authorising	torture	of	detainees	at	
both	Abu	Ghraib	prison	in	Iraq	and	in	Guantanamo	Bay,	Cuba.	
	 It	seems	that	even	the	election	of	an	American-friendly	
French	president	is	no	guarantee	of	immunity	in	gay Paris	for	
American	officials	anymore.	Under	international	law,	authori-
ties	in	France	are	obliged	to	open	an	investigation	when	a	
complaint	is	made	while	the	alleged	torturer	is	on	French	soil.	
	 According	to	activists	in	France,	who	greeted	Rumsfeld	
with	shouts	of	“murderer”	and	“war	criminal,”	US	Embassy	
officials	remained	tight-lipped	about	the	former	defense	sec-
retary’s	whereabouts	citing	security	reasons.	He	was	whisked	
off	to	Germany,	where	a	similar	writ	against	him	had	been	

quashed	only	weeks	before,	but	under	the	Schengen	agree-
ment	that	ended	border	checkpoints	across	a	large	part	of	the	
European	Union,	French	law	enforcement	agents	are	allowed	to	
cross	the	border	into	Germany	in	pursuit	of	a	fleeing	fugitive.	
	 “Rumsfeld	must	be	feeling	how	Saddam	Hussein	felt	when	
US	forces	were	hunting	him	down,”	activist	Tanguy	Richard	
said.	“He	may	never	end	up	being	hanged	like	his	old	friend,	but	
he	must	learn	that	in	the	civilised	world,	war	crime	doesn’t	pay.”	
	 He	will	join	the	prestigious	club	of	world-class	war	crimi-
nals,	along	with	General	Augusto	Pinochet	and	various	Israelis,	
soon	to	be	joined	by	the	likes	of	Richard	Perle,	Paul	Wolfowitz	
or	the	seemingly	harmless	war	criminal	Condoleezza	Rice.	No	
concert	tours	of	Europe	in	your	retirement,	Dr.	Rice.	Dubya	

had	never	travelled	outside	the	US	until	
shortly	before	his	“election”	seven	years	
ago,	so	he	won’t	lose	much	sleep	if	he	
can’t	see	the	Eiffel	Tower	in	his	twilight	
years.
	 				The	guilt	for	the	many	crimes	that	
Bush	and	company	have	perpetrated	goes	
deep,	and	many	figures	will,	like	their	Is-
raeli	counterparts,	need	international	law-
yers	on	retainers,	not	to	mention	private	
detectives	and	bodyguards,	keeping	track	
of	legal	proceedings	against	them	and/or	
possible	acts	of	revenge.	There	are	possi-
bly	millions	of	Iraqis,	Afghanis,	Pakista-
nis,	Brits,	Americans	–	hey,	victims	and	
relatives	of	victims	of	Bush’s	wars	can	be	
found	in	just	about	every	country	around	
the	world.	The	next	few	decades	will	not	
be	easy	for	these	unfortunate	folk.

	 Despite	US	refusal	to	recognise	the	International	Criminal	
Court	and	active	lobbying	of	those	that	did	to	exempt	US	citi-
zens	under	so-called	Article	98	agreements,	Amnesty	Interna-
tional	and	the	European	Commission	Legal	Service	argue	that	
such	agreements	are	not	valid.	US	citizens	are	still	subject	to	
prosecution	by	many	of	the	140	ICC	member-countries,	if	the	
unlucky	parties	can	be	nabbed	while	on	foreign	soil.	
	 As	for	the	fallout	for	the	rest	of	us,	readers	are	already	aware	
of	the	police	state	mentality	and	reality	that	Bush’s	wars	have	
resulted	in	(Richard	K.	Moore,	“War	on	Terror:	The	Police	State	
Agenda”	(New Dawn No.	69, Nov-Dec	2001	and	Robert	Guffey,	
“George	W.	Bush	Is	Not	a	Christian:	Uncovering	the	Real	Power	

The Bush crew will 
be on the run like no 
other ex-politicos, 
already pursued 
by determined 

demonstrators and 
human rights lawyers 
inside the US and out.
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Behind	the	US	President”	(New Dawn	No.	100,	Jan-Feb	2007),	
a	‘legacy’	that	may	never	be	undone.	I	will	not	dwell	on	the	
blow	to	civil	rights	that	Bush	has	dealt	Americans,	indeed,	the	
entire	world.	Rather	I	will	focus	on	another,	less	well-known,	but	
equally	nefarious	war	on	the	modus vivendi	of	US	government	
–	his	concerted	attack	on	the	State	Department.	
	 This	front	opened	with	his	unprecedented	appointment	of	a	
military	general	as	secretary	of	state,	though	Colin	Powell	was	
probably	one	of	the	most	“diplomatic”	of	Bush’s	appointments.	
Powell	proved	to	be	a	relative	wimp	around	the	White	House,	
and	resigned	after	four	years	of	being	forced	to	spout	most	
undiplomatic	lies.	
	 Condoleezza	Rice’s	ascendancy	to	the	post,	which	made	
slightly	more	sense	considering	she	was	a	professor	of	foreign	
relations,	should	have	been	greeted	with	relief	by	the	staff.	But	
the	underlying	tensions	between	State	and	Defense	continued	
to	fester	–	perhaps	metastasise	is	a	more	appropriate	term.	
The	US	military	quietly	and	repeatedly	complains	that	its	
forces	have	been	pressed	into	service	in	so-called	Provincial	
Reconstruction	Teams	(PRTs)	that	should	have	been	filled	by	
State,	Commerce	and	Agriculture	Department	personnel.	Yes,	
enlisted	soldiers	can	be	ordered	to	go	anywhere,	and	apparently	
for	indefinitely	extended	tours	of	duty,	unlike	the	laid-back	
civilians.	
	 But	this	has	been	changing	for	the	better,	at	least	from	the	

armed	forces’	point	of	view	with	two	new	developments	por-
tending	the	creeping	militarisation	of	State.	
	 First,	the	State	Department	has	said	it	will	in	the	future	
“require”	its	diplomats	to	staff	its	embassy	in	Iraq	where	there	
is	a	lack	of	volunteers,	effectively	turning	State	into	a	kind	of	
military	adjunct.	Traditionally,	no	career	diplomat	has	been	
forced	to	serve	in	a	specific	country.	Fifty	new	posts	were	
added	this	year	to	the	200	jobs	at	the	embassy	in	Iraq	–	the	big-
gest	in	the	world	–	and	only	after	an	embarrassing	protest	by	
career	diplomats	and	intense	pressure	were	all	the	posts	filled.	
	 According	to	Harry	Thomas,	State	Department	human	
resource	director,	“We	have	all	taken	an	oath	to	serve	our	
country	and	so	if	someone	decides	they	do	not	want	to	go,	then	
we	would	consider	appropriate	actions.	We	have	many	options,	
including	dismissal	from	the	foreign	service.”	But	the	battle	
line	in	State	has	been	drawn.
	 Besides	having	to	live	in	war	zones	and	defend	the	crimi-
nal	policies	which	the	military	is	busy	carrying	out	at	present,	
another	‘legacy’	which	diplos	are	griping	about	is	the	military’s	
increasing	reliance	on	mercenaries	to	protect	them,	since	the	
army	is	too	busy	pacifying	restless	natives.	
	 Richard	Griffin,	Assistant	Secretary	of	State	for	Diplomatic	
Security,	resigned	last	year	(in	protest?	disgrace?)	after	the	
release	of	a	damning	report	on	the	lack	of	adequate	monitoring	
of	the	Blackwater	security	firm.	Within	hours,	the	Iraqi	govern-
ment	revoked	the	immunity	from	prosecution	granted	to	private	
security	firms.	The	most	infamous	incident	of	Blackwater’s	
policy	of	“shoot	first,	ask	later”	was	on	16	September	2007	when	
employees	of	Blackwater	killed	17	innocent	Iraqis	in	Baghdad.	
The	guards	were	escorting	a	US	State	Department	convoy.	It’s	
not	at	all	clear	that	it	is	legal	for	diplomats	to	be	hiring	mercenar-
ies	to	“protect”	them,	and	again,	who	wants	to	face	the	possibil-
ity	of	being	charged	as	an	accomplice	to	murder	or	whatever	
years	down	the	line	in	some	tinpot	European	country?
	 Yet	another	development	in	the	ongoing	militarisation	of	
State	has	been	courtesy	of	the	military’s	new	allies	among	
the	diplomats’	own	Ivory	Tower	colleagues.	Last	year	the	US	
Army	and	Marine	Corps	published	its	new	Counterinsurgency 
Field Manual (CFM No. 3-24),	its	very	own	Little Red Book,	
at	the	University	of	Chicago	Press,	tastefully	printed	in	a	
camouflage,	faux-field	ready	edition,	designed	to	slip	into	flack	
jackets	or	Urban	Outfitter	accessory	bags.	General	(Dr)	David	
Petraeus	himself	wrote	the	Foreword,	and	Harvard	JFK	School	
of	Government’s	Sarah	Sewell	the	Introduction.	It	spawned	a	
minor	media	orgy,	as	Petraeus’s	intellectually	fuelled	“smart	
bomb”	–	the	secret	weapon	for	victory	in	Iraq	and	Afghanistan,	
though	it	looks	tiresomely	like	directives	from	Vietnam	days	to	
“win	hearts	and	minds,”	using	“Human	Terrain	Teams”	(HTTs)	
–	anthropologists	embedded	with	troops,	using	ethnographic	
knowledge	to	advise	and	inform	troops	in	the	field	while	travel-
ling	with	armed	escorts	(Blackwater,	anyone?).	Promoting	the	
CFM	on	the	popular	Daily Show	Lieutenant	Colonel	John	Nagl	
said,	“If	I	could	sum	up	the	book	in	just	a	few	words,	it	would	
be:	‘Be	polite,	be	professional,	be	prepared	to	kill’.”	
	 Veiled	conscription,	mercenary	chauffeurs	and	now	the	
Manual	reveal	the	militarisation	of	both	the	form	and	content	
of	American	diplomacy.	Reality	is	imitating	art,	in	this	case,	
the	art	of	war.	The	thugs	are	winning	not	only	on	the	home	
front,	but	in	the	battlefield,	where	PRTs	blur	into	HTTs,	both	
staffed	with	diplomats	and	their	grad	student	colleagues,	bring-
ing	the	now-conscripted	diplomats’	war-diplomacy	smack-dab	
into	the	hearts	and	minds	of	the	terrified	natives	who	haven’t	

The lies of the Bush administration were documented by 
various organisations including the US-based group Blood 
for Oil which created a series of posters called the Liars' 
Club. The posters focus on the lies told on 237 occasions 
within the two years surrounding the decision to invade 

Iraq. But according to US administration officials, George 
W. Bush, Dick Cheney, Donald Rumsfeld, Colin Powell and 
Condoleezza Rice have just “misspoken.” (Source: www.

bloodforoil.org/miss-speak)
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yet	become	collateral	damage	to	the	occupation	
forces’	war.	
	 This	is	what	happened	in	Vietnam	towards	
the	end,	so	there	is	really	nothing	terribly	new	
here,	just	much	more	of	the	same.	When	you	have	
a	warmonger	in	the	White	House,	war	trumps	
diplomacy.	It	doesn’t	take	a	nuclear	physicist	to	
figure	that	one	out.	It	makes	a	fitting	metaphor	
to	say	that	Bush	has	created	a	light	at	the	end	of	
the	tunnel	for	the	diplos,	but	that	the	light	is	more	
like	the	eerie	lighting	of	a	red-light	district.	Not	
to	worry,	the	soldiers	(and	mercenaries)	will	be	
sure	to	come	and	visit	their	State	bawds.
	 But	seriously,	there	are	many	generals	and	
soldiers	who	dislike	the	wars	they	are	being	
forced	to	fight	just	as	much	as	the	vast	majority	
of	US	intellectuals	and	diplos.	We	must	hope	that	
this	‘legacy’	–	an	aroused	US	public,	aware	of	the	duplicity	and	
criminality	of	the	Bush	regime	–	will	counteract	the	milita-
risation	of	the	government	and	undermining	of	democracy.	
Whether	or	not	Democratic	congressman	Dennis	Kucinich’s	
attempts	to	impeach	Bush	before	he	leaves	office	are	success-
ful,	W’s	retirement	days	will	not	be	‘blue	skies’	even	on	his	
spacious	Crawford	Ranch,	let	alone	gay Paris. Bush’s	Divine 
Comedy	Part	II	–	the	Purgatory	–	is	beginning	to	unfold,	how-
ever	haltingly.

Part 2 – PurgatorIo

	 As	Bush’s	eight	years	at	the	helm	come	to	a	close,	the	
damage	he	has	wrought	to	the	economy	and	material	prospects	
of	Americans	is	becoming	clearer	with	each	passing	day.	The	
economic	and	social	consequences	will	keep	America,	not	to	
mention	the	entire	world,	busy	for	generations	as	we	valiantly	
try	to	earn	enough	points	to	escape	from	our	Purgatory,	assum-
ing	that	is	still	possible.	
	 Again,	where	to	begin?	Focusing	on	the	economy,	we	see	
that:	

The	tax	code	now	overwhelmingly	favours	the	rich,	
much	like	the	so-called	Gilded	Age	of	the	late	19th	
century,	the	era	of	John	D	Rockefeller	and	JP	Morgan;	

The	already	gigantic	US	national	debt	has	grown	70	per	
cent;	

The	even	more	gigantic	trade	deficit	is	a	record	$850	
billion;

The	ongoing	mortgage	default	crisis	has	deprived	more	
than	a	million	Americans	of	their	homes,	causing	a	
depression	which	the	US	is	‘exporting’	to	the	rest	of	the	
world;	

•

•

•

•

Oil	prices	are	at	a	historic	high;	

The	dollar	is	worth	half	what	it	was	eight	years	ago.	

	 More	broadly,	dependency	on	oil	and	coal	has	increased;	
high-tech	education	and	research	have	fallen	off;	infrastruc-
ture,	including	levees	in	New	Orleans	and	bridges	in	Min-
neapolis,	continue	to	crumble.	The	only	conceivable	positive	
economic	legacy	is	in	the	eyes	–	and	pockets	–	of	the	super-
rich.
	 During	President	Bill	Clinton’s	second	term,	gains	in	
manufacturing	productivity	reached	6	percent.	The	Federal	
Reserve	chairman,	Alan	Greenspan,	talked	glowingly	of	a	
New	Economy	marked	by	continued	productivity	gains	as	the	
Internet	replaced	old	ways	of	doing	business.	The	rich	did	well,	
but	so	did	the	not-so-rich.	These	boom	years	were	the	first	
time	since	Jimmy	Carter	that	the	deficit	was	under	control,	and	
the	first	time	since	the	1970s	that	incomes	at	the	bottom	grew	
faster	than	those	at	the	top.	All	this	was	quickly	frittered	away.
	 The	first	major	economic	initiative	pursued	by	Bush	II	was	
a	massive	tax	cut	for	the	rich,	enacted	in	June	2001.	Those	with	
incomes	over	a	million	got	a	tax	cut	of	$18,000	–	more	than	
30	times	what	the	average	American	got.	The	inequities	were	
compounded	by	a	second	tax	cut,	in	2003,	skewed	even	more	
toward	the	rich.	Together	these	tax	cuts,	when	made	perma-
nent,	mean	that	in	2012	the	average	reduction	for	an	American	
in	the	bottom	20	percent	will	be	roughly	$45,	while	those	with	
incomes	over	$1	million	will	gain	an	average	of	$162,000.	
	 Inequality	is	now	widening	in	America,	and	at	a	rate	
not	seen	since	the	Great	Depression.	Some	5.3	million	more	
Americans	are	living	in	poverty	now	than	when	Bush	became	
president.	America’s	class	structure	looks	like	Brazil’s	and	
Mexico’s.
	 Clinton’s	2000	budget	surplus	of	2.4	percent	of	GDP	turned	

•

•

Shortly before the 2003 invasion of Iraq, 
American author Micah Wright published 
an anti-war protest book, You Back the 

attack, We'll Bomb Who We Want! The 
book is a satirical collection of old military 
propaganda posters repainted to feature 

modern anti-war messages. Other books have 
followed and include posters such as these...
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into	a	deficit	of	3.6	percent	in	the	space	of	four	years,	a	turn	
around	not	seen	since	the	global	crisis	of	World	War	II.	Agri-
cultural	subsidies	were	doubled	between	2002	and	2005.	Tax	
subsidies	increased	more	than	a	quarter.	Tax	breaks	for	the	oil-
and-gas	industry	increased	by	billions	of	dollars.	US	‘defense’	
spending,	which	accounts	for	half	the	world’s	military	expen-
ditures,	has	more	than	doubled	in	the	past	decade,	much	of	it	
expended	in	failed	missions	in	Iraq	and	Afghanistan,	or	spent	
on	new	weapons	that	don’t	work	against	imaginary	enemies,	
such	as	Star	Wars.	
	 Although	it	denounced	entitlement	programs	for	the	needy,	
the	administration	enacted	the	largest	increase	in	entitlements	
since	LBJ’s	Great	Society	project	–	the	poorly	designed	Medi-
care	prescription-drug	benefit,	intended	as	both	an	election-
season	bribe	and	a	sop	to	the	drug	companies,	which	makes	
American	consumers	pay	far	more	for	medications	than	people	
elsewhere	in	the	developed	world.
	 Unsurprisingly,	the	stimulus	from	the	tax	relief	and	mas-
sive	budget	deficit	was	astonishingly	low,	given	that	it	went	to	
those-that-already-have-more-than-enough.	Therefore,	the	job	
of	economic	stimulation	was	passed	on	to	the	Federal	Reserve	
Board,	which	drove	interest	rates	down	to	1	percent	–	in	real	
terms,	negative	2	percent.	The	predictable	result	was	a	surge	in	
consumer	spending.	Bush’s	own	fiscal	irresponsibility	nurtured	
irresponsibility	in	everyone	else.	Credit	spiked,	and	subprime	
mortgages	were	made	available	to	one	and	all.	Again,	unsur-
prisingly,	personal	bankruptcies	are	now	skyrocketing,	with	
Bush’s	2005	bankruptcy	bill	making	it	much,	much	harder	for	
individuals	to	discharge	their	debts	and	get	on	with	their	lives.	
	 The	war	in	Iraq	was	supposed	to	cost	$50	billion	–	it	has	
already	cost	$500	billion,	leaving	aside	the	human	costs.	If	you	
also	take	into	account	the	costs	to	the	economy	from	higher	oil	
prices	and	the	secondary	effects	of	the	war	(uncertainty	and	
distortions	in	production	and	consumption)	and	the	difficulties	
US	firms	face	overseas	because	America	is	increasingly	boy-
cotted	around	the	world,	the	total	costs	of	the	Iraq	war	are,	even	
by	a	conservative	estimate,	at	least	$2	trillion	–	so	far.	To	put	the	
figure	in	perspective,	US	aid	to	all	of	Africa	is	about	$5	billion	a	
year.	What	an	expensive	‘foreign	aid’	recipient	is	ungrateful	Iraq.
	 In	both	economics	and	politics,	President	Bush	worked	to	
undermine	multilateralism	and	to	replace	it	with	an	America-
dominated	system.	In	the	end,	he	failed	to	impose	American	
will	but	did	succeed	in	wrecking	cooperation	and	exporting	
America’s	economic	ills.
	 The	administration’s	basic	contempt	for	global	institutions	
prompted	it	to	appoint	Paul	Wolfowitz,	the	former	Deputy	
Secretary	of	Defense	and	a	chief	architect	of	the	Iraq	war,	as	
president	of	the	World	Bank	in	2005.	(Yes,	the	US	‘democrati-
cally’	appoints	the	chief	world	banker.)	Derided	from	the	start,	
and	soon	better	known	for	moth-eaten	socks	and	his	retainer	
lover,	Wolfowitz	became	an	international	embarrassment	and	
was	forced	to	resign	after	less	than	two	years	on	the	job.
	 Globalisation	means	that	America’s	economy	and	the	rest	
of	the	world	have	become	increasingly	interwoven,	so	that	the	
shock	waves	from	the	prime	mortgage	crisis	buffeted	Europe,	
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China,	and	Australia.	Meanwhile,	US	foreign	debt	is	to	an	
alarming	extent	in	the	hands	of	foreigners.	China	alone	holds	
more	than	$1	trillion	in	public	and	private	American	bonds	
and	securities.	Cumulative	borrowing	from	abroad	during	the	
six	years	of	the	Bush	administration	amounts	to	$5	trillion.	If	
these	creditors	call	in	their	loans,	the	US	would	effectively	be	
bankrupted	and	there	would	be	a	global	financial	crisis	which	
would	make	the	Great	Depression	look	like	a	picnic.	Just	as	
Guantanamo	and	Abu	Ghraib	have	eroded	America’s	moral	
authority,	so	the	Bush	administration’s	fiscal	housekeeping	
eroded	America’s	economic	authority.
	 The	question	hangs	in	the	air:	Is	it	possible	all	this	chaos	
and	destruction	was	intentional?	That	the	whole	point	is	to	
destroy	the	US	economy	from	within	and	create	an	apocalyptic	
world	of	suffering	and	war?	That	Bush	is	some	sort	of	incarna-
tion	of	Satan?	I	leave	it	to	the	reader	to	answer	this.	No	rational	
explanation	is	possible.
	 This	is	not	entirely	flippant	or	irrational.	Much	of	the	world	
believes	that	the	official	story	surrounding	9/11	–	of	a	bunch	of	
poorly	trained	Saudi	youth	directed	by	Osama	bin	Laden	from	
a	cave	in	Afghanistan	–	is	a	cover	for	a	much	more	sophisti-
cated	conspiracy,	involving	the	likes	of	Bush	and	Cheney	in	
cooperation	with,	or	possibly	even	directed	by	Mossad.	That	
the	nightmare	of	the	past	eight	years	is	part	of	a	plan	to	break	
the	back	of	the	last	redoubt	to	US/Israeli	plans	of	world	domi-
nation	–	the	Muslim	world.	
	 There	is	lots	of	evidence	pointing	to	such	a	plan,	in	the	first	
place,	the	Washington-based	Project	for	a	New	American	Cen-
tury’s	September	2000	report	entitled	Rebuilding America’s 
Defenses: Strategies, Forces, and Resources For a New Cen-
tury.	Mysteriously	(or	not	so	mysteriously),	as	of	May	20,	2008,	
PNAC’s	website	was	inoperable.	A	message	on	the	site’s	page	
says	that	the	account	has	been	suspended	and	that	interested	
parties	should	contact	the	billing	department.	Is	it	likely	that	
PNAC	can’t	afford	a	website?	Is	its	job	done?	Is	there	a	PNAC	
II	somewhere?
	 But	why	destroy	America?	Is	America,	with	its	Constitu-
tion	protecting	free	speech,	a	threat	to	a	much	more	shadowy	
Israeli-dominated	bid	for	a	New	World	Order?	Europe,	with	its	
frightening	holocaust	denial	laws	is	already	occupied	territory.	
For	all	the	Evil	emanating	from	Washington	these	days,	there	
is	arguably	still	more	freedom	of	thought	in	America	than	in	
Europe.	But	perhaps	historians	will	conclude	the	mess	Bush	left	
was	really	just	due	to	disastrous	bungling.	Let	us	hope	this	is	so.
	 Though	there	are	countless	more	sins	to	lay	at	his	feet,	the	
picture	should	be	clear	and	we	will	stop	here,	with	the	one	
addendum	that	Bush’s	evil	reign	did	at	least	mobilise	hundreds	
of	millions	inside	and	outside	the	US	to	fight	for	a	better	world.	
Though	unintended,	such	blowback	must	remain	our	only	com-
fort	as	we	turn	this	nightmarish	page	in	world	history.	Bush	is	
one	of	those	who	has	entered	the	annals	of	history	solely	due	to	
notoriety.	Unlike	Dante’s	14th	century	saga,	there	is	no	Part	III	
–	Paradiso.	We	have	all	entered	a	twilight	world	thanks	to	his	
presidency	from	which	we	may	never	emerge.	Let	us	hope	this	
is	not	so.
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A
s the US election “race” enters the final 
stretch, Barack Obama as the candidate 
promising change is revealing his true 
colours, much to the despair of anyone 
actually expecting any change. His re-

cent call to declare Jerusalem the undivided capital of 
Israel, his denial of Palestinians’ right of return, and 
his support for a Bantustan Palestinian “state” which 
poses no threat to Israel show how completely he has 
caved in to the Zionist establishment on that issue.

	 As	President	George	W.	Bush	calls	for	early	reductions	
in	combat	troops	in	Iraq,	Obama’s	position	on	Iraq	–	a	vow	
to	bring	troops	home	within	16	months,	excepting	a	“residual	
force”	–	looks	less	and	less	of	a	defining	moment	in	his	foreign	
policy.	Whatever	happens	to	troop	levels,	there	is	no	explicit	
talk	of	overriding	the	plans	for	14	permanent	bases.
	 Obama	is	toeing	the	line	in	Afghanistan,	too.	As	NATO	
casualties	continue	to	mount,	surpassing	monthly	Iraqi	casual-
ties	as	of	June	this	year,	he	is	proposing	–	now	seconded	by	
McCain	–	that	the	United	States	shift	up	to	15,000	more	troops	
there	from	Iraq.	In	a	recent	New York Times	Op-Ed,	he	said,	
“We	need	more	troops,	more	helicopters,	better	intelligence-
gathering	and	more	nonmilitary	assistance	to	accomplish	the	
mission	there.”	Please,	will	someone	show	me	the	silver	lining	
in	an	Obama	victory	in	November?
	 But	then	none	of	the	above	should	come	as	any	surprise	
to	those	familiar	with	his	chief	promoter	and	foreign	policy	
adviser,	Zbigniew	Brzezinski,	who,	along	with	current	(and	
likely	future)	Secretary	of	Defense	Robert	Gates,	has	already	
entered	history	as	helping	“suck	the	Soviets	into	a	Vietnamese	
quagmire.”	These	are	the	words	of	President	Jimmy	Carter’s	
Under-Secretary	of	Defense	Walter	Slocumbe	in	March	1979,	
eight	months	before	the	Soviets	were	successfully	“sucked	
in,”	when	Gates	was	CIA	chief.	The	supposed	changing	of	the	
guard,	come	November,	changes	nothing.	US	foreign	policy	
has	a	logic	which	transcends	who	sleeps	in	the	White	House.
	 So,	to	see	what’s	in	store	for	us,	we	must	focus	on	Brzezin-
ski,	who	according	to	Webster	Tarpley	in	“Coup	and	coun-
tercoup	in	New	Hampshire:	Brzezinski	clan	color	revolution	
vs	Deibolt	voter	fraud”	(http://groups.yahoo.com/group/War-

OnFreedom/message/4141),	plucked	Obama	out	of	the	politi-
cal	wilderness	and	won	him	the	Iowa	primary	in	January,	a	
startling	upset	which	proved	to	be	the	beginning	of	the	end	for	
Senators	Hillary	Clinton	and	John	Edwards	–	the	only	candi-
date	with	a	remotely	populist	platform	(the	Wall Street Jour-
nal called	him	the	candidate	most	feared	by	the	super-rich).	
Tarpley	claims	there	is	evidence	that	the	Obama	vote	totals	
were	inflated	in	an	effort	to	produce	a	people	power	stampede	
in	favour	of	Obama	as	the	Brzezinski	candidate.	
	 Whatever	the	case	with	vote	counts	(remember,	this	is	
Iowa),	Obama	from	then	on	became	a	self-proclaimed	“move-
ment,”	despite	the	emptiness	of	his	rhetoric.	The	goal	was	to	
stampede	the	voters	onto	the	Obama	bandwagon	and	shut	down	
the	entire	undesirable	primary	process,	and	it	worked.	The	me-
dia	suddenly	were	offering	Obama	the	crown.	True	democracy,	
with	the	little	guy	coming	from	behind,	like	in	Kyrgyzstan	and	
Georgia!	Another	brilliant	Brzezinski	moment,	a	replay	of	the	
infamous	“colour	revolutions”	in	Ukraine,	etc.	
	 The	story	behind	the	story	is	that	Obama	was	first	noticed	
by	Brzezinski	in	the	early	1980s.	Zbig	taught	international	
relations	at	Columbia	University	from	1960	to	1989,	as	the	head	
of	the	Institute	for	Communist	Affairs,	a	nest	of	anti-Soviet	
ideologues.	Obama	completed	his	BA	at	Columbia	in	1983,	
majoring	in	political	science	with	a	specialisation	in,	yes,	inter-
national	relations.	
	 What’s	especially	ghoulish	about	all	this	is	that	Brzezinski	
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has	five	offspring	who	are	all	onboard	the	Obama	wagon:	Mark	
(director	of	Russian	and	Eurasian	Affairs	at	the	National	Secu-
rity	Council	under	President	Bill	Clinton,	and	one	of	the	prime	
movers	of	the	2004	colour	revolution	in	Ukraine),	Ian	(current-
ly	the	US	Deputy	Assistant	Secretary	of	State	for	European	and	
NATO	affairs	and	a	backer	of	Kosovan	independence,	NATO	
expansion	into	Ukraine	and	Georgia	and	US	ABM	missiles	in	
Poland),	Mika	(political	commentator	on	MSNBC	whose	in-
terview	with	Michele	Obama	contributed	to	the	general	media	
Obamamia)	and	finally,	Matthew	(a	friend	of	Ilyas	Akhmadov,	
“foreign	minister”	and	US	envoy	of	the	Chechen	opposition).	
	 Brzezinski’s	brand	of	anti-Russian,	anti-Muslim	geopoli-
tics	will	dominate	a	future	Obama	administration.	In	Second 
Chance: Three Presidents and the Crisis of American Super-
power	(New	York:	Basic	Books,	2007),	he	lays	out	his	New	
World	Order	agenda	without	so	much	as	a	blush.	Apparently,	
there	is	a	global	political	awakening	going	on,	the	goal	of	
which	is	“dignity.”	Not	economic	development,	not	the	allevia-
tion	of	poverty,	not	national	sovereignty	against	the	IMF	and	
World	Bank.	Just	plain	old	dignity,	though	Zbig’s	brand	of	dig-
nity	is	the	kind	attained	through	secession,	balkanization,	and	
the	creation	of	weak	statelets	for	each	ethnic	minority	subservi-
ent	to	the	US.	Think:	Kosovo	and	–	if	Brzezinski	has	his	way	
–	Chechenia.	Neo-Wilsonian	demagogy	in	the	service	not	of	
peace	but	of	US	world	domination,	encirclement	of	Russia	and	
control	of	the	Arab	world.		
	 Zbig	said	in	endorsing	Obama:	“What	makes	Obama	
attractive	to	me	is	that	he	understands	that	we	live	in	a	very	dif-
ferent	world	where	we	have	to	relate	to	a	variety	of	cultures	and	
peoples.”	Obama’s	alleged	global	approach	and	trans-ethnic,	
trans-racial	allure	are	right	out	of	Zbig’s	university	textbook,	
or	rather	Second Chance,	which	will	be	the	manual	for	the	
Obama	campaign	and	presidency.	
	 Obama	is	a	new	lease	on	life	for	Brzezinski:	having	
destroyed	the	Soviet	Union	and	shattered	the	Warsaw	Pact,	
he	now	wants	to	dismember	the	Russian	Federation	itself	and	
put	the	finishing	touches	on	Afghanistan	as	an	impregnable	
US	military	base	against	China,	Russia...	the	list	is	endless.	
Perhaps	Zbig	is	dreaming	of	restoring	Greater	Poland	circa	
1600	–	from	the	Black	Sea	to	the	Baltic,	all	controlled	by	petty	
szlachta	aristocrats	like...	the	Brzezinskis?	
	 The Economist	blog	put	it	best:	“A	new	brain	for	Barack	
Obama!	It’s	78	years	old	and	it	still	works	perfectly.	It	belongs	
to	Zbigniew	Brzezinski,	the	peppery	ex-national	security	ad-
viser	to	Jimmy	Carter.”	(14	March	2007)	
	 The	messianic	idealism	of	the	Obama	campaign	has	not	
been	seen	since	the	days	of	another	Brzezinski	creation	–	Jimmy	
Carter,	who	also	handed	over	his	foreign	policy	to	Brzezinski	
with	disastrous	results.	Brzezinski’s	anti-Russian	mania	back	
in	1976	prompted	him	to	foment	the	rise	of	Islamic	fundamen-
talism,	which	he	touted	as	the	greatest	single	bulwark	against	
Soviet	communism.	Tarpley	argues	that	Brzezinski	was	even	
a	prime	behind-the-scenes	mover	in	the	overthrow	of	the	Shah	
of	Iran	and	installing	Ayatollah	Khomeini	in	power	in	Tehran.	
Brzezinski	cared	less	about	the	Middle	East	and	its	oil	than	he	

did	about	the	need	for	a	centre	from	which	Islamic	fundamental-
ism	of	the	most	retrograde	type	could	penetrate	the	soft	southern	
underbelly	of	the	USSR.	For	Brzezinski,	the	space	between	the	
southern	frontier	of	the	Soviet	and	the	Indian	Ocean	littoral	
became	an	“arc	of	crisis,”	and	we	have	his	handiwork	to	thank	
for	the	horrors	taking	place	there	to	this	day.	
	 The	1980	Carter	Doctrine	–	that	the	US	was	determined	
to	dominate	the	Persian	Gulf	–	is	at	the	root	of	the	first	Gulf	
War,	of	the	present	Iraq	war,	and	of	the	possible	war	on	Iran.	
Brzezinski’s	grandiose	schemes	of	world	transformation	caused	
a	renewal	of	the	Cold	War	and	gave	birth	to	Al-Qaeda,	and	
without	Soviet	restraint	the	results	could	easily	have	been	far	
more	tragic	than	they	in	fact	turned	out	to	be.	By	1980,	disil-
lusionment	with	Carter	led	to	the	nightmare	of	the	Reagan	
regime.	But	this	was	of	little	concern	to	Brzezinski	–	a	mere	
blip	on	his	radar	screen.
	 In	2008,	we	have	an	obscure	Illinois	senator,	a	neophyte	
with	no	legislative	achievements	to	speak	of,	but	with	a	raft	
of	utopian	promises,	including	solving	the	race	problem	once	
and	for	all.	Recession,	unemployment	and	an	alarming	rise	in	
poverty	are	of	no	consequence;	a	golden	age	is	at	hand	thanks	
to	the	magnetic	personality	of	the	new	purveyor	of	platitudes.	
Since	he	knows	nothing	of	foreign	policy,	these	matters	will	be	
competently	managed	by	the	Brzezinski	cabal.	
	 But	there	seems	to	be	one	slight	hitch.	Despite	Obama’s	
slavish	pro-Israeli	genuflections	of	late,	he	is	still	not	trusted	
by	the	Jewish	lobby.	Quite	possibly	because	they	know	who	the	
power	behind	the	throne-to-be	is	–	Brzezinski	–	and	they	can’t	
stomach	him,	nor	he	them.	
	 Addressing	the	AIPAC	crew	in	an	interview	with	The 
Daily Telegraph,	he	said,	“They	operate	not	by	arguing	but	by	
slandering,	vilifying,	demonising.	They	very	promptly	wheel	
out	anti-Semitism.	There	is	an	element	of	paranoia	in	this	
inclination	to	view	any	serious	attempt	at	a	compromised	peace	
as	somehow	directed	against	Israel.”	Presenting	a	solution	for	
the	Middle	East,	he	lists	historical	compromises	that	had	to	be	
made	by	Israelis	and	Palestinians	but	bravely	points	the	finger	
at	AIPAC	as	obstructing	peace	efforts.	
	 But	then	Brzezinski	was	a	key	player	in	Carter’s	1978	
Camp	David	Accords,	much	loathed	by	the	Zionists	as	giving	
up	the	sacred	“Jewish”	Sinai	in	exchange	for	a	cold	peace	with	
Egypt.	Brzezinski	is	definitely	not	a	hardcore	Zionist,	though	
he’s	still	happy	to	allow	the	destruction	of	Palestine.	Perhaps	
he	is,	under	his	suave	exterior,	still	the	quintessential	Polish	
anti-Semite,	with	a	vision	of	the	New	World	Order	–	horror	of	
horrors	–	without	Israel	at	the	centre.	
	 If	he	can	keep	up	the	momentum,	however,	he	may	be	able	
to	outflank	the	Zionists	in	Washington	and	bring	his	horse	first	
past	the	finish	line.	They	are	on	the	defensive	these	days,	what	
with	spy	trials,	even	J	Street	Project,	a	Jewish	lobby	group	that	
–	gasp	–	dares	to	criticise	Israel.	Is	this,	then,	the	silver	lining	
in	an	Obama	victory?

An abridged version of the above was published in Al-Ahram, 
24 - 30 July 2008, Issue No. 907, http://weekly.ahram.org.eg.

ERIC_WAlBERG_is a peace activist, writer and translator who worked in 
Moscow and Tashkent. He writes for Al-Ahram Weekly in Cairo. A graduate from 
Cambridge University in Economics, he has made East-West understanding a 
focus of his writing. His website is www.geocities.com/walberg2002/
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© By richarD SmolEY

“T
he world,” wrote the philoso-
pher Ludwig Wittgenstein, “is 
the totality of facts, not of 
things.” So it is, but facts take 
many forms. The hard-edged 

events of ordinary reality are only one form, and not 
always the most important.

	 This	insight	can	be	hard	to	accept	in	the	positivist	world	
of	mainstream	Western	thought.	In	these	terms,	either	an	
event	took	place	or	it	did	not.	Truth	and	falsehood	are	judged	
by	this	criterion	alone.	And	yet	such	a	stance	has	only	a	lim-
ited	value.	It	is	indispensable	in	history	and	journalism	and	
perhaps	in	science	(although	the	anomalous	discoveries	of	
twentieth-century	physics	have	blurred	the	picture	somewhat).	
But	in	the	spiritual	dimension,	even	though	there	are	facts	
here	as	well,	they	are	not	of	this	kind.	To	overlook	this	truth	
is	to	mistake	one	reality	for	another.
	 Conventional	Christianity	has	
often	made	this	mistake.	Practically	
from	the	start,	it	has	presented	its	
case	in	literalistic	terms:	the	Bible	
is	true;	moreover	it	is	literally	true.	
Its	facts	must	be	historical	facts,	and	
its	record	of	the	past	must	be	a	true	
one.	At	first	these	claims	fostered	
Christianity’s	rapid	success	in	the	
ancient	world.	By	the	early	centuries	
of	the	Common	Era,	Greco-Roman	
civilisation	could	no	longer	take	its	
own	myths	seriously,	so	it	was	per-
suaded	to	adopt	the	Scriptures	of	the	
Jews	and	Christians	on	the	grounds	
that	these	presented	not	only	sacred	
truths	but	an	accurate	record	of	the	
past.
	 Since	the	Enlightenment,	such	
claims	have	been	more	of	an	embar-
rassment	than	an	advertisement	for	
the	faith.	Over	the	last	250	years,	
scholars	in	many	fields	have	taken	

Christianity	at	its	word	and	investigated	in	great	depth	just	
how	much	the	Bible	jibes	with	science	and	history.	The	find-
ings	have	not	exactly	vindicated	the	Good	Book.	Indeed	the	
trend	over	time	has	been	to	call	more	and	more	of	the	Bible	
into	question	as	a	historical	record.
	 From	a	scientific	point	of	view,	the	tide	began	to	turn	in	
the	early	nineteenth	century.	In	1830–32,	the	British	scientist	
Charles	Lyell	published	his	classic	Principles of Geology,	
arguing	that	geological	changes	that	are	recorded	in	rocks	
could	not	possibly	have	taken	place	in	the	mere	6,000	years	
that	Genesis	assigned	to	the	earth’s	lifetime,	but	had	occurred	
over	a	much	longer	period.	A	generation	later,	another,	even	
more	famous	scientist,	Charles	Darwin,	suggested	that	animal	
species	had	not	been	created	by	the	Almighty	on	a	single	day	
of	creation	in	4004	BCE,	but	had	evolved	over	much	longer	
periods	by	what	he	called	“natural	selection.”	(In	fact,	when	
Darwin	had	finished	his	magnum	opus,	The Origin of Spe-
cies,	he	sent	it	to	Lyell	for	comments.)

Rescuing the Bible 
from Literalism

Practically from the start, conventional Christianity has presented its case in literalistic terms:  
the Bible is true; moreover it is literally true.
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HIstorIcIty of tHe  
BIBle QuestIoned

	 In	recent	decades,	archaeology	has	cast	doubt	even	on	parts	
of	the	Bible	that	had	seemed	more	or	less	factual,	such	as	the	
history	of	Israel	in	the	Old	Testament.	To	take	one	example,	
a	generation	ago	most	scholars	accepted	the	historicity	of	the	
Exodus	from	Egypt,	believing	at	least	that	some	migration	of	
this	kind	happened,	even	if	the	narrative	had	to	be	stripped	of	
its	miraculous	festoonings.	Since	then,	the	picture	has	changed	
considerably.	Summarising	recent	findings	in	their	2001	book 
The Bible Unearthed,	Israel	Finkelstein	and	Neil	Asher	Silber-
man	contend	that	the	Exodus	did	not	happen	in	any	form	that	is	
recognisable	from	the	archaeological	record.	The	first	mention	
of	Israel	in	any	known	inscription,	they	note,	dates	from	the	
reign	of	the	Egyptian	Pharaoh	Merneptah	in	1207	BCE.	While	
this	is	around	the	time	traditionally	assigned	to	the	Exodus,	the	
inscription	speaks	not	of	a	flight	of	Israelites	(or	even	an	expul-
sion),	but	of	Merneptah’s	successful	incursion	into	Canaan,	
where	Israel	is	reckoned	among	the	peoples	subdued.	In	any	
case,	the	Israelites	could	not	have	escaped	to	Canaan	out	of	the	
hands	of	the	Egyptians,	because	Canaan	was	part	of	Egyptian	
territory	at	the	time;	Merneptah’s	invasion	would	have	been	to	
quiet	a	troublesome	province.
	 Instead,	Finkelstein	and	Silberman	suggest	that	the	bibli-
cal	account	of	the	Exodus	is	a	composite	of	folk	memories	of	
the	Hyksos	–	a	Semitic	people	who	ruled	Egypt	from	c.1670	
to	c.1570	BCE	before	being	expelled	by	the	Egyptians.	The	

Exodus	story	as	we	know	it	was	framed	in	the	seventh	century	
BCE,	when	the	national	ideology	of	Jerusalem	and	the	nation	
of	Judah	was	beginning	to	crystallise	–	and	Egypt	was	a	pow-
erful	and	aggressive	neighbour.
	 Other	scholars	have	come	up	with	equally	revolutionary	
insights.	In	her	work	The Great Angel,	the	British	biblical	
scholar	Margaret	Barker	points	out	that	originally	the	Israelites	
worshipped	a	female	goddess,	known	as	Asherah	(or	some-
times	as	Hokhmah	or	“Wisdom”),	as	the	consort	of	Yahweh,	
alongside	El,	the	Most	High	God,	and	Yahweh	himself,	who	
was	essentially	a	national	deity	allocated	to	Israel	alone.	Barker	
suggests	that	the	famous	Deuteronomic	reform	under	the	Juda-
hite	King	Josiah	–	in	which	Josiah	purges	the	Temple	of	these	
other	gods	and	restores	the	worship	of	Yahweh	alone	(2	Kings	
22-23)	–	was	not	a	reform	but	an	innovation,	a	purge	of	time-
honoured	traditions	in	an	attempt	to	create	a	“Yahweh-alone	
movement.”	This	movement	eventually	took	over	Judaism	after	
the	Babylonian	Exile	and	imposed	its	own	agenda	on	the	past.	
	 One	could	make	similar	points	about	much	of	the	rest	of	the	
Bible.	The	“quest	of	the	historical	Jesus,”	as	Albert	Schweitzer	
so	famously	dubbed	it,	has	gone	on	for	over	two	centuries	now	
without	any	really	conclusive	results.	Most	scholars	are	con-
vinced	that	there	is	some	admixture	of	myth	and	legend	in	the	
life	of	Christ	as	portrayed	in	the	New	Testament,	but	they	differ	
enormously	about	just	what	was	legend	and	what	was	not.	The	
panel	of	liberal	New	Testament	scholars	known	as	the	Jesus	
Seminar	has	won	some	notoriety	for	contending	that	Jesus	
neither	said	nor	did	most	of	the	things	attributed	to	him	in	the	

Gustave Dore's classic illustration “The Egyptians Drowned in the Red Sea.” Modern archaeology has cast doubt on parts of the Bible once accepted 
as more or less factual. Scholars contend that the Exodus did not happen in any form that is recognisable from the archaeological record. 
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Gospels.	As	shocking	as	some	may	find	this	claim,	it	is	hardly	
new:	an	array	of	German	New	Testament	scholars	reached	much	
the	same	conclusions	in	the	nineteenth	century.	A	still	more	
radical	view	holds	that	Jesus	never	existed	at	all:	his	story	was	
merely	a	Jewish	equivalent	of	the	numerous	death-and-resurrec-
tion	myths	circulating	in	the	ancient	world.	
Since	there	is	no	archaeological	evidence	
for	Christ’s	life,	and	the	textual	evidence	is	
elusive	(none	of	the	Gospels,	canonical	or	
apocryphal,	even	claims	to	be	an	eyewit-
ness	account),	this	position,	as	extreme	as	
it	is,	is	hard	to	definitively	refute.

BIBlIcal storIes as allegory,  
not HIstory

	 What,	then,	are	we	to	do	with	the	Bible	
as	history?	Some	will	no	doubt	cling	to	it.	
The	literary	critic	Harold	Bloom	has	noted	
that	in	evangelical	Christianity,	the	“limp	
leather	Bible,”	waved	at	the	audience	by	
the	preacher,	has	itself	become	a	totem.	
But	others	are	unlikely	to	find	refuge	in	a	
simplistic	bibliolatry.	They	may	be	drawn	
to	another	approach	–	one	that	is	equally	
ancient,	and	possibly	more	profound.	It	is	that	the	Bible	is	not,	
and	never	was,	meant	to	be	taken	literally,	but	has	deeper	mean-
ings	that	are	to	be	unearthed	by	those	are	capable	of	doing	so.
	 This	idea	goes	back	to	the	very	beginnings	of	Christian-
ity	and	has	always	existed	side	by	side	with	narrow	literalism.	

Ironically,	it	was	a	major	impetus	for	the	creation	of	Christian-
ity	as	a	separate	religion	from	Judaism.	The	nascent	Christian	
movement	often	had	to	allegorise	the	Hebrew	Scriptures	to	
make	use	of	them	for	its	own	purposes.	The	Apostle	Paul	
writes	about	one	biblical	passage:	

It is written, that Abraham had two sons, 
the one by a bondmaid, the other by a 
freewoman.

But he who was of the bondwoman was 
born after the flesh; but he of the free-
woman was by promise.

Which things are an allegory: for these 
are the two covenants; the one from the 
mount Sinai, which gendereth to bond-
age, which is Agar.

For this Agar is mount Sinai in Arabia, 
and answereth to Jerusalem which now 
is, and is in bondage with her children.

But Jerusalem which is above is free, 
which is the mother of us all (Gal. 
4:22–26).

	 			Paul	is	saying	that	the	real	meaning	
of	the	story	of	Abraham	and	his	two	sons	
lies	in	the	relationship	of	the	Jews	and	the	

Christians.	Ishmael,	the	older	son,	born	to	Hagar	(or	Agar),	
“the	bondwoman,”	is	the	Jews,	who	are	in	“bondage”	to	the	
Law	of	Moses.	Isaac,	the	younger,	born	to	Sarah,	the	“free-
woman,”	represents	the	Christians,	who	are	freed	from	having	
to	follow	the	Law.	The	story	is	an	“allegory.”

Israel Finkelstein 
and Neil Asher 

Silberman contend 
that the Exodus 

did not happen in 
any form that is 

recognisable from the 
archaeological record. 



	 The	first	authority	to	use	the	word	“allegory”	in	this	sense	
(the	Greek	is	allegoria)	–	and	the	first	to	expound	the	He-
brew	Bible	in	this	way	–	was	a	philosopher	who	lived	at	the	
same	time	as	both	Jesus	and	Paul:	Philo	of	Alexandria	(c.20	
BCE–c.50	CE).	Although	there	is	no	reference	to	Jesus	or	Paul	
in	his	works	or	to	Philo	in	the	New	Testament,	it	would	be	
hard	to	overstate	Philo’s	influence	on	Christianity.	To	take	one	
example,	it	was	he	who	first	used	the	Greek	word	logos	(often	
translated	as	“word”)	to	mean	the	creative,	structuring	element	
in	consciousness	and	to	contend	that	this	principle	had	engen-
dered	the	world.	Philo’s	view	was	prevalent	in	the	Judaism	of	
the	first	century	CE,	in	which	the	logos	was	often	seen	as	a	
kind	of	deuteros theos	or	“second	god.”	The	Christians	appro-
priated	this	theology,	especially	in	the	Gospel	of	John,	whose	
prologue	“In	the	beginning	was	the	Word”	etc.	is	almost	a	pro-
grammatic	statement	of	Philo’s	thought.	Philo,	of	course,	never	
equated	this	logos	with	Jesus,	as	the	Christians	did,	and	once	
the	Christian	view	had	spread	throughout	
the	ancient	world,	the	Jews	dropped	the	
concept	of	the	logos	entirely.
	 In	any	event,	Philo	viewed	the	Hebrew	
Bible	through	the	lens	of	allegory.	Here	is	
Philo	on	Genesis:

“And on the sixth day God finished his 
work which he made.” It would be a 
sign of great simplicity to think that the 
world was created in six days, or indeed 
all in time.... But... it would be correctly 
said that the world was not created in 
time, but that time had its existence as 
a consequence of the world..... When, 
therefore, Moses says, “God completed 
his works on the sixth day,” we must 
understand that he is speaking not of a 
number of days, but that he takes six as 
a perfect number.

	 Philo	goes	on	to	explain	what	he	
means	by	a	perfect	number.	Obviously	this	is	a	far	richer	and	
more	sophisticated	understanding	of	a	sacred	text	than	the	
simplistic	idea	that	the	world	was	made	in	six	literal	days.
	 The	Christian	theologian	who	is	most	indebted	to	Philo	was	
the	third-century	Church	Father	Origen.	Origen	went	further	
than	Philo,	however,	in	being	much	more	eager	to	discard	the	
literal	truth	of	passages	that	seemed	contrary	to	reason.	Here	is	
Origen	on	Genesis:

Who is so silly as to believe that God, after the manner of 
a farmer, “planted a paradise eastward in Eden,” and set 
in it a visible and palpable “tree of life,” of such a sort that 
anyone who tasted its fruit with his bodily teeth would gain 
life: and again that one could partake of “good and evil” by 
masticating the fruit taken from the tree of that name? And 
when God is said to “walk in the paradise in the cool of the 
day” and Adam to hide himself behind a tree, I do not think 
anyone will doubt that these are figurative expressions 
which indicate certain mysteries through a semblance of 
history and not through actual events.

	 Origen	does	not	spare	the	Gospels	or	the	writings	of	the	
Apostles,	“for,”	he	writes,	“the	history	even	of	these	is	not	
everywhere	pure,	events	being	woven	together	in	the	bodily	
sense	without	having	actually	happened;	nor	do	the	law	and	
the	commandments	contained	therein	entirely	declare	what	is	
reasonable.”

	 Such	an	attitude	seems	strikingly	modern	–	and	yet	these	
are	the	words	of	a	third-century	Church	Father.	Origen	spoke	
of	three	levels	of	meaning	to	Scripture	(body,	soul,	and	spirit,	
in	accordance	with	the	tripartite	division	of	human	nature	
accepted	by	early	Christianity).	This	view	would	be	tremen-
dously	influential.	The	scholar	Beryl	Smalley	has	written	that	
“to	write	a	history	of	Origenist	influence	on	the	West	would	be	
tantamount	to	writing	a	history	of	Western	[biblical]	exegesis.”	
	 By	the	Middle	Ages,	Origen’s	three	levels	of	meaning	for	
Scripture	would	be	expanded	to	four.	They	were	called	the	
literal,	allegorical,	moral,	and	“anagogical”	or	mystical	senses.	
Dante,	writing	in	the	early	fourteenth	century,	refers	to	them	in	
his	Letter to Can Grande,	where	he	says	of	the	Exodus:

If we look at it from the letter alone it means to us the exit 
of the Children of Israel from Egypt at the time of Moses; 
if from allegory, it means for us our redemption done by 
Christ; if from the moral sense, it means to us the conver-

sion of the soul from the struggle and 
misery of sin to the status of grace; 
if from the anagogical, it means the 
leavetaking of the blessed soul from the 
slavery of this corruption to the freedom 
of eternal glory. And though these mysti-
cal senses are called by various names, 
in general all can be called allegorical, 
because they are different from the literal 
or the historical.

	 			Origen,	who	is	evasive	about	actually	
setting	out	the	hidden	meaning	of	Scrip-
ture	(“it	was	the	method	of	the	Holy	Spirit	
rather	to	conceal	these	truths	and	to	hide	
them	deeply,”	he	writes),	makes	refer-
ence	to	Egypt	as	well.	He	speaks	of	“the	
descent	of	the	holy	fathers	into	Egypt,	that	
is,	into	this	world.”	For	Origen	as	for	Dan-
te,	then,	the	Exodus	ultimately	presents	an	
allegory	of	spiritual	liberation.

	 Origen	died	around	253	CE,	crippled	by	torture	during	the	
persecution	of	the	Christians	by	the	Roman	Emperor	Decius.	
Since	then,	Origen	has	had	an	ambiguous	destiny	in	the	
mainstream	church.	Revered	in	his	own	day,	in	later	centuries	
he	fell	into	disrepute	among	the	orthodox.	This	happened	for	a	
number	of	reasons,	but	it	was	largely	because	his	views	on	the	
relationship	between	the	Father	and	the	Son	did	not	jibe	with	
the	doctrine	of	the	Trinity	as	it	would	evolve	in	the	fourth	and	
fifth	centuries.	Furthermore,	later	theologians	did	not	feel	en-
tirely	comfortable	with	Origen’s	assertion	that	much	of	Scrip-
ture	was	not	meant	to	be	taken	as	literally	true.	Although	the	
churchmen	were	generally	content	to	accept	his	idea	that	there	
were	other	meanings	in addition to	the	literal	one,	they	did	not	
like	to	think	the	literal	sense	was	wrong	or	even	(as	we’ve	seen	
Origen	say	about	the	myth	of	Eden)	ridiculous.

ProtestantIsm and lIteralIsm

	 If	the	Catholic	and	Orthodox	churches	were	always	
comfortable	with	a	symbolic	meaning	to	the	Bible,	where	did	
today’s	excruciating	biblical	literalism	come	from?	Partly	from	
Protestantism.	Catholicism	and	Orthodoxy	always	regarded	the	
Bible	as	an	authority,	but	never	as	the	authority:	the	teachings	
and	practices	of	the	Church	itself	were	held	to	be	of	at	least	
equal	weight.	The	Catholic	Church	always	insisted	that	the	
Bible	could	be	easily	misunderstood	by	those	who	lacked	the	
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proper	training;	this	was	why	the	Church	discouraged	Bible	
reading	by	laypeople	until	comparatively	recently.	
	 By	the	early	modern	era,	however,	the	Catholic	Church	had	
become	so	corrupt	that	some	Christian	leaders	(and	many	of	
the	ordinary	faithful)	realised	that	the	church	was	keeping	an	
exclusive	monopoly	on	spiritual	power	largely	to	suit	its	own	
worldly	ends.	In	breaking	with	the	church,	
these	leaders	–	the	Protestant	Reformers	
–	decided	to	return	to	the	Bible	as	the	only	
proper	authority:	sola scriptura,	“Scrip-
ture	only,”	as	the	formula	had	it.
	 This	in	itself	might	not	have	been	so	
problematic,	but	the	Protestantism	that	
reached	the	American	frontier	in	the	
nineteenth	century	was	dominated	by	
men	who	had	little	education	and	lit-
tle	idea	of	any	other	literature	than	the	
Bible.	Such	people	have	always	existed:	
Thomas	Aquinas,	the	medieval	Catholic	
theologian,	was	alluding	to	them	when	
he	said,	“Timeo hominem unius libri”:	“I	
fear	a	man	of	one	book.”	In	the	United	
States,	and,	I	suspect,	in	much	of	the	rest	
of	the	English-speaking	world,	evangeli-
cal	Christianity	has	become	co-opted	by	
these	“men	of	one	book.”	Today	in	many	
parts	of	the	US,	it	is	possible	to	go	into	people’s	houses	and	see	
no	other	book	than	the	Bible.	It	is	this	element	in	Christianity	
that	has	made	its	presence	felt	in	the	rise	of	fundamentalism.
	 As	a	result,	the	Bible’s	inner	meaning	has	increasingly	

become	the	province	of	esotericism.	Regarding	the	story	of	
Christ,	in	her	book	Esoteric Christianity the	Theosophist	An-
nie	Besant	speaks	of	“the	Christ	of	the	human	Spirit,	the	Christ	
who	is	in	every	one	of	us,	is	born	and	lives,	is	crucified,	rises	
from	the	dead,	and	ascends	into	heaven,	in	every	suffering	and	
triumphant	‘Son	of	Man.’”	The	story	of	Christ	is	thus	the	story	

of	each	of	us;	the	Incarnation	symbolises	
our	own	descent	into	the	world	of	materi-
ality,	where	we	pass	across	the	stage	for	a	
short	while	before	being	crucified	on	the	
cross	of	time	and	space.	But	this	suffer-
ing	and	death	is	only	transitory	or	even	
illusory,	since	the	Logos	–	the	principle	of	
consciousness	–	in	ourselves	cannot	die.	It	
will	be	resurrected	again	in	other	forms,	
recognisable	or	otherwise.	(In	the	Gospels	
the	risen	Christ	is	sometimes	recognised	
by	his	disciples,	sometimes	not.)
	 				Some	may	find	themselves	impatient	
with	these	ideas,	insisting	that	they	are	
nothing	more	than	a	way	of	skirting	the	
issue	of	historical	factuality	that	must	
supposedly	serve	as	the	bedrock	of	faith.	
But	what,	might	one	ask,	is	being	dis-
missed	as	mere	allegory?	Viewed	in	the	
way	sketched	out	above,	the	stories	of	the	

Exodus	and	the	passion	of	Christ	are	not	mere	edifying	tales	
of	the	past.	Nor	are	they	creeds	for	blind	belief	or	flags	around	
which	to	rally	the	faithful.	Rather	they	are	deep	expressions	of	
what	is	going	on	inside	us	now.	To	know	from	inner	experience	
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what	it	is	to	be	spiritually	in	“the	land	of	Egypt,	the	house	of	
bondage,”	to	see	the	Logos	in	ourselves	crucified	on	the	cross	
of	time	and	space,	is	not	evasion	but	among	the	most	profound	
insights	a	human	being	can	have.
	 I	would	even	take	the	argument	a	step	further.	An	allegori-
cal	reading	of	the	Bible	can	actually	be	more	demanding	than	
merely	dwelling	on	the	meaning	of	the	letter.	Acknowledging	
“Pharaoh,”	“Moses,”	the	“scribes	and	Pharisees,”	even	Christ	
as	parts	of	ourselves	can	be	unsettling.	Few	are	eager	to	come	
to	grips	with	their	inner	tyrants	and	hypocrites,	and	there	
are	possibly	even	fewer	who	can	bear	to	see	their	own	higher	
natures.	After	all,	to	know	that	Moses	the	lawgiver	exists	in	
oneself	is	already	a	step	out	of	the	house	of	bondage.	To	see	the	
Christ	within	is	already	to	experience	a	resurrection.	Such	re-
alisations	confer	a	responsibility	upon	us	that	we	are	not	always	
delighted	to	face.
	 As	a	result,	it	is	often	easier	to	keep	these	things	at	the	safe	
remove	of	antiquity	–	to	follow	the	disputes	about	who	was	the	
Pharaoh	of	Exodus;	to	pore	over	accounts	of	recent	excavations	
in	Biblical Archaeology Review;	to	thrill	over	the	latest	news	
feature	that	breathlessly	proffers	some	allegedly	new	fact	about	
the	historical	Jesus.	In	such	a	way	we	can	keep	these	issues	
alive,	but	at	a	comfortable	distance:	they	remain	ineluctably	
“other,”	about	people	who	lived	long	ago.	I	suspect	that	this	
dynamic	helps	explain	the	unshakable	thirst	for	biblical	archae-
ology	among	the	American	public.
	 All	this	said,	there	is	admittedly	a	problem	with	leaning	too	
heavily	on	allegorical	readings	of	Scripture.	To	be	no	longer	
able	to	take	one’s	own	myths	literally	–	even	while	accepting	
them	in	a	figurative	sense	–	does	strip	them	of	their	power.	This	
is	due	to	the	limits	of	our	own	understanding;	we	as	a	civilisa-
tion	seem	unable	to	hear	the	message	“Blessed	are	they	that	
have	not	seen,	and	yet	believed”	(John	20:29).	This	is	not	a	
call	to	blind,	stupid	faith;	it	is	an	appeal	to	recognise	realities	
that	do	not	present	themselves	to	our	physical	eyes	and	hands	
–	the	“evidence	of	things	unseen.”	But,	trusting	as	we	do	in	
the	Gradgrindian	world	of	cold,	hard	facts,	we	put	more	trust	
in	texts	than	in	our	own	inner	experience.	We	discover	that	the	
texts	are	not	telling	the	exact	truth	about	history,	and	we	lose	
our	faith.	
	 Despite	the	noise	(much	of	it	overstated)	about	rising	fun-
damentalism	in	the	Western	world,	this	loss	of	faith	is	likely	to	
accelerate.	What	will	happen	when	the	news	sinks	in	and	we	
collectively	understand	that	much,	perhaps	most,	of	the	Bible	
is	not	literally	true?	We	may	continue	to	see	their	beauty	and	
power	as	myths,	just	as	we	do	with	the	tales	of	the	Olympian	
gods,	but	they	will	have	lost	their	numinous	force	for	us.	We	
will	see	the	old	gods	mocked	and	derided,	as	they	were	in	an-
tiquity	in	the	satyr	plays	of	the	classical	Athenian	stage	and	the	

satires	of	Lucian,	and	as	we	see	today	in	films	like	Dogma	and	
Jesus Christ Superstar.	
	 In	such	instances,	new	myths,	new	versions	of	eternal	
truths	arise.	What	these	will	be	in	the	future	remains	to	be	
seen;	it	is	hard	to	imagine	that	they	will	come	from	any	reli-
gion	now	existing.	Of	the	models	of	reality	now	available,	it	is	
above	all	the	one	provided	by	science	that	has	most	captured	
the	imagination	of	the	thinking	public.	Like	Christianity	in	an-
cient	times,	it	seems	to	offer	truth	in	place	of	myth,	actualities	
in	place	of	legend.	And	then	we	are	left	with	a	question	that,	I	
suspect,	will	not	be	answered	in	the	lifetime	of	anyone	reading	
these	pages	now:	what	will	happen	when	the	facts	of	science,	
implacably	hard	and	substantial	as	they	now	seem,	are	proved	
to	be	myths	in	turn?
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D
iscoveries like the ancient Greek Antiky-
thera computer (1,500 years before the 
invention of precision geared devices), 
the Baghdad batteries (2,000 years 
before Volta ‘invented’ the battery) or 

dental and brain surgery artefacts found in ancient 
Pakistan (8,000 years out of historical sequence) 
appear ‘anomalous’ within our current paradigm of 
history. However, they are not unexpected according 
to the ancient cyclical view. 

	 Giorgio	de	Santillana,	the	former	professor	of	the	history	
of	science	at	MIT,	tells	us	that	most	ancient	cultures	believed	
consciousness	and	history	were	not	linear	but	cyclical,	meaning	
they	would	rise	and	fall	over	long	periods	of	times.	In	his	land-
mark	work,	Hamlet’s Mill,	Giorgio	and	co-author	Hertha	von	
Dechend,	showed	that	the	myth	and	folklore	of	over	30	ancient	
cultures	around	the	world	spoke	of	a	vast	cycle	of	time	with	
alternating	Dark	and	Golden	Ages	that	move	with	the	preces-
sion	of	the	equinox.	Plato	called	this	the	Great	Year.	
	 Although	the	idea	of	a	great	cycle	timed	by	the	slow	preces-
sion	of	the	equinox	was	common	to	multiple	cultures	before	
the	Christian	era,	most	of	us	were	taught	this	is	just	a	fairytale;	
there	was	no	Golden	Age.	However,	an	increasing	body	of	new	
astronomical	and	archaeological	evidence	suggests	the	cycle	
may	have	a	basis	in	fact.	More	importantly,	understanding	the	
cycle	might	provide	insight	into	where	society	is	headed	at	this	
time	and	why	consciousness	may	be	expanding	at	an	expo-
nential	rate.	Understanding	the	cause	of	precession	is	key	to	
understanding	the	cycle.
	 The	standard	theory	of	precession	says	it	is	principally	
the	Moon’s	gravity	acting	upon	the	oblate	Earth	that	must	be	
the	cause	of	the	Earth’s	changing	orientation	to	inertial	space,	
a.k.a.	the	“precession	of	the	equinox.”	However,	ancient	sourc-
es	say	the	observable	of	an	equinox	slowly	moving	or	‘precess-
ing’	through	the	twelve	constellations	of	the	zodiac	is	simply	
due	to	the	motion	of	the	solar	system	through	space	(changing	
our	viewpoint	from	Earth).	
	 Here	at	the	Binary	Research	Institute,	we	have	modelled	
a	moving	solar	system	and	found	it	does	indeed	better	pro-
duce	the	precession	observable	and	resolves	a	number	of	solar	

History and  
Celestial Time

system	anomalies	such	as	the	uneven	distribution	of	angular	
momentum	within	the	solar	system	and	the	variable	rate	of	
precession.	Beyond	the	technical	considerations,	a	moving	so-
lar	system	might	provide	a	logical	reason	why	we	have	a	Great	
Year	with	alternating	Dark	and	Golden	Ages.	That	is,	if	the	
solar	system	carrying	the	Earth	actually	moves	in	a	huge	orbit,	
subjecting	the	Earth	to	the	electromagnetic	(EM)	spectrum	
of	another	star	or	EM	source	along	the	way,	we	could	expect	
this	would	affect	our	magnetosphere,	ionosphere	and	indi-
rectly	all	life	in	a	pattern	commensurate	with	that	orbit.	Just	
as	the	Earth’s	smaller	diurnal	and	annual	motion’s	produce	the	
cycles	of	day	and	night	and	the	seasons	(both	due	to	the	Earth’s	
changing	position	in	relation	to	the	EM	spectrum	of	the	Sun),	
so	might	the	larger	celestial	motion	be	expected	to	produce	a	
cycle	that	affects	life	and	consciousness	on	a	grand	scale.
	 The	hypothesis	for	how	consciousness	would	be	affected	in	
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such	a	celestial	cycle	builds	on	the	work	of	Dr.	Valerie	Hunt,	
the	former	professor	of	physiology	at	UCLA.	In	a	number	of	
studies	she	has	found	that	changes	in	the	ambient	EM	field	
(that	surrounds	us	all	the	time)	can	dramatically	affect	human	
cognition	and	performance.	In	short,	consciousness	is	affected	
by	immersion	in	EM	fields.	Consequently,	the	concept	behind	
the	Great	Year	or	cyclical	model	of	history,	consistent	with	
myth	and	folklore,	is	based	on	the	Sun’s	motion	through	space,	
subjecting	the	Earth	to	waxing	and	waning	stellar	fields	(all	
stars	are	huge	generators	of	EM	spectrum),	resulting	in	the	
legendary	rise	and	fall	of	the	ages	over	great	epochs	of	time.	
	 In	my	book	Lost Star of Myth and Time,	we	looked	at	
some	of	the	ancient	myths	about	rising	and	falling	ages	tied	to	
the	precession	cycle,	explored	current	precession	anomalies,	
outlined	a	dynamic	solar	system	model	that	better	explains	
the	precession	observable,	and	suggested	a	hypothesis	for	how	
a	change	in	proximity	to	stellar-generated	electro-magnetic	
fields	might	be	the	mechanism	that	induces	cyclical	changes	on	
Earth.	
	 Here	we	would	like	to	use	this	model	as	a	guide	to	better	
understand	where	we	have	been	in	terms	of	consciousness	and	
ancient	civilisations	in	the	past,	and	more	importantly,	where	
we	are	going	in	the	future.	As	Graham	Hancock	stated,	this	
“new	–	or	very	old	–	approach	to	the	greatest	problems	of	hu-
man	history”	could	be	“the	“key	to	the	mystery	of	the	ages.”

Historical Perspective

	 Current	theories	of	history	generally	ignore	myth	and	
folklore	and	do	not	consider	any	macro	external	influences	
on	consciousness.	For	the	most	part,	modern	history	theory	
teaches	us	that	consciousness	or	history	moves	in	a	linear	pat-
tern	from	primitive	to	modern	with	few	exceptions.	Some	of	its	
tenets	include:	

Mankind	evolved	out	of	Africa;

People	were	hunter-gatherers	until	about	5,000	years	
ago;

Tribes	first	banded	together	for	protection	from	other	
warring	parties;

Written	communication	must	precede	any	large	engi-
neered	structures	or	populous	civilisations.

	 The	problem	with	this	widely	accepted	paradigm	is	that	it	
is	not	consistent	with	the	evolving	interpretation	of	recently	
discovered	ancient	cultures	and	anomalous	artefacts.	
	 In	the	last	hundred	years	major	discoveries	have	been	
made	in	Mesopotamia,	the	Indus	Valley,	the	Asian	plains,	
South	America	and	in	many	other	regions	that	break	the	rules	
of	history	theory	and	push	back	the	time	of	advanced	human	
development.	Specifically,	they	show	ancient	man	was	far	more	
proficient	and	civilised	nearly	5,000	years	ago	than	he	was	dur-
ing	the	more	recent	Dark	Ages	of	just	a	thousand	years	ago.	
	 In	Caral,	an	ancient	complex	on	the	west	coast	of	Peru,	we	

•

•

•

•

Mithras and the Bull. This fresco from the mithraeum at Marino, Italy (third century) shows the tauroctony and the celestial lining of Mithras' cape.  
On Mithras' left and right are the two boys Cautes and Cautopetes.
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find	six	pyramids	that	are	carbon	dated	to	be	4,700	years	old,	
a	date	contemporaneous	with	Egyptian	pyramids	and	rival-
ling	the	time	of	the	first	major	structures	found	in	the	so	called	
‘Cradle	of	Civilisation’	in	Mesopotamia.	However,	Caral	is	an	
ocean	away	from	the	‘cradle’,	and	we	find	no	evidence	of	any	
writing	or	weaponry,	two	of	the	so-called	
necessities	of	civilisation.	At	the	same	
time	we	do	find	beautiful	musical	instru-
ments,	astronomically	aligned	structures	
and	evidence	of	commerce	with	distant	
lands.	Clearly,	such	sites	defy	the	standard	
historical	paradigm.	But	what	is	stranger	
still	is	that	so	many	of	these	civilisations	
seemed	to	decline	en	mass.
	 In	ancient	Mesopotamia,	Pakistan,	
Jiroft,	Iran	and	adjacent	lands	we	see	
knowledge	of	astronomy,	geometry,	ad-
vanced	building	techniques,	sophisticated	
plumbing	and	water	systems,	incredible	
art,	dyes	and	fabrics,	surgery,	medicine	
and	many	other	refinements	of	a	civilised	
culture	that	seemed	to	arise	from	nowhere	
yet	were	completely	lost	over	the	next	few	
thousand	years.	
	 By	the	time	of	the	worldwide	Dark	Ages	every	one	of	these	
civilisations	had	turned	to	dust	or	nomadic	ways	of	life.	Near	
the	depths	of	the	downturn	there	were	ruins	and	little	else	to	
be	found.	And	in	some	areas	where	larger	populations	still	
remained,	such	as	throughout	parts	of	Europe,	poverty	and	

disease	were	often	rampant	and	the	ability	to	read,	write	or	
duplicate	any	of	the	earlier	engineering	or	scientific	feats	had	
essentially	disappeared.	What	happened?
	 While	records	of	this	period	are	still	very	spotty,	the	arche-
ological	evidence	indicates	consciousness,	reflected	as	human	

ingenuity	and	capability,	was	greatly	
diminished.	We	just	seemed	to	have	lost	
the	ability	to	do	the	things	we	used	to	do.	
Ironically,	this	is	just	what	many	ancient	
cultures	predicted.	
	 The	world’s	foremost	Assyrian-
ologist,	Stefan	Maul,	shed	light	on	this	
phenomenon	in	his	Stanford	Presidential	
Lecture	when	he	tells	us	that	the	Akka-
dians	knew	they	lived	in	a	declining	era;	
they	revered	the	past	and	tried	to	hang	
on	to	it	but	at	the	same	time	lamented	
and	predicted	the	Dark	Ages	that	would	
follow.	His	etymological	studies	of	
cuneiform	tablets	show	the	ancient	words	
for	‘past’	have	now	become	our	words	
for	‘future’,	whereas	their	words	for	the	
‘future’	have	now	become	our	words	
for	the	‘past’.	It	is	almost	as	if	mankind	

orients	his	motion	through	time	depending	on	whether	he	is	in	
an	ascending	or	descending	age.	
	 We	find	this	principal	of	waxing	and	waning	periods	of	
time	depicted	in	numerous	bas-reliefs	found	in	ancient	Mi-
thraic	temples.	The	famed	Tauroctany	or	bull	slaying	scene,	
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is	often	surrounded	by	two	boys,	Cautes	and	Cautopetes	(see	
illustration	on	page	24).	One	holds	a	torch	up	on	one	side	of	
the	zodiac,	indicating	it	is	a	time	of	light,	the	other	holds	a	
torch	down	on	the	other	side	of	the	zodiac,	indicating	it	is	a	
time	of	darkness.	As	the	above	chart	shows,	these	time	periods	
correspond	with	the	Vedic	description	of	when	the	Earth	goes	
through	periods	of	rising	and	falling	consciousness.	
	 Jarred	Diamond,	the	well-known	historian	anthropologist	
and	author	of	Guns, Germs and Steel	makes	a	good	case	that	
it	is	primarily	local	geographic	and	environmental	advantages	
on	the	planet	Earth	that	determine	which	group	of	humans	
succeeds	or	fails	versus	another.	Those	that	have	the	steel,	guns	
and	bad	germs	win.	While	this	helps	explain	many	regional	
differences	of	the	last	few	thousand	years	it	does	not	address	
the	macro	trends	that	seemed	to	have	affected	all	cultures	(in-
cluding	China	and	the	Americas)	as	they	slipped	into	the	last	
worldwide	Dark	Age.	
	 The	cyclical	or	Great	Year	model	overlays	and	augments	
Jarred	Diamond’s	observations	giving	a	reason	for	the	wide-
spread	downturn.	It	suggests	that	it	is	not	just	the	geography	
and	environment	of	man	on	Earth	that	determines	his	relative	
success	but	it	is	also	the	geography	and	environment	of	the	
Earth	in	space	that	affects	mankind	on	a	vast	scale.	Just	as	
small	celestial	motions	affect	life	over	the	short	term	so	do	

large	celestial	motions	affect	us	over	the	long	
term.	
					Understanding	that	consciousness	may	indeed	
rise	and	fall	with	the	motions	of	the	heavens	
gives	meaning	to	ancient	myth	and	folklore	
and	puts	anomalous	artefacts	such	as	the	An-
tikythera	device	(see	box	on	page	27)	into	an	
historical	context	that	makes	sense.	It	speaks	to	
why	so	many	ancient	cultures	might	have	been	
fascinated	with	the	stars	and	it	provides	us	with	
a	workable	paradigm	in	which	to	understand	
history.	It	could	also	help	us	identify	the	forces	
that	propelled	the	Renaissance	and	that	may	be	
accelerating	consciousness	in	the	current	era.	
Myth	and	folklore,	the	scientific	language	of	
yore,	provide	a	colourful	look	at	consciousness	
throughout	the	different	ages.

Character of the Ages

						The	Greek	historian	Hesiod	tells	us	of	the	
wonderful	nature	of	the	last	Golden	Age	when	
“peace	and	plenty”	abounded.	Hopi	myths	tell	
us	of	cities	on	the	bottom	of	the	sea.	Typically	
ancient	peoples	broke	the	great	cycle	into	an	
ascending	and	descending	phase,	each	with	four	
periods.	For	example,	the	Vedic	or	Hindu	culture	
tells	us	that	when	the	Autumnal	Equinox	moves	
from	Virgo	to	Aries	we	go	through	the	ascending	
Kali,	Dwapara,	Treta	and	Satya	Yugas	(the	gold-
en	era)	before	slowly	declining	in	reverse	order	
as	the	equinox	completes	its	journey.	The	Greeks	
and	other	early	Mediterranean	civilisations	used	
like	periods	and	labelled	them	the	Iron,	Bronze,	
Silver	and	Golden	Ages.	More	distant	cultures	
such	as	the	Maya	or	Hopi	used	still	other	names	
such	as	“worlds”	or	“Suns,”	and	labelled	them	
“fourth	or	fifth,”	to	identify	the	recent	epochs.	
	 						A	relatively	modern	proponent	of	the	cycli-
cal	system	was	the	Sanskrit	Sage,	Swami	Sri	

Yukteswar,	author	of	The Holy Science.	He	taught	that	the	po-
sition	of	our	solar	system	relative	to	another	star	now	indicates	
we	are	in	recent	transition	from	the	lowest	material	age,	the	
Kali	Yuga,	into	the	electrical	or	atomic	age,	the	Dwapara	Yuga.	
In	this	period,	it	is	said	we	begin	to	see	the	world	as	more	
transparent	as	we	move	from	an	awareness	of	self	as	a	physical	
body	in	a	strictly	physical	universe,	to	an	awareness	that	we	are	
something	more,	living	in	a	universe	filled	with	subtle	forces	
and	energies.	
	 The	technological	discoveries	of	the	laws	of	gravity,	elec-
tricity	and	magnetism	just	in	the	last	few	hundred	years	give	
this	idea	credence	–	and	the	trend	is	accelerating.	In	the	last	
century	it	has	even	been	discovered	that	physical	matter	is	not	
really	solid	at	all.	We	have	found	it	is	made	of	molecules	and	
these	in	turn	are	made	of	atoms,	which	are	themselves	consti-
tuted	of	99.9%	empty	space.	The	little	bit	of	matter	that	does	
exist	in	the	heart	of	the	proton	and	neutron,	is	now	thought	to	
be	principally	vibrating	energy,	at	least	according	to	the	latest	
String	Theory.	Indeed,	reality	is	looking	more	and	more	ethe-
real	just	as	the	hoary	Vedas	predict.	
	 Ages	beyond	the	present	are	difficult	to	grasp	because	
a	lesser	consciousness	cannot	behold	a	greater	conscious-

Chart by Laurie Pratt, published in East West magazine in 1932. The zenith of the Golden 
Age last took place in 11,502 BCE. The pit of the last Dark Age was in CE 498.
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ness	anymore	than	a	cup	of	water	cannot	hold	the	ocean.	So	
we	tend	to	extrapolate	the	past	material	view	of	things	when	
envisioning	the	future,	i.e.	more	gadgets	and	technology.	But	
the	Oriental	teachings	about	cycles	indicate	this	is	just	a	pass-
ing	phase.	They	say	the	real	trend	is	towards	a	god-like	state	
where	the	physical	is	but	a	manifestation	of	something	from	
the	netherworld.	And	so	it	seems	when	we	
read	Greek	mythology	or	pages	of	Vedic	
scripture.	
	 The	Silver	Age	or	Treta	Yuga,	the	
third	age	(from	the	bottom)	is	the	Greek	
“age	of	the	demigods,”	or	to	the	yogis	of	
India,	the	age	of	divine	magnetism	and	
the	mind.	While	this	is	a	difficult	concept	
to	grasp	consider	the	story	of	Babel.	
	 Supposedly	before	Babel	(pre	3100	
BCE	in	the	last	descending	Treta	Yuga)	
humanity	spoke	with	one	tongue	and	
communed	freely	with	nature.	The	Old	
Testament	tells	us	mankind	began	to	
build	“towers”	and	then	languages	were	
“confused”	and	people	could	no	longer	
understand	one	another	(Genesis	11:1-9).	
In	the	standard	theory	of	history	this	story	
makes	no	sense	but	in	the	cyclical	model	
it	has	great	meaning.	It	would	have	occurred	around	the	time	of	
the	first	tower	buildings	in	ancient	Mesopotamia,	probably	be-
tween	3000	BCE	and	3500	BCE.	This	is	precisely	around	the	
time	(3100	BCE)	when	according	to	Sri	Yukteswar	the	world	
declined	from	the	descending	Treta	yuga	into	the	descending	

Dwapara	yuga,	a	time	when	clairvoyance	and	telepathy	were	
lost	(see	chart	on	adjacent	page).	
	 We	learn	from	Paramahansa	Yogananda,	another	proponent	
of	the	yuga	cycle	and	the	famed	author	of	Autobiography of a 
Yogi,	that	this	time	will	come	again	in	the	year	CE	4100	when	
we	pass	from	the	ascending	Dwapara	into	the	ascending	Treta	

yuga.	He	tells	us	at	this	time	there	will	
once	again	be	a	“common	knowledge	
of	telepathy	and	clairvoyance.”	Perhaps	
then	we	will	better	understand	the	mean-
ing	of	the	ancient	myths.
							The	Treta	Yuga	is	said	to	be	the	age	
of	levitation,	telepathy,	a	time	of	shaman	
and	wizards	of	old,	when	tremendous	
psychic	and	mental	abilities	were	com-
mon,	truly	an	“age	of	the	demigods.”	
We	have	all	heard	stories	about	mythi-
cal	powers	of	saints	and	sages	who	have	
these	gifts.	Now	seen	as	rare,	the	major-
ity	of	people	don’t	take	these	reports	
seriously	or	realise	that	we	too	might	
have	this	same	latent	ability	in	a	higher	
state	of	consciousness.	Yet,	this	is	exactly	
what	the	ancients	told	us.	In	fact,	Christ	
was	quoting	the	far	more	ancient	scrip-

tures	of	the	Old	Testament	when	in	the	depths	of	the	last	Dark	
Age	he	said:	“Is	it	not	written	that	ye	are	gods,”	and	he	himself	
embodied	this	consciousness	when	he	said,	“These	things	that	I	
do	ye	shall	do	also.”
	 The	final	stage	in	the	cycle	of	time	is	the	Golden	Age	or	

This device is known to scholars as the Antikythera 
mechanism. It was discovered in the remains of 
a Roman ship and has been dated at 100 BCE. It 

contained 37 separate gears that allowed the seaman to 
reckon the date, including leap years, and the position 
of the moon and planets against the Zodiac. It could 
also predict eclipses and the Saros period for families 

of eclipses. The Saros cycle predicts that 
a similarly positioned eclipse will take 
place after a cycle of 223 lunar months. 
The device also carries out subtractions, 
multiplications and divisions. In one 
elegant mechanism the star groups 
of the Zodiac and the planets moving 
against them in geometrical, proportional 
relationships are linked to the abstract 
demands of computation. The geometry 
of the ratios and proportions of the 
mechanism duplicated the phenomena 
that could be seen with the naked eye, the 
motions of the planets in front of the fixed 
stars. The computational capabilities of 
the device supported the more abstract 
calendrical and arithmetical functions.
All this knowledge in a celestial computer 
before the time of Christ.

The Antikythera Mechanism
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Satya	Yuga.	It	is	considered	the	highest	time	on	Earth.	If	the	
Treta	or	Silver	age	is	inconceivable	to	us	today,	then	the	Golden	
Age	must	sound	like	a	myth	or	a	dream.	The	Greeks	called	it	
the	“age	of	the	gods”	and	the	myth	and	folklore	of	the	Vedas	
and	ancient	Egypt	hint	that	this	was	a	time	when	gods	liter-
ally	walked	the	Earth	and	most	of	mankind	lived	in	perfect	
harmony	with	nature	and	the	heavens.	
	 While	there	now	remains	very	little	physical	evidence	of	
this	long	ago	period,	we	do	find	that	virtually	every	ancient	
megalithic	construction	prior	to	the	year	1500	BCE	seems	to	be	
oriented	towards	some	astronomical	or	cardinal	point.	Going	
back	further	there	are	signs	multiple	structures	may	have	been	
aligned	to	mirror	constellations	or	the	larger	heavens.	The	
Golden	Age	is	said	to	be	a	time	when	we	could	perceive	and	
communicate	with	astral	or	causal	realms	and	directly	know	
God	without	the	intermediacy	of	any	religion.	Again,	this	
sounds	like	little	more	than	a	fairy	tale	given	our	current	state	
of	consciousness,	but	it	is	a	theme	common	to	ancient	peoples	
who	spoke	and	wrote	of	the	long	lost	
higher	ages.

Predictive Value

	 Admittedly,	the	higher	ages	sound	
incredible	but	we	hope	to	show	evidence	
at	the	next	Conference	on	Precession	and	
Ancient	Knowledge	(CPAK)	and	through	
future	papers,	books	and	film	that	the	cy-
cle	has	a	basis	in	fact,	driven	by	the	solar	
system’s	motion	through	space.	Just	as	the	
seasons	of	the	year,	caused	by	the	Earth’s	
orbit	around	the	Sun,	can	be	forecast	
in	time	(through	calendars	and	various	
astronomical	means)	so	can	the	seasons	of	
the	Great	Year	be	calculated	by	the	slow	
precession	of	the	equinox.	
	 The	cyclical	model	is	not	only	precise-
ly	measurable	(by	monitoring	the	annual	
change	in	the	precession	rate,	now	about	50.29	arc	seconds	per	
year)	but	I	believe	it	has	predictive	value.	I	am	presently	work-
ing	on	a	new	book	showing	changes	we	can	expect	over	the	
next	few	decades	to	few	thousand	years	as	we	progress	through	
the	Great	Year.	It	is	based	on	cross	interpretations	of	myth	and	
folklore,	extrapolation	of	trends	and	interviews	with	futurists.	
	 During	the	current	transition	from	the	Kali	age	(of	gross	
material	consciousness)	to	the	early	Dwapara	era	(of	an	
awareness	of	energy	and	finer	forces)	we	are	manifesting	our	
heightened	awareness	and	increasing	ingenuity	through	an	end-
less	array	of	technology	that	allows	us	to	annihilate	the	barriers	
of	time	and	space.	We	can	now	fly	just	about	anywhere	on	the	

globe	within	the	time	it	takes	the	planet	to	make	one	spin	on	its	
axis.	Likewise,	we	can	instantly	communicate	with	someone	
on	the	other	side	of	the	Earth	and	send	them	a	picture	or	video	
of	almost	any	event,	real	time.	All	these	things	were	not	only	
impossible	but	also	unthinkable	just	a	hundred	years	ago.
	 Underlying	this	trend	there	is	actually	a	greater	concern	
for	nature.	We	will	see,	more	and	more,	a	return	to	living	in	
tune	with	Mother	Earth	and	it	will	be	facilitated	by	greater	
understanding	and	thinner	technology.	As	technology	be-
comes	something	hidden	in	the	background,	we	can	expect	
some	amazing	changes.	For	example,	while	we	currently	still	
need	antennas	to	transmit	communications	(and	soon	power)	
or	silicon	to	compute	or	store	information	even	these	may	be	
outmoded	in	the	future.	
	 Physicist	John	Dering	(a	CPAK	regular)	has	speculated	that	
given	the	trend	of	computer	power,	sometime	in	the	not	too	
distant	future	we	will	develop	interface	devices	that	allow	us	
to	pick	up	the	wave	forms	captured	by	trees	or	the	antennae	of	

bugs,	and	we	may	be	able	to	tap	into	and	
decipher	all	the	information	(waveforms)	
that	have	ever	passed	by	a	rock	or	any	
inanimate	object	in	the	landscape.	Could	
it	be	that	our	ancient	ancestors	better	
understood	the	subtle	qualities	of	stone?	
	 Another	CPAK	author,	John	Burke,	
has	already	shown	that	ancient	cultures	
had	a	tremendous	knowledge	of	elec-
tromagnetism	as	evidenced	by	the	outer	
stones	at	Avebury	where	he	has	demon-
strated	all	of	the	standing	stones	magnet-
ic	poles	are	identically	aligned.	He	has	
also	shown	that	some	Indian	Shamans	in	
the	American	West	can	find	areas	of	high	
electrostatic	charge	or	geophysical	dis-
continuities	just	by	feel.	They	use	these	
areas	for	healing	purposes.	Contemplat-
ing	these	ideas	gives	new	meaning	to	the	

stories	of	our	ancient	ancestors.	Understanding	their	wisdom	
may	be	key	to	understanding	our	future.	

This will be one of the topics of conversation at the upcom-
ing Conference on Precession and Ancient Knowledge to be 
held this October 4-5, 2008 at the University of California, 
San Diego, USA. Speakers include David Hatcher Childress, 
Walter Cruttenden, Dr. Joscelyn Godwin, Robert Schoch, John 
Anthony West, Laird Scranton, Marie D. Jones, John Dering 
and several others still to be confirmed. For more info go to 
www.CPAKonline.com.
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The Signs of the Times 
& the Time of the Heart

© By rogEr J. WoolgEr, Ph.D. 

Each age is an age that is dying, or one that is  
coming to birth.

– O’Shaughnessey

History is a nightmare from which I am trying to 
awake.

– James Joyce

L
et us start with the idea of the Zeitgeist. 
The title of this article is taken from a 
remarkable book called The Reign of 
Quantity and the Signs of the Times. 
It was written in 1945 by the religious 

philosopher Rene Guénon, a Frenchman who was 
born in 1886 in Blois and grew up in Paris in a fairly 
conservative Catholic environment. He studied math-
ematics at the Sorbonne but knew early on that his 
chief search was spiritual. 

	 Quickly	disillusioned	with	the	religion	of	his	upbringing,	he	
spent	some	years	exploring	various	esoteric	schools	then	popu-
lar	in	France,	as	well	as	Freemasonry,	but	eventually	he	found	
his	way	to	the	Hindu	tradition	called	Vedanta,	into	which	he	
was	initiated.	Later	he	converted	to	Islam,	joining	a	Sufi	order.	
In	the	1920s,	disenchanted	with	the	modernism	and	material-
ism	of	Western	culture	in	general	–	one	of	his	early	books	is	
called	The Crisis of the Modern World (1929)	–	he	moved	to	
live	in	Cairo,	where	he	spent	the	remainder	of	his	life	writing	
many	books	on	religious	traditions.	He	died	in	1951.	
	 Guénon	had	a	huge	influence	on	religious	intellectuals	of	
his	time;	people	like	Mircea	Eliade,	Ananda	Coomeraswamy,	
Heinrich	Zimmer	and	later	Joseph	Campbell	were	affected	by	
him	directly	or	indirectly.	Many,	in	both	the	Western	and	the	
Islamic	world,	considered	him	a	Sufi	master.	Guénon’s	follow-
ers	today	are	usually	called	the	Traditionalists	because,	like	
him,	they	believe	that	wisdom	is	only	to	be	found	at	the	heart	
of	the	great	spiritual	traditions	of	East	and	West	and	that	one	
must	become	initiated	to	belong	to	them.	The	Traditionalists	
remain	very	critical	of	the	degeneration	and	decadence	of	most	
religious	forms	as	they	have	evolved.	

	 We	would	call	Guénon	something	of	a	pessimist	when	it	
comes	to	looking	at	the	modern	world	and	its	achievements.	If	
you	could	sum	up	his	major	book	in	a	sentence,	you	could	say	
that	it	is	a	philosophical	overview	of	where	we	in	the	West	have	
gone	wrong	spiritually	since	Plato!	Clearly	he	writes	from	a	
much	broader	view	of	history	than	we	are	generally	used	to.	
	 Guénon	was	very	taken	from	his	studies	of	Vedanta	with	
the	Hindu	vision	of	world	cycles	or	what	are	called	in	Sanskrit	
the	yugas. We	have	an	equivalent	of	the	yugas	in	the	classical	
Greek	and	Roman	myth	of	the	four	ages.	Humanity	is	said	to	
begin	with	the	Golden	Age	when	humanity	lived	in	spiritual	
harmony	with	the	divine,	but	over	time	there	is	a	‘fall’	into	the	
material	realm	of	the	Silver	Age	with	the	need	for	cultivation	
and	human	society.	In	the	Bronze	Age	there	is	more	and	more	
exchange,	competition	and	dependency	on	the	material	means	
of	survival	and	finally,	after	several	thousand	years,	we	sink	
into	the	deeply	conflictual	Iron	Age	of	constant	strife,	warfare	

Guénon at a young age in Paris, ca. 1912.

Part One
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and	depredation	(ruled	symbolically	by	Mars,	the	god	of	war).	
It	is	this	final	age	that	in	India	is	called	the	Kali Yuga.
	 It	is	important	to	note	that	this	is	a	pessimistic	picture	of	
human	degeneration	into	decadence,	not	a	progressive	evolu-
tion	into	a	gloriously	superior	present.	Guénon	loathed	the	
false	application	of	the	doctrine	of	evolution	to	the	human	race	
touted	by	the	Theosophists	and	popularly	dressed	up	as	the	
nineteenth	century	myth	of	Progress.	
	 The	seeds	of	Guénon’s	major	vision	of	our	times	are	to	be	
found	in	the	early	book	I	mentioned,	The Crisis of the Modern 
World,	a	trenchant	critique	of	modernism,	
the	cult	of	the	individual	and	the	prevail-
ing	loss	of	spiritual	values	in	the	face	of	
rampant	materialism	and	the	seduction	of	
scientism.	He	deplored	the	making	of	a	
false	religion	out	of	science.
	 One	of	the	most	significant	“signs	of	
the	times”	that	Guénon	alerts	us	to	in	The 
Reign of Quantity is	the	prevalence	of	
what	he	calls	psychic or	karmic residues.	
At	the	end	of	the	current	cycle,	Kali Yuga,	
which	he	believed	we	are	living	in,	all	
the	unfinished	karma	from	all	four	of	the	
cycles	will	come	to	the	surface	in	both	our	
individual	psyches	as	well	as	in	the	collec-
tive	psyche	of	humanity.	
	 Millennia	ago	the	Indian	Shivite	
texts	known	as	the	puranas	had	already	
predicted	for	these	end	times	widespread	
war,	social	dislocation,	the	breakdown	of	marriage,	universally	
corrupt	leadership	as	well	as	greatly	increased	levels	of	mental	
illness.	Such	are	the	sign	of	the	times,	signs	that	we	are	nearing	
the	end	of	the	cycle	of	Kali,	the	period	which	corresponds	to	
the	current	age,	according	to	Guénon’s	calculation.	
	 As	this	momentous	cycle	comes	to	its	predicted	chaotic	
end,	it	seems	to	me	that	all	us	who	have	any	degree	of	spiritual	
awareness	are	finding	ourselves	affected	by	the	enormous	
psychic	weight	of	these	accumulated	residues.	And	at	the	

same	time	we	are	surely	also	under	some	kind	of	obligation	to	
become	part	of	what	I	can	only	call	an	enormous	and	unprec-
edented	kind	of	a	cleanup	act.	
	 The	Hindu	goddess	Kali	is	also	associated	with	this	era	for	
she	symbolises	traditionally	a	cosmic	power	whose	chief	func-
tion	is	to	preside	over	purification	of	impure	residues	leading	
to	transformation	preparatory	for	a	new	age.	She	is	therefore	a	
goddess	of	death	and	rebirth,	often	portrayed	in	her	icons	with	
a	garland	of	severed	heads	and	limbs.	Not	a	pleasant	figure.	
We	don’t	have	an	equivalent	of	the	goddess	Kali	in	the	Western	

tradition.	We	have	the	god	Dionysus	in	
Greek	religion	(thought	by	Alain	Danie-
lou	to	be	a	transplant	of	the	Indian	Siva)	
and	in	astrology	we	have	Pluto	and	the	
energy	symbolised	by	Scorpio,	which	are	
all	related	to	death,	re-birth	and	trans-
formation	in	one	form	or	another.	They	
seem	tame	compared	to	Kali,	who,	in	the	
Indian	tradition	is	a	mighty	goddess	who	
demands	total	sacrifice	–	and	the	only	
way	to	be	purified,	according	to	the	view	
of	Kali,	is	to	die	to	the	old	structures	and	
thus	transform	the	murky	ocean	of	karmic	
residues	that	we	have	accumulated	over	
this	whole	huge	cycle	of	nearly	5,000	
years.	This	is	hinted	at	in	Guénon’s	read-
ing	of	the	puranas. 
	 				This	idea,	when	I	first	read	Guénon,	
was	extremely	striking	to	me.	It	is	clear	

that	he	was	giving	us	one	of	the	reasons	why	past	life	therapy	
has	arisen	as	a	healing	practice	in	recent	times	and	is	so	vitally	
important	in	the	current	end	times	we	are	surely	living	in.	We	
are	not	just	dealing	with	cleaning	up	childhood	(the	Freudian	
view).	We	are	not	just	dealing	with	cleaning	up	a	few	genera-
tions	of	our	family	in	family	constellation	therapy	(the	Hell-
inger	view).	In	the	perspective	Guénon	gives	us,	we	are	dealing	
with	the	clean-up	of	the	whole	psychic	history	of	the	human	
race	since	the	building	of	the	first	cities	on	the	fertile	crescent	

and	the	beginning	of	writing!	
	 			What	Guénon	makes	us	face	is	that	the	
whole	last	5,000	years,	however	much	we	
want	to	idealise	or	glorify	it,	is	at	root	an	
unending	story	of	human	strife.	
	 			Bloody	warfare,	predatory	conquest	and	
violence	have	been	played	out	seemingly	
without	ceasing	through	centuries	of	invasion	
first	by	the	old	Middle	Eastern	kingdoms	(As-
syrians,	Babylonians,	Medes,	Persians	etc),	
and	then	in	the	West	right	down	to	the	milita-
ristic	legacy	of	Greek	Peloponnesian	war.	For	
when	the	victorious	Athenians	turned	their	
maritime	and	warrior	skills	into	piracy	along	
the	shores	of	the	Mediterranean	they	gave	the	
West	the	first	and	enduring	model	of	predato-
ry	colonial	invasion.	This	colonialist/warrior/
imperialist	impulse,	which	has	never	ceased	
to	be	the	source	of	so	many	of	our	woes,	was	
to	be	copied	in	one	form	or	another	for	the	
next	two	thousand	or	more	years,	first	by	Ro-
man	Caesars	and	Holy	Roman	emperors,	then	
by	Christian	popes,	land-hungry	barbarians,	
crusaders,	Vikings,	conquistadors	and	scores	

The warnings of the Kogi Indians – a pre-Colombian American tribe once believed destroyed 
– were the subject of a powerful BBC television program, ‘From the Heart of the World’, a few 
years ago. The Kogi, who call themselves the Elder Brothers of the human race, have sensed a 

big change in the balance of life on earth.
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of	European	heroes,	dictators,	adventurers	and	cowboys	from	
Columbus	to	Napoleon	right	down	to	Hitler	and	George	W.	
Bush.	
	 Certainly	there	were	the	benefits	of	empire	–	the	Pax Ro-
mana is	justly	celebrated	–	but	the	price	was	always	unending	
border	war	and	‘defensive’	conquest.	To	look	at	the	US,	nothing	
much	has	changed.
	 The	late,	highly	respected	Native	American	teacher	Twyla	
Nitch	was	interviewed	as	saying	something	similar	a	few	years	
ago.	According	to	her	particular	tribal	view,	the	world	has	not	
been	able	to	rid	itself	of	the	horrors	of	war	for	nearly	5,000	
years.	The	whole	world	has	been	dominated	by	the	war	god,	
she	said.	Nevertheless	many	tribal	prophecies	agree	that	this	
cycle	is	coming	to	an	end.	The	Hopi	in	North	America	in	the	
deserts	of	Arizona	and	new	Mexico,	a	very	secluded	tribe,	have	
their	own	predictions	about	the	world	cycles	which	in	many	
ways	parallel	those	of	the	Hindus.	They	say	also	that	we	are	
fast	coming	to	the	end	of	the	Fourth	World	and	that	a	new	age	
will	begin	–	the	Fifth	World,	they	call	it.	But	before	that	hap-
pens	we	have	to	pass	through	a	specific	period	or	time	they	call	
the	Day	of	Purification.	
	 What	is	interesting	is	that	the	Hopis	refuse	to	say	publicly	
what	kind	of	purification	is	to	be	expected.	Outsiders	trying	to	
interpret	the	symbolism	of	these	prophecies	think	that	the	com-
ing	purification	may	resemble	the	end	of	the	last	cycle	where	
the	purification	was	by	water	–	one	thinks	of	a	Great	Flood	
then	or	the	melting	ice-caps	today.	However,	at	the	end	of	the	
current	World	or	cycle,	the	purification	is	said	by	the	Hopis	to	
be	by	fire.	Could	this	be	volcanic?	Could	they	mean	wars?	We	
don’t	know.	The	Hopis	make	a	point	of	saying,	however,	that	
if	human	beings	turn	inward	and	look	at	the	source	of	cur-
rent	woes	in	terms	of	the	accumulated	errors	of	the	past,	the	
predicted	Day	of	Purification	could	equally	be	an	internal	one.	
It	is	not	necessary	for	there	to	be	an	external	purification	if	we	
take	seriously	the	task	of	inner	purification.	(I	will	return	to	
this	essential	point	in	the	second	part	of	this	article.)
	 Currently	Hopi	medicine	men	and	shamans	of	many	tribes	
around	the	world	are	all	sharing	this	kind	of	information	with	
each	other	in	a	quiet	yet	very	powerful	way.	For	instance,	the	
warnings	of	the	Kogi	Indians	of	Columbia	were	the	subject	of	
a	powerful	BBC	television	program,	‘From	the	Heart	of	the	
World’,	a	few	years	ago.	Whether	you	are	aware	of	it	or	not,	I	
can	tell	you	that	there	is	a	growing	informal	network	happen-
ing	around	the	world	where	many	elders	and	shamans	are	say-
ing	very	similar	things	–	we	are	reaching	the	end	of	a	distinct	
cycle.	
	 In	reaction	to	the	mindless	anniversary	celebrations	in	1992	
of	the	‘discovery’	of	the	Americas	by	Christopher	Columbus,	
Noam	Chomsky	published	a	book	entitled	Year 501: The Con-
quest Continues,	pinpointing	the	disgraceful	500-year	cycle	of	
colonialist	tyranny	the	world	has	been	subject	to	by	predatory	
Western	nations	with	their	lust	for	empire	and	technological	
dominance.	We	are	all	still	very	much	in	the	eye	of	the	storm	at	
the	present	moment,	although	this	too	is	predicted	to	come	to	
an	end	as	we	move	into	the	next	cycle.
	 Others	have	commented	on	this.	In	1954	Carl	Jung	in	a	
long	article	in	Time	magazine	later	published	as	The Undis-
covered Self, observed	that	we	fool	ourselves	if	we	think	that	
the	end	of	the	Cold	War	will	be	the	end	of	our	troubles.	We	in	
the	West	still	have	to	deal	with	the	unacknowledged	guilt	that	
we	carry	as	the	psychic	legacy	of	the	whole	era	of	slavery	and	
colonialism:	500	years	of	the	slaughter	of	lesser,	weaker	peo-

ples,	the	stealing	of	their	lands	and	their	resources.	We	are	all	
–	British,	French,	Dutch,	Belgian,	German	–	the	heirs	to	this	
bloodshed	and	greed,	and	none	more	so	than	American	people.	
We	all	inherit,	Jung	would	say,	the	ghastly	unfinished	busi-
ness	of	colonialism,	clearly	reflected	in	the	prisons	of	America	
overflowing	mostly	with	blacks,	the	drug	epidemic	unabated,	
family	violence	and	political	corruption	–	arms	deals,	money	
laundering,	environmental	destruction	–	all	spiralling	out	of	
control.	In	Jung’s	view	these	are	the	residual	conflicts	of	the	
unacknowledged	archetypes	of	the	collective	psyche	that	are	
erupting:	“The	Gods,”	as	he	put	it,	“have	become	diseases.”	
	 In	terms	of	world	wide	karmic	residues,	there	is	much	to	be	
looked	at	and	still	more	to	surface.	A	conservative	US	journal-
ist	Robert	J.	Kaplan	in	his	book	The Coming Anarchy	(2000)	
predicts,	for	example,	that	future	wars	will	no	longer	be	over	
oil	but	diminishing	fresh	water	reserves.	We	in	Europe,	of	
course,	still	have	the	traces	of	two	horrendous	world	wars	lin-
gering	close	to	the	surface	of	our	psyches	which	we	must	all	to	
one	degree	or	another	work	with	or	be	driven	by.	But	North	and	
South	America	and	Africa	all	have	their	own	historical	karmas	
derived	from	the	colonial	era	on	a	huge	scale:	their	peoples	
are	struggling	still	with	the	legacies	of	racism,	slavery	and	the	
scars	of	genocide.	It	is	worldwide,	alas.
	 The	alternative	to	the	deeply	pessimistic	view	of	Guénon	
and	the	tribal	elders	of	the	world	is	that	we	must	put	our	trust	
in	the	Western	doctrine	of	scientific	progress;	that	we	can	
improve	these	things	with	more	research,	more	science,	more	
business	investment,	globalisation,	etc	–	all	the	usual	material-
ist	solutions.	
	 Progress,	as	I	mentioned,	was	probably	one	of	the	dirtiest	
words	in	Guénon’s	vocabulary.	He	saw	very	little	evidence	of	

Carl Jung (1875-1971) 
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true	progress	in	the	West	other	than	in	material	ways.	If	any-
thing	he	saw	only	the	signs	of	spiritual	degeneracy.	The	Rus-
sian	mystic	and	shaman	George	Gurdjieff	remained	similarly	
unimpressed	by	the	touting	of	Western	progress	and	civilisa-
tion.	

There is no progress whatsoever. Every-
thing is the same as it has always been 
for thousands and tens of thousands of 
years. The outward form changes, the 
essence does not change. Man remains 
the same. Civilised and cultured people 
live with exactly the same interests as 
the most ignorant savages. Modern civi-
lisation is based on violence and slavery 
and fine words but all those words about 
progress and civilisation are merely 
words. (Reported by Ouspensky, In 
Search of the Miraculous)

	 Gurdjieff,	Jung	and	Guénon	then,	
were	profound	and	far	from	optimistic	
students	of	human	nature,	and	their	views	
are	increasingly	confirmed	by	the	findings	
of	past-life	regression	and	reincarnation	
therapists.	For	when	we	become	familiar	
through	regression	with	the	vast	array	of	human	suffering,	
hardship	and	grief	experienced	by	so	many	of	the	persons	we	
meet	from	all	cultures	and	periods	of	world	history,	we	find	
that	while	the	lessons	from	a	civilised	culture	may	be	written	
on	a	much	larger	scale,	in	the	end	they	are	not	at	all	differ-

ent	from	the	human	lessons	of	very	simple	cultures,	so-called	
primitive	peoples.
	 Gurdjieff	and	Jung	would	agree	with	Guénon	that	the	task	
of	the	end	times	of	the	Kali	Yuga	is	the	purification	of	the	
impure	residues.	Among	the	signs	of	the	times	he	wrote	about	

is	the	observable	phenomenon	of	the	ac-
celeration	in	all	aspects	of	life	and	history.	
Not	just	technology	and	materialism	are	
accelerating	but	also	our	psychic	capacity	
to	learn	and	assimilate	–	just	look	at	the	
new	generation	of	children	recently	born!	
	 				Above	all	it	is	our	spiritual	learn-
ing	and	capacities	to	heal	that	are	also	
accelerating	to	keep	apace	with	so	much	
change	and	thus	giving	us	the	tools	to	
confront	the	mistakes	that	we	as	a	species	
have	made	over	thousands	of	years.	It	is	
not	pleasant	and	at	times	the	work	feels	
overwhelming.	I’m	reminded	of	the	poet	
W.H.	Auden,	who	in	1939,	at	the	outbreak	
of	World	War	II,	wrote:	“We	must	love	
one	another	or	die.”	(In	the	gloom	of	the	
1950s	he	changed	it	to,	“We	must	love	one	
another	and	die.”)	

	 And	so,	as	more	and	more	of	us,	like	Guénon,	start	to	
lose	faith	in	the	gods	of	science	and	technology	and	see	that	
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T
here are many theories about whether or not the 
world will end in 2012. A brief survey will help 
guide the curious reader to their own areas of 
interest. First, there are many books proclaiming 

that the world will definitely end in 2012. Various causes 
and predictions are brought to bear on the argument, 
from asteroids to earthquakes to pole shifts. A cataclysmic 
scenario cannot be eliminated for 2012.
 One should be wary, however, that the authors of 
these books capitalise on a doomsday marketing hook 
to sell books. They are betting that people are already so 
nihilistic and pessimistic about life, that if 
they put out books that reinforce pre-
conceived expectations, they’ll make lots 
of cash. Unfortunately, this formula will 
probably not change much in the next few 
years. But discerning readers who want 
to go deeper into the profound questions 
raised by 2012 have other options. 
 We should always remember that 
2012 is, first and foremost, an artefact of 
the ancient Maya calendar tradition. The 
Maya themselves emphasised transforma-
tion and renewal during cycle endings, 
suggesting that catastrophe theorists are 
stopping short of the big picture, and we 
must meditate more deeply on what catas-
trophe and transformation really mean. 
 Various books in the marketplace 
discuss soul retrieval, healing, spiritual 
ascension and awakening, and meditation 
practices. All of these pursuits can help 
a sincere seeker become more empow-
ered, aware, and clear in regards to what 
transformation and transcendence mean. 
Whether you believe in doomsday or enlightenment, un-
derstanding transformation and transcendence is critical 
to understanding 2012. 
 But the dire situation in the world today cannot be 
ignored. Population and pollution data suggest that the 
world as we know it cannot possibly continue for much 
more than twenty or thirty years. Within many of our 
lifetimes, we may indeed get to experience the end of the 
world as we know it. This scenario is unavoidable, and so 
we must all become conscious transformers of our own 
habits, lifestyles, and values so that, together, we can cre-
ate a better world. 
 Geoff Stray’s book Beyond 2012, Catastrophe or Ec-
stasy: A Complete Guide to End-of-Time Predications is an 
indispensable resource for theories, fictions, visions, and 
predictions about 2012. They fall into two broad catego-
ries, as suggested by the subtitle, “catastrophe or ecstasy.” 
For those that believe 2012 is a spiritual opportunity, the 
experience will ultimately be decided by the subjective 
state of each individual. Many say that fear and love are 
the two options when responding to 2012.
 Stray’s book is important, because it examines 
theories that are flawed. For example, writer Carl Johan 

Calleman rejects the established 2012 date, repeatedly 
trying to denounce its validity, and argues that the “real” 
end date falls on October 28, 2011. Many authors try to 
craft their careers on a trademark idea that they can claim 
as their own, but in doing so they often disregard funda-
mental facts of the Maya calendar. Calleman’s overall call 
to spiritual awakening is, nevertheless, a laudable goal. 
 Visionary philosopher Terence McKenna devised a 
theory of time called Timewave Zero. Based on the I Ching, 
his Timewave predicts periods of novelty and habit, and 
models historical events very well. The upshot of the theory 

is that it must reach a temporal terminus, 
which McKenna calls the concrescence, the 
eschaton, the singularity at the end of time. 
McKenna believed that a radical shift, a 
collective rupture of plane, would occur at 
dawn on December 21, 2012. 
 José Arguelles, best known for his role 
in the Harmonic Convergence of 1987, has 
created an entire school of thought that is 
laid out in his books and in his Dreamspell 
kit/game. Although he uses a day-count 
that is not in synchronisation with the 
surviving, authentic Maya day-count, many 
believe that his ideas are worth follow-
ing. Specifically, that we must abandon 
the artificial clock rhythm dictated by the 
“12:60” frequency of industrial materialism, 
and that we can re-attune with the cosmos 
by following a Maya-based frequency, the 
“13:20.” In Arguelles’ model we have until 
December 21, 2012 to “get on the galactic 
beam” and synchronise.
 John Major Jenkins takes the approach of 
reconstructing the original 2012 revelation 

by going to the source of the 2012 calendar – an early Maya 
site in southern Mexico called Izapa. There, carved monu-
ments encode astronomy, prophecy, and spiritual teach-
ings. Jenkins’ book Maya Cosmogenesis 2012 reconstructed 
how the Maya positioned their calendar to target a rare as-
tronomical alignment that occurs in the years around 2012, 
a “galactic alignment” occurring between 1980 – 2016. He 
explains how the Maya Creation Myth, preserved on Izapa’s 
monuments, teach about abandoning ego-based fears and 
reconnecting with higher wisdom. 
 The bottom line on how newcomers to the 2012 
discussion can approach the topic is as follows. First, avoid 
systems or models that try to stimulate fear. What is the 
point of generating more fear? Fear closes us to unseen 
possibilities. Second, do some serious research into Maya 
cosmology and mythology, and any spiritual traditions 
that deal with transformation and renewal. Third, begin a 
spiritual practice, such as Vipassana meditation, Tai Chi, or 
yoga, through which you can deepen your own relation-
ship with the wisdom that resides within all of us. 
 Will the world end in 2012? The short answer is yes, the 
long answer is no.   

– Contributed

Will the World End in 2012?
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economic	doctrines	such	as	globalisation	are	but	the	fashion-
able	self-serving	myths	of	the	rich,	how	can	we	truly	bring	an	
end	to	war	and	poverty?	How	can	we	look	squarely	at	this	vast	
accumulation	of	the	failures	of	human	society	–	the	stark	real-
ity	of	disease,	AIDS,	poverty,	pollution	and	the	perennial	wars	
of	pillage	for	resources	that	are	all	around	us	–	and	not	fall	
victims	to	fatalism	and	pessimism,	to	passivity	and	denial?
	 Can	we	step	outside	the	tremendous	external	compulsions	
of	history	and	not	only	squarely	admit	all	this	but	actually	do	
something	to	change	it	in	some	small	or	perhaps	large	way?	
	 It	is	my	belief	that	we	are	all	called	to	harness	the	incred-
ible	gifts	that	this	accelerated	time	of	learning	is	giving	to	
us.	It	is,	I	feel,	no	accident	that	the	last	thirty	or	so	years	have	
given	birth	to	or	recovered	all	kinds	of	alternative	philosophies,	
spiritual	movements	and	healing	practices.	They	are	appearing	
precisely	at	this	time	to	give	us	the	necessary	tools	with	which	
to	deal	with	this	tremendous	job	of	transformation	and	‘clean-
up’	that	we	are	allotted.

regressIon tHeraPy, Body PsycHotHeraPy  
and sHamanIc HealIng

We need more understanding of human nature, because 
the only real danger that exists is man himself. He is the 
great danger, and we are pitifully unaware of it. We know 
nothing of man, far too little. His psyche should be studied, 
because we are the origin of all coming evil.

– C.G. Jung, Collected Works, 11, p.180.

	 Regression	therapy	is	without	doubt	the	most	powerful	tool	
there	is	for	healing	the	deep	collective	wounds	of	the	psyche	
that	we	are	faced	with	today.	It	is	already	beginning	to	show	
its	huge	potential	as	a	truly	holistic	therapy	that	can	heal	body,	
soul	and	spirit	of	its	negative	emotional	and	physical	residues	
in	an	integrative	process	of	transformation	and	purification.
	 Looking	back	at	my	own	trajectory	as	a	therapist	I	see	how	
I	have	swung	between	the	opposite	of	our	being.	After	starting	
as	a	very	reluctant	Behaviourist	at	Oxford,	I	fled	in	reaction	
to	Jung	with	his	fascinating	archetypes	of	the	soul’s	journey	
and	his	mighty	cosmic	vision	of	the	greater	psyche.	But	then,	
suspecting	that	my	feet	barely	touched	the	earth	I	came	down	
to	learn	sensory	awareness	from	many	years	in	Reichian	body	
psychotherapy.	Working	in	more	than	one	holistic	clinic	taught	
me	the	many	secrets	of	our	bodily	energy	systems	as	taught	in	
Indian	and	Chinese	medicine.	It	has	given	me	respect	for	the	
deep	‘wisdom	of	the	body’	and	the	power	of	working	with	pra-
na	or	chi	through	breathing	practices	such	as	Rebirthing	and	
the	Holotropic	Therapy	of	Stanislav	Grof.	And	it	has	shown	me	
how	multi-layered	the	human	psyche-soma	is	with	its	hierarchy	
of	subtle	bodies	each	influencing	and	interpenetrating	the	oth-
ers.
	 Above	all,	this	exposure	gave	me	deep	respect	for	the	wis-
dom	of	the	body.	I	saw	over	and	over	how	the	body	frequently	

needs	to	release	blocked	and	even	violent	emotions	that	cannot	
be	healed	fully	by	soothing	hypnotic	suggestion,	or	merid-
ian	tapping,	or	summoning	spiritual	healing	guides,	however	
ingeniously	done.	Indeed,	we	fool	ourselves	if	we	rely	on	just	
one	approach	to	the	multiplicity	of	the	soul,	we	need	multiple	
methods	to	pass	through	the	different	and	often	dark	dimen-
sions	of	the	psyche.	Wilhelm	Reich,	writing	in	a	mood	we	
associate	more	with	Jung’s	writing	on	the	Shadow,	said	of	these	
layers:	

Human beings live emotionally on the surface, with their 
surface appearance.... In order to get to the core where the 
natural, the normal, the healthy is, you have to get through 
that middle layer. And in the middle layer is terror. There 
is severe terror. Not only that, there is murder there.... 
Before you can reach the core, you must encounter hate, 
terror, murder. All these wars, all the chaos now [1952] 
– do you know what that is to my mind? Humanity is trying 
to get at its core, at its healthy, living core. But before it 
can be reached, humanity has to pass through this phase 
of murder, killing and destruction. What Freud called the 
destructive instinct is in the middle layer. A bull is mad and 
destructive when it is frustrated. Humanity is that way too. 
That means that before you can get to the real thing – to 
love, to life, to rationality – you must pass through hell.

– Mary Higgins and Chester M. Raphael (eds), Reich 
Speaks of Freud, New York, 1969

	 The	ways	parts	of	the	soul	get	lost	in	the	collective	swamps	
of	past	life	horror	and	need	to	be	retrieved	in	the	healing	jour-
ney	is	what	we	therapists	call	regression.	Reclaiming	these	lost	
fragments	is	of	course	exactly	how	shamans	and	medicine	men	
and	curanderos,	using	trance	states,	have	traditionally	worked	
with	the	added	help	of	spirits	to	heal	the	soul	and	body.	The	
crossover	with	regression	is	very	clear	in	the	work	of	Sandra	
Ingerman	and	Michael	Harner	who	have	popularised	the	tech-
nique	of	soul	retrieval.	The	ancient	shamans	always	knew	that	
parts	of	the	soul	get	lost,	become	fragmented	from	the	core	self	
and	have	to	be	rescued	and	brought	back	to	be	integrated	into	
the	energy	of	the	whole	person.	They	also	realised	that	these	
journeys	are	often	perilous	and	fraught	with	dangers	of	posses-
sion	and	sometimes	madness.	

The second part of this article will deal with inner journeys, 
their perils as well as their healing epiphanies.

This article is based on a lecture given by Roger in Amsterdam 
in 1994 at the Tenth Annual Conference of the Dutch Founda-
tion for Reincarnation.

Dr. Woolger has produced a full length audio course, Eternal 
Return, which presents techniques for you to explore your past 
lives. See advertisement on page 32.
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The new book is  
testimony to the  
brilliance of these 

two men’s pioneering 
minds and their shared 
abilities to articulate 
their new healthcare 

concept...

‘

’

© By hUW griFFiThS

If_someone_lobbed_the_phrase_
‘human_Body-Field’_at_me_
and_asked_for_a_definition,_I’d_

probably_have_said_that_it_meant_
something_along_the_lines_of_the_
human_aura._In_practice_though,_
I_first_came_across_the_expression_
about_one_year_ago_when_a_col-
league_gave_me_his_copy_of_a_paper_
called_The Unturned Stone.

 This small-ish booklet that had 
been doing the rounds on the internet 
discussed a new, but challenging, con-
cept in preventive healthcare. It talked 
about a technical system developed as a 
means of mapping the ‘Human Body-
Field’. This system, under develop-
ment for decades, was only now being 
adapted into a proprietary new modal-
ity that had been branded ‘Nutri-Ener-
getics System’ (NES).
 Interesting and very well written, it 
used terms like quantum biology, ener-
getic drivers and integrators, infoceu-
ticals and other phrases that sounded 

completely beyond my own experience. 
It mentioned connections with Tradi-
tional Chinese Medicine, homeopathy, 
energy healing and a few other tradi-
tional modalities with which I am much 
more familiar, but spun off into claims 
of representing a new and revolutionary 
perspective on the way we will view hu-
man health in the future. Looking back 
I dismissed it all as interesting, but just 
another bio-energetic system looking 
for attention.

 It must have piqued my interest 
though, because just recently when 
I was referred to a new book called 
Decoding the Human Body-Field: The New 
Science of Information as Medicine by 
Peter Fraser and Harry Massey (with 
Joan Parisi Wilcox), it rang a few bells.
 Harry Massey is the author of The 
Unturned Stone and Decoding The Human 
Body-Field turns out to be an upgraded 
joint collaboration with Peter Fraser 
who was the guy to start researching 
the system back in 1982. The new book 
is testimony to the brilliance of these 
two men’s pioneering minds and their 
shared abilities to articulate their new 
healthcare concept in a clear, exciting 
and coherent way. 
 Decoding the Human Body-Field: The 
New Science of Information as Medicine, 
as its full title suggests, does indeed 
describe a new science and a most im-
pressive one at that. If you are interest-
ed in new frontiers in health, or what 
makes the difference between a being 
that is alive and one that isn’t, then you 
will not only want to, but need to, read 
this book. My only warning is that if 
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HUMAN BODY-FIELD
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you have an allergy to the word ‘quan-
tum’ you are probably going to have to 
confront your demon head on. 
 The first eighty page section is an 
elaborate yet very readable layman’s 
description of the scientific and concep-
tual origins of the human body-field in 
the context of quantum physics. It is an 
essential grounding in the basics of the 
Nutri-Energetics System (NES). If you 
don’t at least attempt to grapple with 
this aspect of the human body-field 
story, you may end up struggling with 
the fuller explanations of the system 
which the rest of the book goes on to 
describe. Trust me though: the tech-
nical aspects of Decoding the Human 
Body-Field are an approachable and 
entertaining read and one of the best 
introductions I’ve ever come across to 
the otherwise complex and at times 
abstract subject of quantum-anything. 
It’s tailored to the non-physicist that 
lurks in most of us.
 Despite the authors repeating on 
more than one occasion that Decod-
ing the Human Body-Field is a work in 
progress and that much remains to be 
done, the Human Body-Field concept 
and NES, as a system, looks remark-
ably complete already. Indeed, the fact 
that there are hundreds of practitioners 
worldwide who are already successfully 
using it attests to this assertion.
 It may seem a bit harsh to attempt 
to summarise the Nutri-Energetics Sys-
tem in a couple of pages when the book 
uses well over three hundred, especially 
when at times it utilises an entirely new 
and obscure vocabulary. However, with 
my apologies to Massey and Fraser, 
here goes.
 Messrs. Fraser and Massey, in 
common with many who operate in 
the complementary health care field, 
experienced severe bouts of ill-health 
(both suffered from chronic fatigue 
syndrome), and have been healed using 
the earlier experimental form of what 
has since evolved into the present day 
NES. In parallel with this common bond 
they complemented each other with 
their professional skills, Fraser as a Tra-
ditional Chinese Medicine practitioner 
and scientific boffin (he founded the 
acupuncture degree course at Victoria 
University in Melbourne) and Massey 
whose technical and computer skills 
were able to bring application to the 

complex research findings that Fraser 
had produced over a couple of decades.
 Their enthusiastic collaboration 
earlier this decade breathed purpose, 
direction and renewed momentum into 
the nascent NES development and in 
so doing created a unique merging of 
the traditional healing arts with modern 
technology and state of the art quan-
tum physics.
 By all accounts Fraser’s early 
research was punctuated by periods 
of inertia, seeming dead ends and at 
times confusion, but at each hiatus, as 
if by some divine and perfectly timed 
intervention, a chance encounter with 
some new theory, insight or person 
re-energised the thinking and provided 
new impetus until eventually a complete 
coherent model emerged. 

 Ultimately it was Massey’s techni-
cal skills that provided the means of 
translating the theoretical model into 
a practicable and applicable system for 
diagnosing and treating people. This 
was no mean feat because Decoding the 
Human Body-Field and the new concepts 
that underpin it provides us with much 
more than just a new way of looking at, 
defining and treating ill-health. It gives 
us a glimpse at the universality of life 
and of the profound interconnectedness 
of everything. It genuinely has the po-
tential to redefine our sense of reality. 
This isn’t an uncommon observation in 
the context of quantum science though.
 At a more hands-on level NES both 
makes sense of, and pulls together, a 
great many unexplained facets of tra-

ditional healing modalities. It provides 
a practical theoretical perspective on 
aspects of Traditional Chinese Medi-
cine, homeopathy, hands on healing, 
human auras and just about every form 
of mind-body and bio-energetic healing 
system I can think of. However, despite 
initial impressions that NES is a more 
highly developed version of all of them, 
it is in fact a very different system from 
anything we have ever come across 
before and shouldn’t be viewed in the 
same context as any traditional healing 
modality, tempting as it might be to do 
so.
 None of these other traditional 
therapies are capable of being explained 
as succinctly or scientifically as can 
NES. The reasons for this reside in the 
new understandings that are known to 
underpin the science of quantum elec-
tro-dynamics and the manner in which 
it explains how ‘information’ is gener-
ated and communicated at an atomic 
and sub-atomic level. 
 As a first-time reader I’m not go-
ing to claim that I wrapped my head 
around it in one reading, but by the 
time I’d got to the end of the book I 
had a much better impression as what 
was meant by the phrase ‘humans are 
spiritual beings having a physical experi-
ence’. For that reason I’m not going to 
attempt to go into the nuts and bolts of 
the full Human Body-Field, but I will try 
to summarise some of the basic compo-
nents as they correspond very closely 
to the system of 62 remedies (or 
infoceuticals) that have been developed 
for NES.
 You could visualise the Human 
Body-Field as a kind of three dimen-
sional, multi-level matrix of invisible, 
complex but highly ordered quantum 
‘superconductive pathways’. Structured 
a bit like the layers of an onion, only 
more web-like. Some of these pathways 
run inside the physical body and some 
outside.
 Energy is constantly moving around 
and between these pathways in ex-
tremely ordered predetermined ways. 
Every component of the structure 
is interconnecting and interdepend-
ent and works on a hierarchical and 
systemic basis. In quantum terms, in 
a healthy body-field an interference 
pattern is created which effectively 
forms the template of a healthy human 

You could visualise  
the Human Body-Field 

as a kind of three  
dimensional,  

multi-level matrix of  
invisible, complex  
but highly ordered 

quantum ‘supercon-
ductive pathways’. 

‘

’
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body-field as it should look or behave 
when operating at an optimal level. 
All human body-fields operate from 
similarly structured body-fields in much 
the same way that they all share similar 
anatomical and physiological structures. 
We therefore all work to the same 
body-field template.
 In a one hundred percent healthy 
human body-field there is a status of 
perfect information exchange going on, 
a kind of quantum energy equilibrium 
or energetic homeostasis. Everything is 
in the right place and in perfect order 
and it is this energy or information 
structure that keeps the corresponding 
physical body in perfect order too.
 When ill health begins to take hold, 
however, its subtle manifestations take 
the form of an energetic imbalance 
caused by blockages within the human 
body-field, effectively creating a distor-
tion of the normal structure. This will 
disrupt the normal energetic (informa-
tion) pathways utilised within the body-
field which will seek to compensate 
for it by using alternative, less efficient 
pathways in order to keep things going.
 These blockages or energetic 
inefficiencies are not in themselves a 
disease, but because the bio-energies 
are having to be rerouted they stress 
and fatigue the energetic system and, if 
left uncorrected, will eventually stress 
and fatigue the physical body too, even-
tually bringing it to a corresponding 
state of ‘dis-ease’. These blockages can 
be created by a range of factors from 
toxins or shock to stresses of any kind 
or pathological micro-organisms.
 The way the Human Body-Field 
operates is on the basis that there are 
five levels of informational organisation. 
They are structured hierarchically along 
a continuum that equates from ‘general’ 
to ‘specific’, yet they are all interde-
pendent and equally important. 
 The first level is called ‘Polarity 
and Field Alignment’ and relates to the 
alignment of the individual with the 
earth’s gravitational, magnetic and equa-
torial spin. 
 The second level called ‘Energetic 
Drivers’ corresponds to energy fields 
arising from organ systems. 
 The third, called  ‘Energetic In-
tegrators’, can be conceptualised as 
meridian-like, the job of which is to co-
ordinate and distribute information to 

specific parts of the body (connected 
more by functional association rather 
than by physical or geographical loca-
tion within the body). 
 Fourthly, there is the level of ‘Ener-
getic Terrains’, which are described as 
creating energetic environments that, if 
present, provide, or better enable the 
body to host specific viruses, bacteria 
or microbes. These, it seems, can be 
both acquired or inherited and, to my 
mind at least, equated closely to the 
constitutional miasms of homeopathy 
(sometimes I find that an analogy is 
needed to wrap my mind around these 
ideas). 
 Finally, at the fifth level, there are 
the ‘Energetic Stars’ which correspond 
to single energetic distortions (some-
thing specific for example, but which 
might have been brought about by any 
number of single or systemic issues that 
might have arisen anywhere within the 
body-field).
 In order for the NES system to 
work it becomes necessary for the 
practitioner to be able to detect where 
and at what level within the human 
body-field a distortion, or pattern of 
distortions, is occurring. Wherever 
its location and whatever its severity 
within the structure of the body-field 
will depend the order of priority and 
sequencing of the correctional treat-
ment with the infoceutical remedies.
 The NES approach to diagnosis, 
analysis and treatment is quite different 
from that of any other healing modal-
ity I’ve come across. Using proprietary 
hard and software, a patient’s body-
field is scanned using a device that is 
visually akin to a large computer mouse 
on which one places one’s hand for no 
more than ten or fifteen seconds. The 
scan is taken and the system makes a 
comparison between the structure of 
the patient’s own body-field and that of 
the standard healthy body-field. Differ-
ences (or distortions) are pinpointed as 
being somewhere within the five levels 
of the body-field structure, the severity 
levels of each distortion are identified 
and colour coded and a display screen 
pops up on the computer that reveals 
the patient’s scanned body-field’s status. 
The practitioner analyses the data and 
then, taking into account various proto-
cols acquired during practitioner train-
ing, will prescribe either one or a series 
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He lives in Sydney’s Northern Beaches and can be contacted via New Dawn magazine.

of infoceutical remedies in which are 
embedded the quantum bio-energetic 
information required by the patient’s 
body-field in order for it to be guided 
back to structural balance and health. 
 The infoceuticals, of which there are 
currently 62, correspond very closely 
with each of the five levels of the hu-
man body-field, as well as to the hier-
archical positions within each of those 
fields. So when the patient is given the 
remedies he or she will also be pro-
vided precise instructions on which 
order to take them and how much to 
take of each. Failure to observe these 
important treatment protocols can 
easily result in them being rendered 
ineffective, so this is a crucial aspect of 
the process. This then, over a series 
of consultations, the number of which 
depend on individual circumstances, will 
address the distortions in the human 
body field, which, once corrected, re-
move the imbalances that cause physical 
ill health. Diseased conditions, whether 
acute or chronic, are thus corrected.
 With the NES system it is only 
necessary to view health (or ill health) 
as a form of compliance with a quantum 
energetic template. To restore health 
to the physical level requires only that 
the normal structural and energetic 
integrity be restored to the quantum 
energetic body-field. Compared to con-
ventional medicine NES doesn’t need 
to get into pathological rationale or the 
naming of specific diseases. It just needs 
to identify the energetic imbalance and 
correct it. In essence it’s all about re-
establishing energetic patterning, about 
literally ‘getting it back in shape’. 
 Given its simplicity and elegance 
NES, as a health care modality, is 
unrivalled. It is a macro-based approach 
that requires zero micro-management, 
can be operated without the practition-
er needing to be a quantum physicist, 
rather in the same way that you don’t 
need to be an auto-engineer in order 
to drive a car. Most importantly of 
course, by all accounts, it works.
 NES has come a long way since The 

Unturned Stone was written. As previ-
ously mentioned there are already hun-
dreds of practitioners worldwide and 
indications are there are many more on 
the way. That it has broken new ground 
is beyond debate, what will be inter-
esting to see is the extent to which it 
succeeds in creating a completely new 
paradigm for human health and well-
being. It can incidentally be utilised 
preventively as well as therapeutically.

 As a marketer I’d say that NES 
needs a very firm strategic finger on the 
business planning pulse. The concept is 
not an easy one to get across, especially 
to a consumer franchise that is blinded 
by conventional medicine, so education 
and presentation will be key. Also, any 
new health care concept that challenges 
the allopathic status quo is up for some 
real resistance from industry institu-
tions, even to the point of being a good 
candidate for attempted suppression. 
For that reason the way NES develops 
and builds its brand, product and its 
service at the practitioner level, will be 
crucial.
 On a less profound note, but one 
that is probably worth mentioning, NES 
doesn’t necessarily replace any existing 
modality, rather it complements them 
and apparently does so rather well. 
Experience so far indicates that when 

used alongside traditional as well as al-
lopathic therapeutic modalities NES, far 
from interfering with them, enhances 
their efficacy. Also, all NES practition-
ers must be a qualified health care 
professional before they even begin 
their training.
 As an after word to this, perhaps I 
should also add that in addition to read-
ing the book, which I urge everyone 
to do so for themselves, I also went 
to a practitioner for an NES consulta-
tion. I wasn’t sick, but wanted to see 
for myself what happens and how it all 
works at the coal face. Assuming my 
experience to have been fairly typical, 
it was totally unobtrusive, fairly quick, 
feedback was prompt, and the report I 
was given painted a fairly good picture 
of what I knew to be true of my cur-
rent health and constitutional strengths 
and weaknesses. I took the appropriate 
doses of infoceuticals that I was pre-
scribed and, I have to admit, my energy 
levels did noticeably improve.
 Perhaps my case wasn’t as spectacu-
lar as some of the case studies that are 
dropped in at regular intervals through-
out Fraser and Massey’s book, but at 
least I can say that I felt better for hav-
ing written this article than I have any 
other.
 I was impressed by NES, was grate-
ful for having come across the book 
and, by the time you are reading this, 
have every intention of being well into 
the training program to become a quali-
fied NES practitioner.

More information on the Nutri-Energetics 
System is available at  
www.nutrienergetics.com.

Decoding the human Body-Field: 
The New Science of information as 
medicine by Peter Fraser and Harry 
Massey (416 pages, paperback) is avail-
able from New Dawn for $32.95 plus $8 
p&h. Send payment to New Dawn Books, 
PO Box 758, Cleveland QLD 4163. Tel: 
1300 660 458.
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© By rUPErT ShElDrakE

Where_are_our_minds_
located?_We_have_been_
brought_up_to_believe_

that_they_are_inside_our_heads,_
that_mental_activity_is_nothing_but_
brain_activity._Instead,_I_suggest_
that_our_minds_extend_far_be-
yond_our_brains;_they_stretch_out_
through_fields_that_link_us_to_our_
environment_and_to_each_other._

 Mental fields are rooted in brains, 
just as magnetic fields around magnets 
are rooted in the magnets themselves, 
or just as the fields of transmission 
around mobile phones are rooted in 
the phones and their internal electri-
cal activities. As magnetic fields extend 
around magnets, and electromagnetic 
fields around mobile phones, so mental 
fields extend around brains. 
 Mental fields help to explain 
telepathy, the sense of being stared at 
and other widespread but unexplained 
abilities. Above all, mental fields un-
derlie normal perception. They are an 
essential part of vision. 

 Look around you now. Are the im-
ages of what you see inside your brain? 
Or are they outside you – just where 
they seem to be? 
 According to the conventional 
theory, there is a one-way process: light 
moves in, but nothing is projected out. 
The inward movement of light is familiar 
enough. As you look at this page, 
reflected light moves from the page 
through the electromagnetic field into 
your eyes. The lenses of your eyes focus 
the light to form upside-down images 
on your retinas. This light falling on your 
retinal rod and cone cells causes electri-
cal changes within them, which trigger 
off patterned changes in the nerves of 
the retina. Nerve impulses move up 
your optic nerves and into the brain, 
where they give rise to complex pat-
terns of electrical and chemical activity. 
So far, so good. All these processes can 
be, and have been, studied in great detail 
by neurophysiologists and other experts 
on vision and brain activity. 
 But then something very mysterious 
happens. You consciously experience 
what you are seeing, the page in front 
of you. You also become conscious of 

the printed words and their meanings. 
From the point of view of the stand-
ard theory, there is no reason why 
you should be conscious at all. Brain 
mechanisms ought to go on just as well 
without consciousness. 
 Then comes a further problem. 
When you see this page, you do not 
experience your image of it as being 
inside your brain, where it is supposed 
to be. Instead, you experience its image 
as being located about two feet in front 
of you. The image is outside your body. 
 For all its physiological sophistica-
tion, the standard theory has no ex-
planation for your most immediate and 
direct experience. All your experience 
is supposed to be inside your brain, a 
kind of virtual reality show inside your 
head. That means your skull must lie 
beyond everything you are seeing: if 
you look at the sky, your skull must be 
beyond the sky! This seems an absurd 
idea, but it seems to be a necessary 
implication of the mind-in-brain theory. 
 The idea I am proposing is so simple 
that it is hard to grasp. Your image of 
this page is just where it seems to be, 
in front of your eyes, not behind your 
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eyes. It is not inside your brain, but 
outside your brain. 
 Thus vision involves both an inward 
movement of light, and an outward pro-
jection of images. Through mental fields 
our minds reach out to touch what we 
are looking at. If we look at a mountain 
ten miles away, our minds stretch out 
ten miles. If we gaze at distant stars our 
minds reach out into the heavens, over 
literally astronomical distances. 
 Sometimes when I look at someone 
from behind, he or she turns and looks 
straight at me. And sometimes I sud-
denly turn around and find someone 
staring at me. Surveys show that more 
than 90% of people have had experi-
ences such as these. The sense of being 
stared at should not occur if attention is 
all inside the head. But if it stretches out 
and links us to what we are looking at, 
then our looking could affect what we 
look at. Is this just an illusion, or does 
the sense of being stared at really exist? 
 This question can be explored 
through simple, inexpensive ex-
periments. People work in pairs. One 
person, the subject, sits with his or her 
back to the other, wearing a blind-
fold. The other person, the looker, sits 
behind the subject, and in a random 
series of trials either looks at the sub-
ject’s neck, or looks away and thinks of 
something else. The beginning of each 
trial is signalled by a mechanical clicker 
or bleeper. Each trial lasts about ten 
seconds and the subject guesses out 
loud ‘looking’ or ‘not looking’. Detailed 
instructions are given on my website, 
www.sheldrake.org/Onlineexp/offline/
staring_experiment.html.
 More than 100,000 trials have now 
been carried out, and the results are 
overwhelmingly positive and hugely 
significant statistically, with odds against 
chance of quadrillions to one. The 
sense of being stared at even works 
when people are looked at through 
closed-circuit TV. 
 Animals are also sensitive to being 
looked at by people, and people by 
animals. This sensitivity to looks seems 
widespread in the animal kingdom and 
may well have evolved in the context of 
predator-prey relationships: an animal 
that sensed when an unseen preda-
tor was staring would stand a better 
chance of surviving than an animal 
without this sense. 

 Educated people have been brought 
up to believe that telepathy does not 
exist. Like other so-called psychic phe-
nomena, it is dismissed as an illusion. 
Most people who espouse these opin-
ions, which I used to myself, do not do 
so on the basis of a close examination 
of the evidence. They do so because 
there is a taboo against taking telepathy 
seriously. This taboo is related to the 
prevailing paradigm or model of reality 
within institutional science, namely the 
mind-inside-the-brain theory, according 
to which telepathy and other psychic 
phenomena, which seem to imply mys-
terious kinds of ‘action at a distance’, 
cannot possibly exist. 

 This taboo dates back at least as 
far as the Enlightenment at the end of 
the eighteenth century. But this is not 
the place to examine its history (which 
I discuss in my book The Sense of Being 
Stared At). Rather I want to summarise 
some recent experiments, which sug-
gest that telepathy not only exists, but 
that it is a normal part of animal com-
munication. 
 I first became interested in the 
subject of telepathy some fifteen years 
ago, and started looking at evidence for 
telepathy in the animals we know best, 
namely pets. I soon came across numer-
ous stories from owners of dogs, cats, 
parrots, horses and other animals that 
suggested that these animals seemed 
able to read their minds and intentions. 
 Through public appeals I have built 
up a large database of such stories, 
currently containing more than 3,500 
case histories. These stories fall into 

several categories. For example, many 
cat owners say that their animal seems 
to sense when they are planning to take 
them to the vet, even before they have 
taken out the carrying basket or given 
any apparent clue as to their intention. 
 Some people say their dogs know 
when they are going to be taken for a 
walk, even when they are in a different 
room, out of sight or hearing, and when 
the person is merely thinking about 
taking them for a walk. Of course, no 
one finds this behaviour surprising if 
it happens at a routine time, or if the 
dogs see the person getting ready to 
go out, or hear the word ‘walk’. They 
think it is telepathic because it seems 
to happen in the absence of such clues. 
 One of the commonest and most 
testable claims about dogs and cats is 
that they know when their owners are 
coming home, in some cases anticipating 
their arrival by ten minutes or more. 
 In random household surveys in 
Britain and America, my colleagues and 
I have found that approximately 50% 
of dog owners and 30% of cat owners 
believe that their animals anticipate 
the arrival of a member of the house-
hold. Through hundreds of videotaped 
experiments, my colleagues and I have 
shown that dogs react to their owners’ 
intentions to come home even when 
they are many miles away, even when 
they return at randomly-chosen times, 
and even when they travel in unfamiliar 
vehicles such as taxis. 
 Telepathy seems the only hypothesis 
that can account for the facts. (For more 
details, see my book Dogs that Know 
When their Owners Are Coming Home, and 
Other Unexplained Powers of Animals.)
 In the course of my research on 
unexplained powers of animals, I heard 
of dozens of dogs and cats that seemed 
to anticipate telephone calls from their 
owners. For example, when the tele-
phone rings in the household of a noted 
professor at the University of California 
at Berkeley, his wife knows when her 
husband is on the other end of the line 
because Whiskins, their silver tabby 
cat, rushes to the telephone and paws 
at the receiver. 
 “Many times he succeeds in taking 
it off the hook and makes appreciative 
miaws that are clearly audible to my 
husband at the other end,” she says. 
“If someone else telephones, Whiskins 
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takes no notice.” The cat responds 
even when he telephones home from 
field trips in Africa or South America. 
 This led me to reflect that I myself 
had had this kind of experience, in that 
I had thought of people for no apparent 
reason who shortly there afterwards 
called. I asked my family and friends 
if they had ever had this experience, 
and I soon found the majority were 
very familiar with it. Some said they 
knew when their mother or boyfriend 
or other significant person was calling 
because the phone sounded different! 
 Through extensive surveys, my 
colleagues and I have found that most 
people have had seemingly telepathic 
experiences with telephone calls. In-
deed this is the commonest kind of ap-
parent telepathy in the modern world. 
 Is this all a matter of coincidence, 
and selective memory, whereby people 
only remember when someone they 
were thinking about rang, and forget 
all the times they were wrong? Most 
sceptics assume that this is the case, but 
until recently there had never been any 
scientific research on the subject at all. 
 I have developed a simple experi-
ment to test for telephone telepathy. 
Participants receive a call from one of 
four different callers at a prearranged 
time, and they themselves choose the 
callers, usually close friends or family 
members. For each test, the caller is 
picked at random by the experimenter 
by throwing a die. The participant has 
to say who the caller is before the 
caller says anything. If people were just 
guessing, they would be right about one 
time in four, or 25% of the time. 
 We have so far conducted more than 
800 such trials, and the average success 
rate is 42%, very significantly above the 
chance level of 25%, with astronomical 
odds against chance (1026 to 1). 
 We have also carried out a se-
ries of trials in which two of the four 
callers were familiar, while the other 
two were strangers, whose names 
the participants knew, but whom they 

had not met. With familiar callers, the 
success rate was 56%, highly significant 
statistically. With strangers it was at 
the chance level, in agreement with 
the observation that telepathy typically 
takes place between people who share 
emotional or social bonds. 
 In addition, we have found that 
these effects do not fall off with dis-
tance. Some of our participants were 
from Australia or New Zealand, and 
they could identify who was calling just 
as well as with people down under as 
with people only a few miles away. 
 Laboratory studies by parapsycholo-
gists have already provided significant 
statistical evidence for telepathy (well 
reviewed by Dean Radin in his book The 
Conscious Universe). But most labora-
tory research has given rather weak 
effects, probably because most par-
ticipants and ‘senders’ were strangers 
to each other, and telepathy normally 
depends on social bonds. 
 The results of telephone telepathy 
experiments give much stronger and 
more repeatable effects because they 
involve people who know each other 
well. I have also found that there are 
striking telepathic links between nurs-
ing mothers and their babies. Likewise, 
the telepathic reactions of pets to their 
owners depend on strong social bonds. 
 I suggest that these bonds are 
aspects of the fields that link together 
members of social groups (which I 
call morphic fields) and which act as 
channels for the transfer of information 
between separated members of the 
group. Telepathy literally means ‘distant 
feeling’, and typically involves the com-
munication of needs, intentions and 
distress. 
 Sometimes the telepathic reactions 
are experienced as feelings, sometimes 
as visions or the hearing of voices, and 
sometimes in dreams. Many people and 
pets have reacted when people they 
are bonded to have had an accident, or 
are dying, even if this is happening many 
miles away. 

 There is an analogy for this proc-
ess in quantum physics: if two particles 
have been part of the same quantum 
system and are separated in space, 
they retain a mysterious connected-
ness. When Einstein first realised 
this implication of quantum theory, 
he thought quantum theory must be 
wrong because it implied what he called 
a “spooky action at a distance.” 
 Experiments have shown that quan-
tum theory is right and Einstein wrong. 
A change in one separated part of a sys-
tem can affect another instantaneously. 
This phenomenon is known as quantum 
non-locality or non-separability. 
 Telepathy, like the sense of be-
ing stared at, is only paranormal if we 
define as ‘normal’ the theory that the 
mind is confined to the brain. But if our 
minds reach out beyond our brains, 
just as they seem to, and connect with 
other minds, just as they seem to, then 
phenomena like telepathy and the sense 
of being stared at seem normal. They 
are not spooky and weird, on the mar-
gins of abnormal human psychology, but 
are part of our biological nature. 
 Of course, I am not saying that the 
brain is irrelevant to our understanding of 
the mind. It is very relevant, and recent 
advances in brain research have much 
to tell us. Our minds are centred in our 
bodies, and in our brains in particular. 
However, that they are not confined to 
our brains, but extend beyond them. This 
extension occurs through the fields of 
the mind, or mental fields, which exist 
both within and beyond our brains. 
 The idea of the extended mind 
makes better sense of our experience 
than the mind-in-brain theory. Above 
all, it liberates us. We are no longer 
imprisoned within the narrow compass 
of our skulls, our minds separated and 
isolated from each other. We are no 
longer alienated from our bodies, from 
our environment and from other peo-
ple. We are interconnected. 

RUPERT_ShElDRAKE is a biologist and author of more than 75 scientific papers 
and ten books. He has researched and written on topics such as animal and plant 
development and behaviour, memory, telepathy and perception. He is a Fellow of the 
Institute of Noetic Sciences, near San Francisco, and lives in London with his wife, Jill 
Purce, and their two sons. His web site is www.sheldrake.org.
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Sounds_True,_the_publisher_
of_this_course,_presents_an_
excellent_body_of_work_in_a_

Spiritual_University_format_featur-
ing_leading_teachers_from_many_
traditions.

 This complete course on Insight 
Meditation enables the student to learn 
how to meditate at home. If you are un-
able to attend a centre due to distance 
or other life circumstances, it contains 
everything you need to get started and 
continue in meditation practice. 
 Your guides and teachers for this 
course are Sharon Salzberg and Joseph 
Goldstein. They are senior teachers 
in the Vipassana or Insight and Lov-
ingkindness meditation tradition. For 
over thirty years they have conducted 
courses and retreats worldwide. Sharon 
is the author of Lovingkindness: The 
Revolutionary Art of Happiness. Joseph is 
the author of the Experience of Insight, 
and Insight Meditation: the Practice of 
Freedom. Your studies and meditations 
are definitely safe in their hands.
 It is generally agreed that medita-
tion, or quieting the mind, is of great 
benefit to anyone who practices it. 
For health and stress management it 
is without peer. Just a few minutes a 
day can make an enormous difference. 
More is better! 
 Insight Meditation is anchored in the 
Buddhist style of Vipassana which enables 
you to sharpen your awareness and re-
lease painful mental habits. No particular 
belief system is required for the course. 
The aim is to become more mindful of 
yourself and what is happening around 
you. Mindfulness will support any existing 
spiritual path you may be following. 
 For those without a structured spir-
itual path, an increased connectedness 
to life will emerge. You will also gain a 
personal experience and insight into the 
big questions of human existence.
 The course is well presented in 
a sturdy box. It includes a 240 page 

workbook which is a self-guided cur-
riculum. It has nine lessons, 73 step-
by-step exercises, question & answer 
sections, glossaries and black & white 
photographs. The two CDs contain six 
meditations which form the corner-
stones of Insight Meditation practice. 
The meditations reproduce as closely 
as possible how a practice session in a 
real retreat sounds. 
 Also included are 12 study cards that 
have the fundamentals of meditation to 
remind the student. These include the 
Noble Eightfold Path; the Seven Points 
of Posture; the six Wholesome and Un-
wholesome Roots of the Mind; the Four 
Noble Truths; the Four Metta Phrases; 
the Five Hindrances, and more.
 All components of the course are 
clear, simple and to the point. The au-
thors do not presume prior knowledge 
of meditation, and yet are not simplistic 
in their presentation. There is a con-
stant reassurance that despite the initial 
discomforts that can be experienced, all 
will improve. 
 I have noticed that when I start to 
meditate, I get itchy and restless. This 
is not unusual. Many other manifesta-
tions can happen. Most often a cascade 
of thoughts will emerge as the mind 
first attempts to be quiet. The thoughts 
are often referred to as ‘mind-chatter’. 

The first tracks on the CD address this 
issue effectively. 
 Also emphasised in the question & 
answer sections is that the precepts 
and guides are not set in stone. It is 
really up to the individual student how 
they progress in time and in what man-
ner. All the signposts are here and they 
are for guidance, not admonishment. 
The aim of the practice of meditation 
is the reduction of suffering and the 
increase of happiness and freedom. This 
can be for the individual and for all life.
 Overall, the course is what you 
might call ‘real’ meditation. It is not the 
quick-fix, shortcuts to meditation that 
are found in the many brain entrain-
ment CDs that you can purchase at 
enormous cost. This course demands 
no expensive equipment or enrolment 
fees, just the price of the kit.
 My thoughts on shortcuts to the 
meditative state have changed some-
what over the years. Bearing in mind 
that on any journey, what you learn on 
the way is the point, I now believe that 
shortcuts to meditation are counter-
productive, and in some cases, down-
right harmful. It is in being mindful of 
and overcoming the hindrances to your 
practice that you will learn. For some it 
may take months, others years, some a 
lifetime, but all will learn. 
 I heartily recommend this beauti-
fully presented course, The Insight 
Meditation Kit. It is suitable for begin-
ners or experienced meditators. It is 
not padded with irrelevant material and 
is extremely helpful. 

–_Jennifer hoskins

The insight meditation kit by Sharon 
Salzberg & Joseph Goldstein (2 CDs, 
2½ hours, 240-page workbook, 12 study 
cards) is available from New Dawn 
Books for $49.95 (postage free). To or-
der, call 1300 660 458 or send cheque 
or money order to New Dawn Books, 
PO Box 758, Cleveland QLD 4163.

INSIGHT MEDITATION 
BY SHARON SALZBERG & JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN
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© By DaviD coNWaY

“It’s_all_sex_nowadays”_my_
mother_used_to_grum-
ble_after_an_evening_in_

front_of_the_television._Even_her_
favourite_nature_programmes,_
she_moaned,_were_increasingly_
obsessed_with_it._Much_the_same_
might_be_said_about_Tantra._Or,_at_
least,_about_what_currently_passes_
for_Tantra,_something_which_to_
many_people_today_means_little_
more_than_sex_with_fancy_trim-
mings._

 No surprise then that among the 
first ‘tantrik’ sites to appear on Google 
is one that markets books on sexual 
techniques, as well as performance-
enhancing potions like – currently 
on special offer – tiny pots of nipple 
sensitising cream. True, there’s a token 
reference to Tantra’s origins in India 
but it’s the “get your kit off” message 
that counts. My mother wouldn’t ap-
prove. And neither, frankly, do I.  
 What offends me is not so much 
the sexual free-for-all – each to his own 
as far as I’m concerned – but the at-
tempt to glamorise, even sanctify it by 
calling it Tantra. 
 After all, Tantra is first and fore-
most a spiritual practice by which the 
self aspires to merge with the energies 
that sustain or, rather, constitute, the 
universe. It is a means of becoming one 
with the Whole, of escaping from the 
illusion of separateness that determines 
how we experience the phenomenal 
world around us. Sensitised nipples 
have precious little to do with it. (And 
anyway a dab of Vaseline does the job, 
if you’re curious.)  
 The word Tantra is Sanskrit for 
‘weave’, a term used to indicate that 
a particular text has been composed 
according to an orderly pattern (sam-
hita). Others prefer to believe it points 
to secret teachings ‘woven’ into the 
Vedas, the thread visible only when 
teased out by a scholarly commentator 

or qualified guru. This interpretation, 
though appealing, is undermined by 
evidence that before being taken up by 
Hinduism, Tantra was already a feature 
of Buddhist practice, later becoming 
associated with Mahayana Buddhism in 
particular. (There the feminine prin-
ciple, sakti, has long been held in high 
esteem.) This might also explain its 
early adoption by the Vajrayana (Sk. 
“Diamond Vehicle”) sect of Tibet, one 
that borrowed heavily – again significant 
perhaps – from that country’s indig-
enous religion (Bön). 
 Yet the true origins of Tantra 
almost certainly pre-date all of these 
and are rooted in the ancient practice 
of Yoga, especially in what later became 
Hatha Yoga, so called because it is the 
path (Sk. marga) of effort and disci-
pline, both essential if the body and its 
vital energies are to be brought under 
control. Appropriately enough, one of 

the early names given to Tantrik teach-
ing – Agamas or ‘What has come from 
before’ – may be an acknowledgement 
of its great antiquity.  
 Not all Hindu teaching is sympa-
thetic to Tantra, with many scholars, 
especially more recent ones, uneasy 
with its intentionally blunt language 
(Sandhya-bhasha) and overtly erotic 
symbolism. At times even its defend-
ers sound apologetic, pleading that, for 
want of anything better, it is at least a 
convenient path to mystical experience 
in the current Dark Age (Kali-yuga),1 
a period when our race is woefully 
lacking in spiritual refinement. (Held 
to have started 5,000 years ago or, as 
others maintain, following the death of 
Krishna in 3120 BCE, the Dark Age is 
scheduled to last for 430,000 years so 
there’s lots more of it ahead.) 
 With the advent of Kali-yuga we 
are said to have lost our ability to 

BEYOND TANTRA

Statues carved into one of the temples of Khajuraho, India, 11th century.  
Some believe these scenes represent Tantric eroticism.
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see beyond the illusory appearance of 
things (maya), something traditionally 
expressed as the loss of our Third Eye 
or Eye of Siva. This symbolic organ is 
depicted in art as a lotus blossom, the 
sun, a snake or a star and set in the 
middle of the forehead, though some 
occultists maintain, none more forcibly 
than Mme. Blavatsky, that the Third Eye 
was, literally, just that. Today, the pineal 
gland is claimed to be its only anatomi-
cal remnant.  
 Hinduism accommodates two 
kinds of Tantra, that of the right hand 
(Dakshinacara) and that of the left 
(Vamacara). The first, regarded as the 
more respectable, favours a metaphori-
cal interpretation of the erotic language 
found in the texts, while the second, 
often dismissed as ‘black’ magic, adopts 
a more literal approach, treating what it 
finds as a practical guide to attaining en-
lightenment. Only the latter approach 
need concern us.  
 As was said earlier, Tantra is not 
about sex. Well, not just about sex. Its 

spiritual element – ‘psychical’ may be a 
better epithet – is at least as important 
as the physical. In any case the two are 
complementary. More than that, they 
are inter-dependent for only when act-
ing together – physical act and spiritual 
intention – will they induce awareness 
of the unity subsisting between the 
conditional world and the absolute real-
ity on which it depends. 
 Nowhere is this togetherness more 
sublimely realised – here comes the sex 
– than in the act of coition, that syner-
gic conjunction (Paramsiva or the union 
of Siva and Sakti) of two individuals or, 
better still, two creative polarities.  
 As for the erotic techniques 
described in tantrik literature or even 
in the teach-yourself manuals peddled 
on the internet, their purpose is to 
facilitate this beatific outcome by means 
of, inter alia, breathing exercises, tactile 
stimulation and, most famous of all, 
delayed orgasm or, on occasion, the 
disciplined retention of semen. 
 Above all, however, recourse is had 

to the goddess Sakti herself, the initia-
tory and dynamic expression of divine 
power. (The name itself means nothing 
less.) As the “Princess who sleeps at 
Brahman’s gate” the goddess is dor-
mant inside each of us under the guise 
of Kundalini, the Serpent Power coiled 
three and a half times around the Mu-
ladhara chakra at the base of the spine. 
 Aroused from its slumber, Kundalini 
can be persuaded to ascend the spinal 
column – or, more correctly, spiral 
through the citrini nadi of its subtle 
equivalent (Sushumna) – like a jet of 
blue flame, shedding sparks in its wake, 
red on one side, yellow on the other.2 
 Passing rapidly through the next 
five chakras, it brings each of them into 
harmonious and tuneful life – the first 
syllable of Kundalini (the word itself 
denotes a coil of rope) means ‘sound’ 
– until at last its cosmic fire ignites 
Sahasrara, a supernumerary chakra and 
the noblest of them all, immediately 
transforming that glorious, thousand-
petalled lotus into the marriage bed of 
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Siva and Sakti. It is their divine coupling, 
mirrored in our own, that facilitates 
our release (moksha) into the ineffable 
bliss of absolute being.  
 A similar bliss is accessible through 
magical practices, particularly those 
with an overtly sexual component. For 
that reason the latter are often re-
ferred to as Tantra, proof again of how 
the word has become synonymous with 
sex. And true enough, the methods of 
sexual arousal available to the magician 
are often similar to – because copied 
from – those of the tantrika. (They 
have, after all, proved their worth over 
time.) Even so it may be misleading, no 
matter how convenient, to describe 
sexual magic as tantrik because there 
is one important, indeed fundamental, 
difference between the two.  
 To grasp it we need to remind 
ourselves that for Vedic scholars, phe-
nomena and form enjoy no real exist-
ence (avastu). Our awareness of them 
is merely the accidental reaction of our 
senses to a reality, itself imperceptible, 
which is nothing less than the creative 
self-projection of Brahman.3 
 Over time this emphasis on the 
“otherness” of what is truly real (and, 
as such, a manifestation of God’s 
inviolable Oneness) led to the view 
that the phenomenal world, product 
of our faulty perception, could not be 
other than inferior to what lay beyond 
it. After all, was it not the imperfect, 
because conditional, aspect of what is 
immutable and absolute? And so the 
notion grew that the world of matter 
was somehow debased and, as such, un-
worthy of being cherished or respected 
on its own terms. 
 Such a notion is not confined to 
Hinduism. Closer to home we come 
across it in much Christian thinking, 
both orthodox and (to a far greater 
extent) heretical, while the neo-Platon-
ists – to whom Western magic owes 
much – were, like the Manicheans, 
particularly infected by it. The celebrat-
ed Plotinus summed up their views by 
dismissing matter as “the primary evil.”  
 We have always to remember, 
therefore, that while Tantra indulges 
the body and the senses, it does so 
with the aim of transcending both. 
Because of that, all the tantalising 
foreplay and eventual orgasm, however 
incidentally enjoyable, are simply means 

to an end, devoid of any ultimate value 
themselves. A way of escape from the 
snares of conditionality, they facilitate a 
brief triumph of mind over matter. 
 For the magician by contrast, mat-
ter is inherently sacred. Far from being 
a route to the Absolute it is the route 
by which the Absolute becomes real 
and present – even palpable – to us. 
For that reason the aim of Magic is to 
exploit the sacramental nature of mat-
ter, treating it (in the language of St. 
Augustine, as modified by St. Thomas 
Aquinas) as the outward and visible 
sign of an inward, divine and efficacious 
grace. 
 From this it follows that for the 
magician the sexual act is no longer the 
means to an end but correctly under-
stood, the end itself. Through it, with 
it, in it, a higher, unconditioned reality 
manifests itself in terms appropriate to 
our environment. Tantra, by contrast, 
requires us to ‘liberate’ ourselves from 
that environment before the same real-
ity is met. At the risk of labouring the 
point: for Tantra it is through matter 
that we strive to touch the Absolute; 
for Magic it is through matter that the 
Absolute touches us. Matter is the 
Absolute in posse.4 
 It should be emphasised that sexual 
activity is not an indispensable constitu-
ent of magical practice. (Like Tantra, 
Magic is not, definitely not, ‘all sex’!) 
Readers who feel ill at ease with it or, 
as must happen to us all, no longer 
up to it, need on no account despair! 
But those who have at some time or 
other been privileged to participate in 
this type of work will be aware of its 
tremendous efficacity. 
 My own first experience, follow-
ing hints so discreet it took months to 
work them out, occurred when I was 
fifteen and introduced me – too soon, 
I sometimes think – to matters which 
(if my memory serves me well) are 
deemed in some sections of the Ordo 
Templi Orientis  (O.T.O) to belong 
to the arcana of the VIII and IX. Ten 
years later in a crowded warehouse 
deep within the meat-packing district 
of Manhattan (now gentrified beyond 
recognition) I watched dumbstruck as 
a veritable phantasmagoria of mighty 
beings were lent form and substance 
by the tremendous power inherent in 
what Verlaine called “ce divin phos-
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supplement

phore.”5 Indeed, I have only to recall 
that occasion to be made giddy by the 
memory of it and, more importantly, 
to have again at my disposal (for such 
was the purpose of the undertaking) 
the ‘phosphoric’ energy simultaneously 
generated in the theurgic fervour of 
that night. 
 But of course there’s no need to 
cross the Atlantic for such experiences. 
Members of the gentlest, least preten-
tious Wiccan group will have expe-
rienced something of the kind – and 
of comparable worth – each time the 
Goddess deigns to bless them with her 
presence in the quiet of the night. 
 On all such occasions the aim is 
not to gratify the senses – however 
gratified they are in the process – but 
to permit the physical to make explicit 
the spirituality implicit within it. This 
requires of us an immense act of will, 
something that again distinguishes Magic 
from Tantra. There, you may remem-
ber, the participant’s will, like the rest 
of his individuality, is dissolved in a 
supra-mundane reality where all dif-
ferentiation has ceased. The magician, 
on the other hand, applies his will – and 
such should be his highest ambition – to 
effect changes that help advance the 
evolution of the world.5 His is above 
all an act of love. Of love freely exer-
cised in accordance with his true will, 
a concomitant of that divine will which 
sustains the dynamic reality, perceptible 
and imperceptible, of which we are at 
once the part and the whole: verum 
est.... quod superius est sicut quod inferius 
et quod inferius est sicut quod superius, ad 
perpetrando miracula rei unius. 
 Unlike Tantra, which uses the 
‘below’ to embrace the ‘above’, Magic, 
sexual or otherwise, enables the magi-
cian, loyal to the Thrice Great Hermes, 
to embrace the ‘above’ in the ‘below’.  
 And by so doing, he sanctifies the 
world. 

FOOTNOTES:
1. According to the Puranas there are four 
successive ages within each maha-yuga of 
4,320,000 years. Kali-yuga is the fourth 
and darkest of the current Maha-yuga, 
its predecessors (Krita or Satya, Treta, 
and Dvapara) each marking a progressive 
decline in the moral, spiritual and physical 
condition of mankind. Another Puranic 
tradition speaks of time divisions known as 

kalpas, divisible into fourteen manvantaras 
each consisting of 71 maha-yugas, though 
the duration does seem to vary. Each man-
vantara is governed by a different Manu, 
our present one (the “post-Atlantean” as 
some occultists call it) being in the cus-
tody of Vaivasvata (Sk. “Child of the Sun”) 
whose responsibilities include the ethno-
cultural progress of mankind. (Manu – Sk. 
“Man” – is another term for the Purusha 
or Paradigmatic Man, comparable to the 
Hebrew Adam Kadmon.) 

2. Usually the red flames occur on the 
left side (ida) in men, the right (pingala) 
in women but variations occur as, for 
instance, when the sexual activity is other 
than heterosexual. Solitary activity by 
either sex may produce a brilliant mix of 
red and yellow flames on both sides, often 
suprasensibly ‘visible’ to observers. Alas, 
some esotericists condemn masturbation 
in terms worthy of those stern Victorian 
moralists who claimed it led to blindness 
and insanity. There are also lurid warnings 
from certain Jewish authorities that onan-
ism (and nocturnal emissions) are induced 
by Lilith, the first Eve, who then uses the 
spilled seed to manufacture bodies for the 
demons in her charge. No less devilish are 
the incubi and succubi – I always forget 
which of them does what – who feature 
prominently in accounts of the witch trials. 

3. The creative impulse (Brahman) is other 
than the “divine Nothingness (ahava), 
which alone is God. Referred to in the 
Upanishads as Neti, neti (‘not this, not 
that’), the featureless nature (nirguna) of 
God was cleverly expressed by Crowley as 
God=0. None of which should be taken to 
mean that God is the negation of every-
thing (in itself impossible since it presup-
poses a positive ground), but, rather, that 
God is the absence of ‘something’. And in 
this case the ‘something’ is ‘existence’ as 
opposed to ‘non-existence’. Yet by denying 
existence to God, neither Crowley nor 
Hindu thinkers call in question the fact 
that God is. For them existence is second-
ary, the product of God’s self-awareness, 
manifesting itself – the Vedas speak of an 
effulgence of cosmic light (hiranyagarbha) 
– in the dualistic world of “becoming” 
(Crowley’s 0=2), of which we are part. 
(The Kabbalah, of course, teaches much 
the same, as did the Neo-Platonists, albeit 
in a typically complicated manner.) 

4. In the impending New Age this same 
principle – that matter is the vehicle of 
spirit – will be of particular significance 
to those who encounter the Lord of the 

Aeon himself, end product of the equation 
already quoted (note 3): 0=2=1. Outward-
ly human, inwardly – or in the Thomistic 
sense, ‘substantially’ – divine, His person 
will become a valid object of devotion. 
For out of this Divine Child, as the liturgy 
of the A.O.M (II) proclaims, there gushes 
forth the solar light that vivifies creation, 
microcosmic equivalent of that greater 
light, more incandescent than a million 
suns, that is His true, unmanifested self. 
Especially inimical to the New Aeon are 
the secret forces currently responsible for 
the growth in fundamentalist religion and, 
paradoxically, novel and belligerent forms 
of scientific dogmatism. 

5. The location in Washington Street with 
animal carcasses stacked on the pavement 
and in surrounding buildings – there was 
a pervasive odour of fat and stale blood 
– may not have been accidental. For as 
Dion Fortune observed in her book, Sane 
Occultism, “...blood being a vital fluid, con-
tains a large proportion of ectoplasm, or 
etheric substance. When shed, this ecto-
plasm rapidly separates from the congeal-
ing blood and thus becomes available for 
materialisations.” Several psychic research-
ers, notably the less-than-reliable Harry 
Price, have observed that physical phe-
nomena are more prevalent during seances 
conducted when the (female) medium is 
menstruating. (It may be for this purpose 
that the use of blood is recommended in 
certain magical operations.) Luckily, for 
those who, like me, are of a squeamish 
disposition, the power of creative visuali-
sation, known in Yoga as Kriyasakti, works 
just as well.

David Conway is co-founder of the English 
language quarterly Ein Gwlad and the 
author of a number of books on the occult 
as well as The Magic of Herbs. His book 
Magic: An Occult Primer enjoyed enor-
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Wisdom: The Occult Universe Revealed 
was released by Vega/Chrysalis Books, and 
is available from New Dawn Books, PO Box 
758, Cleveland QLD 4163 for $24.95 plus 
$8 p&h. 
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© By PhiliP coPPENS

T
he “Cathar heresy” that struck Southern 
France in the 13th century, and was vi-
ciously persecuted by the Roman Catho-
lic Church, remains a pool of interest 
and intrigue. What really happened, and 

what did the Cathars actually believe? 

	 Wars	between	nations	or	faiths	are	
commonplace.	Sometimes,	the	leaders	of	
nations	turn	against	a	minority	resident	
within	their	own	borders.	But	the	Albi-
gensian	Crusade	is	unique	in	history,	as	
the	Pope	on	March	10,	1208	proclaimed	a	
crusade	against	a	‘heresy’	that	was	present	
inside	Catholic	Europe	itself.	“These	
heretics	are	worse	than	the	Saracens!”	he	
proclaimed.	
	 In	retrospect,	the	crusade	was	one	
of	the	bloodiest	episodes	in	European	
history.	Indeed,	the	decades-long	persecu-
tion	of	simple	folk	has	often	been	seen	
as	the	event	that	prepared	the	way	for	the	
birth	of	Protestantism,	as	it	awakened	
ordinary	Europeans	to	the	realisation	that	
something	was	not	‘quite’	right	within	the	
papal	corridors.	
	 Today,	the	‘heretics’	are	most	commonly	known	as	Cathars,	
but	historically	they	went	under	a	number	of	guises	for,	in	fact,	
they	were	not	a	uniform	organisation	at	all.		
	 The	main	focus,	however,	has	always	been	on	the	Cathars	
(from	the	Greek	word	meaning	‘pure’),	a	name	that	is	normally	
reserved	for	the	dissident	Christians	who	lived	in	Southern	
France	and	Northern	Spain.	
	 Catharism	arrived	in	southern	France	and	northern	Italy	
in	the	11th	century.	It	was	present	in	Orléans	as	early	as	1022,	
when	thirteen	Parfaits	–	the	name	for	the	ascetic	Cathar	elders	
–	were	condemned	to	the	stake.	At	the	time,	the	south	of	
France	(the	Languedoc)	was	not	yet	under	the	political	control	
of	Northern	France.	In	the	Languedoc,	Catharism,	endorsed	by	
the	local	nobility,	became	a	popular	alternative	to	the	Catholic	
Church.	The	likes	of	the	Count	of	Toulouse	–	one	of	the	most	
important	rulers	of	Southern	France	–	supported	Catharism.

Cathar Beginnings

	 The	first	Cathar	Synod	was	held	between	1167	and	1176	at	
St.	Felix-de-Caraman,	near	Toulouse.	The	event,	attended	by	
many	local	notables,	was	presided	over	by	the	Bogomil	papa	
Nicetas	of	the	Balkan	dualist	church	(see	‘The	Bogomils:	
Europe's	Forgotten	Gnostics’	by	Paul	Tice,	New Dawn No.	
106,	January-February	2008),	assisted	by	the	Cathar	bishop	of	
(Northern)	France	and	a	leader	of	the	Cathars	of	Lombardy.		

	 				The	Synod	marked	the	start	of	the	real	
struggle	between	the	Catholic	Church	and	
Catharism,	as	the	Church	now	had	an	or-
ganised	body	to	fight.	Of	course,	it	meant	
‘the	enemy’	now	had	a	name,	and	could	
thus	be	more	easily	fought.	
	 			As	early	as	1178,	Louis	VII	of	France	
asked	for	a	forceful	intervention	to	stamp	
out	the	New	Church.	In	1208,	Pope	In-
nocent	III	repeatedly	tried	to	use	diplo-
macy	to	stop	the	spread	of	Catharism,	
but	in	that	year	his	papal	legate	Pierre	de	
Castelnau	was	murdered	(allegedly	by	an	
agent	serving	the	Count	of	Toulouse).	The	
event	pushed	him	from	diplomacy	into	
military	action.	Some	now	consider	the	
death	of	de	Castelnau	a	false	flag	opera-
tion,	engineered	so	that	the	crusade	would	
be	declared.	
	 				Whichever	scenario	is	true,	the	end	

remains	the	same:	an	estimated	200,000	to	one	million	people	
died	during	the	twenty	year	campaign,	which	began	in	earnest	
in	Béziers	in	July	1209.	Papal	troops	marched	to	Béziers	where	
they	ordered	that	222	people,	suspected	of	being	Cathars,	be	
handed	over	to	them	by	the	town's	citizens.	When	this	was	
refused,	the	papal	troops	decided	to	attack.	One	of	the	crusad-
ers	asked	their	leader,	the	Papal	Legate	Arnaud-Amaury,	how	
to	distinguish	between	the	222	heretics	and	the	thousands	of	
faithful	Catholics	that	lived	in	the	city.	“Kill	them	all,”	was	
the	abbot’s	alleged	reply.	“God	will	recognise	his	own!”	The	
number	of	dead	that	day	was	between	7,000	and	20,000,	the	
latter	figure	being	the	one	quoted	when	Arnaud-Amaury	re-
ported	back	to	the	Pope.
	 With	such	carnage,	the	other	towns	(e.g.	Narbonne	and	Car-
cassonne)	offered	no	resistance	and	soon	the	Southern	counts	
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had	lost	their	territories	and	powers	to	the	King	of	France	and	
his	allies.	For	these	Northern	lords,	attaining	the	lands	of	the	
Languedoc	had	always	been	paramount;	their	mission	had	been	
accomplished.
	 Though	the	crusade	was	over,	only	the	powerbrokers	who	
supported	the	spread	of	Catharism	had	been	removed	from	
power,	their	lands	confiscated.	What	about	the	people?	It	is	a	
known	fact	that	the	more	one	hunts	down	a	group,	the	more	
convinced	it	becomes	in	its	ways.	Hence,	at	the	end	of	the	Albi-
gensian	Crusade,	Catharism	wasn’t	by	any	means	eradicated.	
	 For	this	purpose,	the	Inquisition	was	established	in	Tou-
louse	in	1229	to	guarantee	that	any	future	resurgence	of	this	
‘heresy’	was	nipped	in	the	bud	–	literally	–	but	also	that	a	new	
phase	of	the	campaign	could	commence:	individual	manhunts	
to	track	down	Parfaits	(the	Cathars	elders)	
who	were	still	hiding	and	preaching	
within	the	general	population.	
	 From	1233	onwards,	hunting	down	
Catharism	was	no	longer	done	via	wide-
sweeping	crusades,	but	on	an	individual	
basis.	This	meant	any	Cathars	caught	
were	ferociously	interrogated	about	the	
secret	network	they	were	part	of,	their	
hideouts,	their	clandestine	financiers	and	
supporters,	etc.	
	 Faced	with	the	incredible	pains	
subjected	to	their	bodies,	and	the	Cathar	
oath	not	to	lie,	the	Inquisition	learned	
important	secrets	about	the	underground	
network.	Despite	this,	René	Weis,	author	
of	The Yellow Cross,	states:	“The	Cathar	
movement	in	the	late-thirteenth-century	
Sabartès	was	an	underground	organisa-
tion,	and	the	Inquisition	of	Geoffroy	
d’Ablis	never	penetrated	to	its	core	in	spite	of	the	fact	that	it	
executed	most	of	their	leaders.”	
	 Many	Cathar	elders	realised	the	lethal	dangers	they	faced	
and	began	to	take	refuge	in	the	fortresses	at	Fenouillèdes	and	
Montségur,	while	others	were	able	to	incite	uprisings,	which	
forced	the	Inquisition	out	of	Albi,	Narbonne	and	Toulouse.	
Count	Raymond-Roger	de	Trencavel	even	led	a	military	cam-
paign	in	1240,	but	was	defeated	at	Carcassonne,	surrendered	
and	was	exiled	to	Aragon.	
	 The	Church	felt	victory	was	near	and	only	those	Cathars	
hiding	in	the	castles	remained	to	be	eradicated.	A	siege	began	
of	the	castle	of	Montségur,	where	300	soldiers	and	200	Par-
faits	stood	off	an	army	of	10,000.	Among	the	Cathars	inside	
Montségur	were	the	Cathar	bishop	of	Toulouse	and	the	Cathar	
bishop	of	the	Razès,	Raymond	Aguilher,	leading	members	of	
the	‘heresy’.	
	 After	a	ten	month	siege,	in	March	1244,	the	castle	surren-
dered.	Though	their	life	would	be	spared	if	they	recanted,	the	
Cathars	preferred	to	be	burnt,	rather	than	reject	their	faith	–	a	
true	sign	of	their	conviction,	which	is	one	of	the	key	reasons	
why	Catharism	today	has	such	a	wide	appeal	with	the	local	
people	of	Southern	France.	
	 The	fall	of	a	small,	isolated	but	very	idyllic	fort,	that	of	
Quéribus,	in	August	1255,	is	often	seen	as	the	final	demise	
of	Catharism,	but	that	is	not	true.	In	fact,	in	the	following	
decades,	there	was	something	of	a	Cathar	revival.	The	much	
hunted	Cathar	Parfait	Pierre	Authié	even	consoled	the	Count	of	
Foix,	Roger-Bernard	III,	in	March	1302	in	the	hall	of	Tarascon	

castle,	even	though	he	was	later	buried	by	the	Bishop	of	Car-
cassonne.	It	shows	how	many	local	lords	still	remained	loyal	to	
the	Cathar	cause.
	 The	underground	survival	of	Catharism	has	become	sym-
bolised	by	the	events	that	occurred	in	and	to	the	small	village	
of	Montaillou,	near	Montségur,	as	it	was	the	subject	of	Em-
manuel	Le	Roy	Ladurie’s	pioneering	book	of	the	same	name.	
From	1294	to	1324,	the	daily	routines	of	Montaillou’s	250	in-
habitants	are	known,	as	they	survived	in	the	records	of	Jacques	
Fournier,	later	to	be	Pope	Benedict	XII.	It	was	Fournier,	then	
the	local	Catholic	bishop,	who	unleashed	the	Inquisition	at	
Pamiers	against	the	villagers,	even	resulting	in	the	arrest	of	
the	entire	village	in	1308.	One	should,	perhaps,	be	happy	they	
weren’t	all	killed…	

	 			Fournier	also	captured	the	last	Cathar	
Parfait	to	be	burnt	at	the	stake:	Guillaume	
Bélibaste,	in	1321.	Bélibaste’s	bailiwick	
was	the	area	between	Rennes-le-Château	
–	known	for	the	mysterious	19th	century	
priest	Bérenger	Saunière,	who	is	at	the	
core	of	the	mystery	of	the	so-called	Priory	
of	Sion	and	Dan	Brown’s	bestselling	The 
Da Vinci Code	–	and	the	coastal	city	of	
Perpignan.	
	 			Bélibaste	was	the	son	of	a	rich	farmer	
from	Cubières.	He	became	a	shepherd	and	
a	Parfait,	the	pupil	of	the	Parfaits	Pierre	
and	Jacques	Authié,	whom	had	stayed	
with	Bélibaste’s	family	in	Cubières.	As	
the	Inquisition’s	stranglehold	tightened,	
Bélibaste	settled	across	the	border,	in	
Catalonia,	where	the	political	regime	did	
not	persecute	Cathars,	and	he	was	able	
to	make	baskets	and	carding	combs,	as	

well	as	become	the	mentor	to	a	local	Cathar	community.	He	
nevertheless	decided	to	return	to	his	homeland,	but	was	caught,	
tried,	and	burnt	at	Villerouge-Termenès.
	 Bélibaste’s	death	signalled	the	end	of	the	official	Occitan	
Cathar	Church,	which	blossomed	in	the	11th	century,	organised	
in	1167,	and	perished	in	1321.	But	though	officially	defeated	
in	France,	elsewhere,	e.g.	in	Bosnia,	Catharism	continued	to	
exist	into	the	15th	century,	when	its	adherents	converted	to	
Islam.	Some,	however,	argue	that	Catharism	in	France	may	
have	disappeared	as	an	organised	Church	in	1321,	but	that	as	a	
religion…	it	remains	alive	until	today.	
	 Though	it	was	the	Inquisition	–	the	accusers	–	that	wrote	
down	the	life	of	Authié	and	Bélibaste,	there	is	general	consen-
sus	the	insights	the	accounts	provide	into	their	lives	and	beliefs	
are	credible.	Indeed,	what	precisely	the	Cathars	believed,	
remains	somewhat	of	an	enigma.	Some	have	even	used	it	as	a	
blank	canvas,	to	paint	their	own	thoughts	or	convictions	on.	
Hence,	a	lot	of	myths	and	falsehoods	now	exist	about	Cathar-
ism.	

the Cathar revival

	 At	the	core	of	the	Cathar	faith	was	the	rejection	of	the	
material	world,	which	was	seen	as	a	trap	imprisoning	the	soul.	
All	things	material	were	seen	as	evil	and	to	be	opposed	and	
rejected.	Hence,	they	built	no	churches,	were	largely	vegetarian	
and	shared	both	common	possessions	and	ate	common	meals.	
Though	it	is	true	that	their	doctrine	had	room	for	Jesus	and	the	
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Bible,	especially	the	Gospel	of	John,	and	that	they	proclaimed	
Christ	had	no	real	body	(if	he	was	the	Son	of	God,	how	could	
he	have	a	body	of	flesh,	which	was	evil?)	and	hence	also	died	
no	real	death,	all	of	these	accommodations	should	be	seen	as	
educational	tools	so	that	they	could	explain	to	those	that	had	
been	raised	as	Christians	where	both	teachings	differed.	
	 But	in	the	end,	their	doctrine	was	appealing	not	so	much	for	
its	core	beliefs,	but	because	the	Catholic	clergy	were	corrupt	
and	as	materialistic	as	one	could	be.	
	 Today,	Catharism	is	largely	seen	as	a	dualist	religion,	like	
most	Gnostic	and	oriental	teachings.	The	man	largely	respon-
sible	for	identifying	Catharism	as	such	was	Déodat	Roche	
(1877-1978),	often	referred	to	both	as	‘the	Cathar	Bishop’,	if	
not	‘the	Cathar	Pope’.	However,	outside	of	France,	his	name	
is	relatively	unknown,	as	is	that	of	his	friend	and	Professor	of	
Sociology	René	Nelli	of	the	University	of	Toulouse	(and	often	
referred	to	as	‘the	vicar	of	Catharism’),	who	lectured	on	the	
subject	all	over	France.	
	 Their	fame	has	largely	been	eclipsed	by	the	likes	of	Otto	
Rahn	and	Antonin	Gadal,	who	saw	the	caves	of	the	valley	
south	of	Foix	as	secret	initiation	centres	for	the	Cathars	–	a	
theory	that	is	now	often	widely	accepted,	but	which	has	very	
little	academic	support.	
	 Gadal	continued	the	work	started	by	the	local	historian	
Adolphe	Garrigou.	From	the	1930s	onwards,	circles	were	
formed	around	Gadal	and	the	already	mentioned	Roche	and	
Nelli.	Together,	they	formed	“La	Société	du	souvenir	de	
Montségur	et	du	Graal,”	to	promote	the	forgotten	history	of	
Catharism	–	but	specifically	tying	it	to	the	Holy	Grail	–	and	the	
promotion	of	Montségur,	and	the	region	as	a	whole.	It	is	here	

that	what	is	now	known	as	‘neo-Catharism’	was	born,	and	it	
has	little	to	do	with	the	original	belief.	
	 A	second	circle	of	Cathar	enthusiasts	had	the	countess	Pu-
jol-Murat	as	a	key	figure;	she	was	one	of	Otto	Rahn’s	patrons.	
Rahn	was	a	young	German	academic,	whose	books	greatly	
advanced	interest	in	Montségur	and	Catharism,	both	in	the	
1930s	and	now	(see	my	article	‘The	Strange	Life	of	Otto	
Rahn:	Author,	Poet,	Grail	Seeker,	SS	Officer’,	in	New Dawn 
No.	109,	July-August	2008).	The	countess	claimed	to	be	a	de-
scendent	of	Esclarmonde	de	Foix,	who	was	seen	(though	his-
torically	inaccurately	so)	as	one	of	the	most	esteemed	Cathar	
Parfaits	of	the	early	13th	century	and	in	some	accounts	held	
to	be	responsible	for	the	rise	of	Montségur	as	the	‘Vatican’	of	
Catharism.	It	should	be	pointed	out	that	these	hilltop	castles	
(like	Montségur)	were	never	‘Cathar	cathedrals’,	as	some	
would	have	it,	but	merely	refuges	for	the	Parfaits	escaping	the	
Inquisition.	
	 The	Countess	hoped	to	discover	the	lost	treasure	of	the	
Cathars	–	and	the	Templars	–	which	she	believed	was	the	
Grail	itself,	supposedly	hidden	at	Montségur	by	Esclarmonde,	
just	before	she	threw	herself	off	the	mountain	to	escape	from	
the	papal	troops.	Some	therefore	believed	the	Grail	was	hid-
den	there,	whereas	others	felt	the	Grail	had	been	secreted	
out	of	Montségur,	days	before	its	fall.	It	is	said	four	Cathars	
descended	down	the	steep	slopes,	carrying	with	them	a	‘treas-
ure’.	Though	the	story	of	this	escape	is	true,	whether	they	
carried	anything	is	a	matter	of	debate.	Furthermore,	as	the	
descent	was	steep	and	arduous,	whatever	they	carried	must	
have	been	small.	
	 Amidst	the	wild	speculation	as	to	what	they	might	have	se-

The ruins (top left) of a fortress built on the spot of the Cathar 
mountain stronghold of Montségur (above).
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cured,	some	believe	it	was	a	holy	book,	containing	the	wisdom	
of	the	Cathar	religion.	It	is	indeed	unlikely	the	Cathars	secured	
a	physical	treasure,	if	only	because	it	would	have	been	too	
heavy,	and	in	their	eyes,	unimportant:	Catharism	saw	every-
thing	on	this	plane	of	existence	as	evil	and	despicable;	money	
and	wealth	were	chief	amongst	Earth’s	–	and	Satan’s	–	vices.	
	 Authors	such	as	Walter	Birks	and	R.A.	Gilbert,	as	well	as	
Elizabeth	van	Buren,	have	suggested	the	Cathars	guarded	a	
manuscript,	knowledge	–	a	spiritual	treasure.	This	manuscript	
is	often	said	to	be	the	‘Book	of	Love’	and	is	linked	with	the	
Gospel	of	John,	and	is	claimed	to	contain	“sublime	teachings,	
marvellous	revelations,	the	most	secret	words	confided	by	our	
Lord	Jesus	Christ	to	the	beloved	disciple	[John	the	Evangelist].	
Their	power	would	be	such	that	all	hatred,	all	anger,	all	jeal-
ousy	would	vanish	from	the	hearts	of	men.	The	Divine	Love,	
like	a	new	flood,	would	submerge	all	souls	
and	never	again	would	blood	be	shed	on	this	
earth.”	
	 It	is	known	that	books	were	very	im-
portant	to	the	Cathars,	and	some,	such	as	
“Stella,”	by	the	Cathars	of	Desenzano,	talk	
about	the	wars	between	God	and	Lucifer	–	un-
derlining	their	dualist	doctrine.	But	as	Saint	
Dominic,	founder	of	the	Inquisition,	is	often	
depicted	committing	these	books	to	the	fire,	
it	should	come	as	little	surprise	that	few	have	
survived	his	‘intervention’.	
	 However	beautiful	Montségur	is,	the	‘real’	
Cathar	heartland	are	somewhat	gentler	slopes	
where	now	desolate	villages	once	thrived.	One	
such	village,	Arques,	near	Rennes-le-Château,	
is	where	the	hunted	Parfait	Pierre	Authié	
preached	and	found	refuge,	and	the	modern	
Cathar	researcher	Déodat	Roche	was	born	
and	lived.	Today	there	is	a	museum	dedicated	
to	him.	

DeoDat roChe 

	 Though	Roche	was	part	of	the	modern	Cathar	Revival,	
he	never	focused	too	much	on	the	promotion	of	Montségur	or	
the	‘initiation	caves’,	which	for	him	were	distractions	–	tour-
ist	attractions.	Roche	focused	on	the	true	Cathar	belief.		But	
the	question	needs	to	be	asked	whether	he	discovered	this,	or	
whether	he	knew	so	all	along.	
	 For	those	who	have	studied	and	known	Roche,	there	are	
hints	that	somehow	Roche’s	interest	in	Catharism	was	very	
fundamental	–	that	he	may	have	been	one	himself.	He	is	known	
to	have	made	solitary	early	morning	walks	to	a	hill	just	outside	
of	Arques,	where	he	was	taken	as	a	young	child	by	his	father.	
The	site	holds	a	statue	of	the	Virgin	Mary,	and	though	this	
might	appear	typically	Christian,	the	Cathars	of	the	14th	cen-
tury	are	known	to	have	made	similar	pilgrimages	to	the	nearby	
basilica	of	Notre-Dame-de-Marceille,	which	held	a	Black	Ma-
donna.	As	in	Notre-Dame-de-Marceille,	did	the	Virgin	Mary	
in	Arques	have	a	secondary	–	dualist	–	meaning	for	Cathars	
–	and	Roche?	
	 As	mentioned,	his	home	town	of	Arques	also	had	a	strong	
connection	with	Authié.	Roche	once	unearthed	an	image	of	
Pierre	Authié	and	both	he	and	others	who	saw	this	noted	how	
remarkably	similar	the	two	men	looked.	Roche	was	not	only	
mayor	of	Arques;	he	had	also	held	important	positions	within	

the	French	judicial	system.	He	was	also	a	very	private	indi-
vidual.	He	never	spoke	about	whether	or	not	he	felt	that	he	was	
indeed	the	possible	reincarnation	of	Authié.	Roche	must	have	
understood	that	what	he	was	doing	was	uncovering	what	had	
been	buried	with	Authié.	If	he	did	feel	that	he	was	the	incarna-
tion	of	Authié,	then	it	was	clear	that	upon	this	Parfait’s	death,	
he	had	after	all	not	entered	Heaven.	
	 So,	what	was	Catharism?	A	dualist	religion	is	primarily	
seen	as	a	religion	that	believes	in	two	competing	forces,	good	
versus	evil,	but	it	is	much	more	than	that.	An	insight	into	the	
Cathar	cosmography	comes	from	Authié	himself.	He	preached	
that	the	Devil	had	sneaked	into	Paradise,	after	waiting	1,000	
years	at	it	doors.	Once	inside,	he	seduced	the	spirits,	who	all	
fell	from	a	hole	in	Paradise	for	nine	days	and	nine	nights.	After	
this	Fall,	they	ended	up	on	Earth.	When	Heaven	had	largely	

become	depleted,	God	immediately	plugged	
the	hole.	But	the	souls	on	Earth	soon	were	
saddened	by	their	loss	and	the	Devil	offered	
them	as	comfort	such	overcoats	that	would	
make	them	forget	the	bliss	of	Heaven:	the	
human	body,	which	began	a	series	of	incarna-
tions.	It	thus	became	Mankind’s	mission	to	
ascend	back	to	Heaven,	i.e.	break	the	cycle	of	
incarnations.	By	accepting	this	cosmography	
and	performing	the	Consolamentum,	one’s	
next	death	would	end	the	soul’s	odyssey	and	
return	it	to	Heaven.	
	 			The	two	most	important	Cathar	rituals	
were	the	Consolamentum	and	the	Endura	(see	
side	bar	on	adjacent	page).
	 				In	conclusion,	neo-Catharism	had	little	
to	do	with	Catharism	as	such.	The	notion	
of	Jesus	as	a	man	of	flesh	and	blood	was	
rejected	by	the	Cathars,	yet	neo-Cathars	
underline	how	the	Cathars	believed	that	Mary	
Magdalene	was	the	wife	of	Christ.	Yuri	Stoy-

anov	has	indeed	confirmed	that	the	Cathars	claimed	as	such	
and	that	this	belief	had	no	counterpart	in	Bogomil	doctrines,	
meaning	that	the	Cathars	were	unique	amongst	the	dualists	
to	have	this	belief.	Their	religion	was	not	at	all	based	on	the	
knowledge	that	Jesus	and	Mary	Magdalene	created	a	dynasty	
but	that,	instead,	Cathars	in	Southern	France,	where	Mary	
Magdalene	was	a	popular	saint,	used	her	in	their	cosmography,	
to	illustrate	the	feminine	aspect	of	the	divine	duality.	
	 Cathars	underlined	the	1,000	years	the	Devil	had	to	wait	
at	the	gates	of	Paradise	before	he	entered	it.	Cathars	saw	it	
as	their	mission	to	have	the	soul	repent	for	the	sin	of	being	
seduced	by	the	Devil,	and	once	accomplished,	it	would	return	
to	Heaven.	The	Church,	however,	saw	it	differently,	using	
especially	Revelation	20:7,	where	it	is	said	that	after	1,000	
years,	Satan	would	be	released	from	his	prison.	Seeing	Ca-
tharism	rose	approximately	one	millennium	after	the	death	of	
Christ,	chronicler	Ralph	the	Bard	and	St	Hildegard	of	Bingen	
–	the	latter	who	stated	she	had	a	vision	in	which	she	saw	Satan	
released	from	his	chains	–	said	Catharism	was	in	fact	the	return	
of	Satan,	there	to	destroy	the	Church.	It	was	the	very	reason	
why	it	had	to	be	destroyed;	for	many	Christians,	conquering	
Catharism	meant	slaying	Satan.	Thus,	not	only	Catharism,	but	
the	Cathar	Crusade	itself,	had	an	innate	dualism	to	it	too.	

Déodat Roche
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I
n the gnostic Kephalaia, The Chapters of Mani, discov-
ered in 1930 at Fayum, Egypt, chapter ten explains how 
an elect who has renounced the world receives the im-
position of hands and is ordained in The Spirit of Light. 

At the elect’s moment of death, The Form of Light, which is 
his or her spirit, offers its right hand and greets the elect 
with the Kiss of Love. In turn, the elect venerates his or her 
own Form of Light, a feminine Saviour.
 A version of this gnostic ritual surfaced in the Langue-
doc as the Cathar Consolamentum. During a year of instruc-
tion after a successful three-year trial, the candidate was 
taught the Cathar technique of saying The Lord’s Prayer in 
multiples of two or six, accompanied by prostrations. 
The Cathar wording differed from the orthodox 
in only one place, where “give us this day our 
superstantial bread” replaced “give us this day 
our daily bread,” because they believed in the 
meta-physical interpretation of ‘bread’ as divine 
love.
 The initiate promised not to kill, lie, utter any 
oaths or make judgements; never to disavow 
the Cathar faith, even under the threat of being 
burnt alive; to practice celibacy and to subject 
his or herself to a strict vegan regime because 
meat, cheese and eggs were thought to be di-
rectly or indirectly the result of sexual intercourse or 
procreation which strengthened Satan’s powers. The 
initiate vowed to practice these tenets for the rest of his 
or her life.
 The initiate and the instructor stood before a Parfait, 
who asked if they wished to receive the spiritual baptism 
by which The Holy Spirit is given in The Church of God, 
together with the Holy Prayer and the imposition of hands 
by a ‘Good Man’. Receiving a positive reply, the Parfait and 
the initiate then exchanged The Meliormentem, a request for 
a blessing accompanied by three genuflections. Then The 
Pater Noster was recited as the Parfait put the Gospel of John 
on the head of the applicant and laid hands on him or her.
 A seemingly simple act, the laying on of hands was 
actually a baptism, a transference of intelligent energy, 
used as the culmination of a Parfait’s initiation or at the 
time of death for both Parfaits and lay Believers. It seems to 
have been as important for those conferring the Consola-
mentum to remain pure as for those who were recipients. 
As the Cathars rejected clerical hierarchy, they held that if 
the Parfait who conferred the Consolamentum fell from 
his/her state of purity, all those whom he or she had con-
soled, also fell. But any of the living could be reconsoled 
by another Parfait. The Consolamentum ended with the 
reading of the prologue of St. John, “In the beginning was 
the Word...”
 From this point on, the applicant was a Parfait. He or 
she could also be called a Revetu, not only because of the 

plain black or dark blue habit that distinguished a Parfait 
from a simple Believer, but because the Parfait had shed 
his or her old personality.
 The Consolamentum freed the person receiving it both 
from personal sins, as well as from the “sin committed at 
the fall from heaven.” This allowed him or her to pursue 
release from earthly existence and reincarnation.
 This solemn undertaking to carry out a life of an exem-
plary austerity was given only to those who had already 
been put to the test. Believers who wished to receive the 
Consolamentum, but were still too involved in daily life 
and its needs, had to be satisfied with The Convinenza, a 
ritual performed in front of a Parfait as a declaration of in-
tent. This gave them the right to have the Consolamentum 

administered at the time of their death.
       There are questionable references in Catholic 

sources to The Endura, a ritual in which the con-
soled Cathar was supposed to take no food, and 
starve to death. Other methods of ritual suicide 
included poison, opening their veins, jumping 
from a precipice or plunging into freezing water 
after a steam bath, which brought on fatal 
pulmonary congestion. In this way, they would 
commit no further sins. At times the Endura 
did not end in death. It then took the form of a 
prolonged two-month fast, interrupted by short 

periods, during which the participants ate bread 
and drank water.

     Though this is not attested to in early Cathar 
sources, it does appear to have been a practice among 

the Cathars of Montaillou in the fourteenth century and 
may or may not have been typical. It was especially during 
times of persecution that the Cathars, after receiving the 
Consolamentum, chose to end their lives voluntarily. By 
choosing how and when to end their lives, the Cathars 
believed that they were defeating Satan, ending the cycle 
of transmigration and imprisonment in the material world.
 Maurice Malgre in La Clef des Choses Cachee, indicated 
that sometimes the Cathars chose to die together as 
a group, such as those who allegedly left the circle of 
skeletons found in the Cave of Lombrives with their heads 
at the centre and hands touching.
 Otto Rahn, author of The Crusade Against The Grail, 
noted, “Their doctrine allowed suicide but demanded that 
one did not put an end to his life because of disgust, fear 
or pain, but in a perfect dissolution from matter. This kind 
of Endura was allowed when it took place in a moment 
of mystical sight of divine beauty and kindness... It is only 
one step from fasting to suicide. To fast requires courage 
but the final act of definitive ascesis requires heroism. The 
consequence is not as cruel as it may look.”

Extracted with permission from The Trail Of Gnosis: A 
Lucid Exploration of Gnostic Traditions by Judith Mann, 
available at http://gnosistraditions.faithweb.com.

The Consolamentum  
& The Endura
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D
éodat Roche may not be the only modern 
Cathar. Another candidate put forward 
for such a distinction is ‘Raymond Abel-
lio’. Raymond Abellio is the pseudonym 
of French writer and political activ-

ist Georges Soulès. Already, in his choice of nom de 
plume, there is a direct reference to the solar deity of 
the Pyrenees, often linked with Apollo – and Lucifer, 
the Light Bearer. It was, in fact, Otto Rahn himself 
who made the link between Lucifer and Abellio. 

	 Abellio	was	a	deity	of	Soulès’	homeland,	especially	the	
Garonne	Valley	in	Gallia	Aquitania.	His	existence	is	known	
through	a	number	of	inscriptions	that	were	discovered	at	

Comminges.	He	may	have	been	a	god	of	apple	trees.	Equally,	
though	Raymond	is	a	name	of	Germanic	origin,	composed	of	
the	elements	ragin	(‘counsellor’)	and	mund (‘protector’),	the	
name	was,	at	the	time	of	Catharism,	specifically	linked	with	
the	counts	of	Toulouse.	The	choice	of	protector	and	counsellor	
of	the	deity	of	light	is	apt	to	describe	what	Soulès	envisioned	to	
be	his	mission	in	life.	
	 Soulès	was	born	November	11,	1907	in	Toulouse,	and	
died	August	26,	1986	in	Nice.	His	parents	came	from	Ax-les-
Thermes,	in	the	Ariège	valley,	only	16	kilometres	from	the	
ancient	Cathar	castle	at	Montségur.	Soulès	was	a	brilliant	
student,	and	during	his	engineering	studies	discovered	an	inter-
est	in	politics	and	became	a	staunch	supporter	of	Marxism.	He	
joined	the	Étudiants	Socialist	of	the	XIV	arrondissement	of	
Paris,	affiliated	to	the	French	Socialist	party	(SFIO).	Here	he	
befriended	the	celebrated	political	philosopher	Claude	Lévi-
Strausse.	Amongst	his	tutors	was	Marcel	Deat,	the	politician	

Raymond Abellio: 
A Modern Day Cathar? 

Visionary author Jean Parvulesco (left) with his late friend and mentor, the French esotericist Raymond Abellio (1907-1986).
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and	philosopher	who	formed	his	own	party,	the	Parti	Socialiste	
de	France,	under	the	motto	‘Order,	Authority	and	Nation’.	
	 In	1931,	at	the	age	of	24,	he	joined	the	Centre	Polytech-
nicien	d’Études	Économiques,	popularly	known	as	X-Crise.	
The	aim	of	the	group	was	to	study	the	political	and	economic	
consequences	of	the	1929	Wall	Street	crash.	One	of	the	results	
of	this	study	was	his	adoption	of	‘Planisme’,	a	political	phi-
losophy	that	embraced	centralised	control	of	the	economy	and	
key	services,	such	as	power	and	transport,	which	today	remain	
pillars	of	most	socialist	governments.	
	 According	to	Guy	Patton,	author	of	Masters of Deception:	
“It	appears	that	the	Planist	approach	offered	the	best	route	to	
a	French	national	renewal	and	a	change	in	France’s	economic	
fortune.	He	wanted	to	replace	the	famous	Republican	slogan,	
‘Liberty,	Equality,	Fraternity’,	with	‘Prayer,	War,	Work’,	to	
represent	a	new	society	built	on	an	absolute	hierarchy	led	by	
a	king-priest.”	It	is	therefore	apparent	that	Abellio	did	not	
want	to	stop	with	bringing	socialism	to	power,	but	had	a	much	
greater	vision	for	France.
	 Abellio	was	also	on	the	board	of	the	Atlantis	magazine,	
founded	in	1926	by	Paul	Le	Cour.	Le	Cour	was	to	be	an	inspi-
ration	for	Pierre	Plantard’s	political	and	esoteric	philosophy	
–	the	illustrious	Priory	of	Sion.	Le	Cour	himself	was	the	heir	
of	the	Hiéron	du	Val	d’Or	movement,	which	campaigned	for	
the	return	of	a	priest-king	to	rule	France.	All	of	these	organi-
sations,	however	diversified	they	might	appear	to	be,	had	one	
common	denominator:	the	return	of	a	New	or	Golden	Age,	and	
it	is	here	that	they	link	up	with	Abellio’s	vision	for	France.	
	 In	1947,	Abellio’s	‘Vers	un	prophetisme	nouveau’	specifi-
cally	called	for	the	formation	of	“a	grand	order	consisting	of	
a	community	of	initiates	under	the	direction	of	a	man	with	a	
sense	of	mission.”	The	question,	of	course,	is:	initiates	of	what?	
	 Abellio	wrote	two	books	in	the	Gnostic	genre,	entitled	
Manifeste de la nouvelle gnose	(Manifestation	of	the	New	

Gnosis)	and	
Approches de la 
nouvelle gnose	
(Approaches	of	
the	New	Gnosis).	
He	explored	the	
possibility	of	a	
secret	numeri-
cal	code	in	the	
Bible,	a	subject	
that	he	devel-
oped	in	La Bible, 
document chiffré	
(which	could	
best	be	translat-
ed	as	‘The	Bible	
Code’!)	in	1950,	
and	later	in	In-
troduction à une 
théorie des nom-
bres bibliques	
(Introduction	
to	a	Theory	of	
Biblical	Num-
bers),	in	1984.	
He	proposed	in	
particular	that	
the	number	of	

the	Beast	–	i.e.	
the	Devil	–	666,	
was	the	key	
number	of	life,	a	
manifestation	of	
the	holy	trinity	
on	all	possible	
levels,	mate-
rial,	animist	and	
spiritual.
	 Abellio’s	
writings	all	
underline	his	
ideology,	which	
is	that	there	is	an	
ongoing	proc-
ess	whose	final	
term	he	called	
the	“assumption”	
of	the	world’s	
multiplicity	
into	the	“inner	
Man.”	Man	was	
supposed	to	be	
able	to	achieve	
the	complete	
unification	of	
that	multiplicity,	
a	unification	that	would	end	up	providing	the	subject	with	a	
“gnostic	consciousness,”	also	called	“secondary	memory,”	by	
the	same	token	leading	to	the	“transfiguration	of	the	world.”	
	 So	far	there	is	little	evidence	that	Abellio	might	have	been	a	
Cathar.	Whenever	his	ideology	is	explained,	there	are	referenc-
es	to	the	influence	of	Pierre	de	Combas	on	his	thinking,	as	well	
as	his	interest	in	Oriental	philosophy,	the	Vedas,	and	eschatol-
ogy.	Indeed,	it	is	only	in	Jean	Parvulesco’s	Le Soleil Rouge de 
Raymond Abellio	(The	Red	Sun	of	Raymond	Abellio)	–	and	
then	even	in	a	somewhat	secretive	manner	–	that	the	notion	that	
Abellio	likely	had	Cathar	allegiances	rises	to	the	surface.	
	 Parvulesco	is	a	writer	and	French	journalist,	an	heir	of	
“Traditional	thinking,”	in	line	with	other	esoteric	authors	like	
René	Guénon	and	Julius	Evola.	He	knew	Abellio	personally	
and	could	penetrate	into	his	inner	world	–	see	his	‘true	self’,	
which	was	an	important	part	of	Abellio’s	philosophy.
	 It	is	in	the	chapter	“The	Final	Secret	of	Raymond	Abellio”	
that	we	find	–	unexpectedly	–	two	direct	references	to	Cathar-
ism.	But	before	doing	so,	Parvulesco	opens	the	chapter	by	un-
derlining	that	Abellio	died	in	an	“immense	solitude.”	He	then	
writes	how	“Raymond	Abellio	never	stopped	to	be,	secretly,	
and	whether	he	himself	knew	or	not	nevertheless	is	important,	
the	ecstatic	and	suicidal	ecstatic	of	Montségur,	whom	car-
ried	inside	himself	the	mission	for	this	life	and	for	all	lives	
to	come.”	He	continues:	“And,	on	the	other	part,	he,	so	long	
amongst	us	as	the	confidential	agent	of	the	other	world,	is	going	
to	try	to	be,	now,	our	confidential	agent	in	the	other	world.”	
	 The	first	paragraph	is	a	rather	awkward	method	of	writ-
ing	and	it	is	almost	as	if	Parvulesco	is	about	to	fall	over	his	
own	words,	trying	to	express	something	that	is	very	intense.	
Parvulesco	nevertheless	makes	it	clear	that	Abellio	had	a	mis-
sion,	which	he	links	with	Montségur,	and	though	some	might	
argue	Parvulesco	used	the	castle’s	name	because	it	was	near	to	
where	Abellio’s	family	originated	from,	that	actually	doesn’t	

Raymond Abellio

Jean Parvulesco’s le Soleil rouge de 
raymond abellio (The Red Sun of 

Raymond Abellio)
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work	within	the	context,	with	references	to	
suicide	–	noting	that	suicide	was	specifi-
cally	linked	with	the	Cathars	besieged	at	
that	castle	during	the	siege	of	Montségur.	
Even	more	specific:	Parvulesco	implies	
Abellio’s	mission	is	specifically	linked	
with	Montségur	–	known	for	one	thing	
only:	the	symbolic	demise	of	Cathar-
ism.
	 Two	pages	later,	and	totally	out	of	
sorts	with	the	tone	of	the	book	and	
chapter,	Parvulesco	introduces	the	
Consolamentum.	Parvulesco	is	at	
odds	to	explain	the	end	of	Abellio’s	
life,	why	he	died	in	total	isolation,	
and	is	unable	to	come	up	with	a	
logical	answer	–	except	one:	“the	
only	answer	that	I	can	support	is	
not	the	least:	[…]	it	is	in	the	mys-
tery	of	this	sacrament	instituted	
by	the	Consolamentum	of	the	
very	perfect	that	it	is	where	we	
need	to	search	the	reasons	of	
his	mystic	complicity	with	the	
arrest	of	death	that	concerned	
him,	and	about	which	he	did	
not	ignore	the	promises	of	
deliverance,	the	suspension	
of	the	movement	of	the	
penitential	wheel	of	the	blind	
lives.	But	let	us	not	talk	about	that	which	is	so	
savagely	prohibited	to	be	spoken	of.”	
	 Few	have	read	this	sole	paragraph	for	what	it	really	states.	
Not	only	does	it	refer	directly	to	the	fact	that	Parvulesco	knew	
what	Catharism	meant	–	the	end	of	the	series	of	incarnations	
–	and	that	such	things	should	not	be	spoken	of,	but	he	specifi-
cally	notes	that	it	is	in	this	framework	and	especially	in	the	
sacrament	of	the	Consolamentum	that	one	should	search	for	
the	reason	why	Abellio	died	in	the	manner	that	he	did.	In	short,	
Parvulesco	states	that	Abellio	died	in	total	solitude,	as	he	died	
after	receiving	the	Consolamentum;	the	total	isolation	being	
nothing	else	but	his	Endura.	
	 These	two	paragraphs	are	powerful	evidence,	by	a	per-
son	who	knew	him,	that	Abellio	was	indeed	a	Cathar.	In	two	
paragraphs,	Parvulesco	sums	up	the	life	of	his	friend	as	that	of	
a	man	who	was	born	with	“the	mission	of	Montségur”	and	who	
died	in	conformity	to	the	Cathar	rituals.	

	 These	paragraphs	also	put	another	episode	in	Abellio’s	
life	in	context:	a	theatre	play	entitled	‘Montségur’,	

which	was	about	the	Cathar	
Crusade.	In	the	play,	he	set	off	
the	conflict	between	knowledge	
and	power	on	the	one	hand,	as	
well	as	an	awakening	and	the	part	
it	played	in	a	particular	mindset.	
Was	it	his	awakening	and	his	
mindset?	
	 		As	such,	all	of	his	interests	
in	the	Bible,	as	well	as	Oriental	
philosophy,	should	be	seen	for	what	
they	were:	the	interests	of	a	Cathar,	
who	realised	that	the	Bible	and	these	
philosophies	contained	ideas	that	were	
similar	to	his	own	–	those	of	Cathar-
ism.	These	interests	should	not	be	seen	
–	as	most	interpret	them	–	as	those	of	
a	social	activist	who	went	in	search	of	
a	larger	religious	framework.	It	was	a	
confirmation	of	his	belief,	rather	than	the	
exploration	of	beliefs	to	eventually	pick	
one	that	suited	him	best.	
	 		Equally,	as	Parvulesco	underlines,	per-
haps	we	should	see	his	social	activism	and	
his	struggle	for	a	New	Europe	as	his	‘mis-
sion’	–	a	mission	that	equally	was	part	and	
parcel	of	the	Cathar	social	agenda	of	medi-
eval	Europe.	Though	Abellio	has	often	been	
labelled	a	synarchist	(i.e.	a	man	who	proposed	
that	the	world	be	ruled	by	a	secret	elite	–	his	

‘initiates’),	 it	 may	be	that	he	realised	that	after	the	fate	that	
befell	Catharism	in	the	13th	century,	rule	by	secrecy	may	have	
been	the	only	method	through	which	his	–	if	not	their	–	social	
reform	could	ever	be	accomplished.	Hence,	we	need	to	ask	
whether	his	struggle	–	and	that	of	those	like	him	–	is	another	
Cathar	revival.	

Soldiers already lost in a war that becomes ever more 
total, ever more occult, we bear at the very edges of this 
world the spiritual arms and the most enigmatic destiny of 
military honours from the Beyond. In the ranks, both visible 
and invisible, of the Black Order to which we belong, those 
whom death has struck down march on side by side with 
those who are still standing.

– Jean Parvulesco, La Conspiracion de Noces Polaires
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T
oday, especially in New Age circles, the 
term ‘shamanism’ is often used in a 
generalised way to describe all kinds of 
indigenous magical practices in a wide 
range of cultures worldwide. It has also 

been projected back into a past that it never had, so 
we can find modern books on so-called ‘Celtic sha-
manism’ and even ‘Ancient Egyptian shamanism’. 
Modern writers on the subject such as Dr. Michael 
Harner have also created what is called ‘core shaman-
ism’ or ‘urban shamanism’. 

	 This	takes	the	essence	of	shamanic	beliefs	and	practices	
and	repackages	them	in	a	safe,	sanitised	and	often	diluted	form	
that	is	acceptable	for	Western	seekers	of	alternative	spirituality.	
In	this	article,	however,	we	examine	and	describe	the	real	‘core	
shamanism’	as	it	has	been	practised	for	hundreds	of	years	in	its	
homeland	of	Siberia	and	the	Turkic-speaking	areas	of	Mongo-
lia,	and	where	it	is	now	being	revived.
	 In	the	late	16th	and	early	17th	centuries	the	area	known	as	
Siberia	was	colonised	by	the	Russians.	They	were	led	there	by	
its	abundance	of	wild	animals	that	created	a	flourishing	trade	
in	animal	skins	and	furs.	The	Tsars	used	the	income	from	
this	enterprise	to	boost	their	economy	and	access	the	foreign	
currency	that	helped	create	the	Russian	empire.	The	influx	of	
Russian	hunters,	fur	traders	and	merchants	drastically	affected	
the	local	population,	which	consisted	of	many	different	tribes.	
By	the	1900s	the	native	population	had	dwindled	to	about	10%	
of	the	total	people	living	in	Siberia.	Along	with	the	fur	traders	
there	also	came	missionaries	and,	in	later	times,	anthropolo-
gists.	The	former	were	interested	in	converting	the	indigenous	
population	to	Orthodox	Christianity,	while	the	latter	wanted	to	
study	their	tribal	culture,	spiritual	beliefs	and	ritual	practices.	
Both	these	groups	of	outsiders	contacted	the	tribal	shamans	of	
Siberia	and,	for	totally	different	reasons,	recorded	and	com-
mented	upon	their	religious	observances.
	 The	earliest	references	to	magical	practitioners	that	could	
be	described	as	shamans	in	fact	date	back	to	the	13th	century.	
It	was	then	that	the	first	Western	travellers	penetrated	Central	
Asia	and	visited	the	court	of	the	Mongol	rulers.	The	explorer	
Marco	Polo,	for	instance,	met	magicians	who	were	healers	and	

could	diagnosis	diseases	by	the	
use	of	divination.	Polo	says	they	
became	possessed	by	what	he	
described	as	“a	devil,”	who	then	
used	their	
vocal	chords	
to	speak	
through	
them.
					How-
ever,	it	was	
an	English	
explorer	called	
Richard	Johnston	in	
the	16th	century	who	first	
described	what	sounds	very	
like	the	activities	of	sha-
mans	proper.	He	reported	
witnessing	a	tribal	priest	
wearing	animal	skins	and	
playing	a	drum	“shaped	
like	a	great	sieve”	in	“devil-
ish	rites.”	During	the	ritual	
the	drummer	fell	into	a	
trance	and	was	possessed	
by	“evil	spirits.”	
	 In	1692	another	West-
ern	explorer,	Nicholas	Wit-
sen,	described	seeing	a	“shaman”	or	“priest	of	the	Devil.”	He	
was	clad	in	ritual	regalia,	consisting	of	an	antlered	head-dress	
and	a	richly	decorated	robe,	and	chanted	and	beat	on	a	drum	
to	attract	the	spirits.	Generally,	reflecting	the	Catholic	culture	
they	came	from,	these	Westerners	regarded	the	shamans	as	
fanatical	“devil	worshippers”	who	forced	their	ignorant	and	
uneducated	followers	to	serve	evil	spirits	and	demons.

What is Siberian Shamanism?
	 The	meaning	of	the	word	‘shaman’	is	shrouded	in	linguistic	
mystery	and	various	explanations	have	been	put	forward	for	its	
origin.	One	theory	is	that	it	is	possibly	derived	from	an	ancient	
Chinese	term	for	a	Buddhist	priest	or	monk.	The	Oxford	
English	Dictionary	defines	its	meaning	as	“a	priest	or	witch-
doctor	[sic]	of	(a)	class	claiming	to	have	sole	contact	with	gods	

Secrets of Siberian 
Shamanism
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etc.”	It	says	the	word	comes	from	the	Russian	“shaman”	and	
is	a	translation	of	the	Tungusion	word	“saman.”	In	Siberia	and	
Mongolia,	shamanism	was	known	as	Tengerism,	meaning	a	
reverence	for	sky	spirits.	It	reflected	an	animistic	belief	system	
where	everything	in	the	natural	world	was	alive,	permeated	by	
spirit	force	or,	in	simple	terms,	inhabited	by	spirits.	
	 These	spirits	had	to	be	respected	and	appeased	or	else	the	
land	would	become	infertile	and	barren,	the	animals	relied	
upon	for	food	would	disappear	and	eventually	the	world	would	
come	to	an	end.	To	achieve	this	essential	and	vital	balance	be-
tween	humans,	nature	and	the	spirit	world,	a	magical	specialist	
was	required	and	the	shaman	took	that	role.	He	or	she	acted	as	
an	intermediary	or	middle	person	between	humanity	and	the	
Other,	and	a	caretaker	of	cultural	and	magical	tradition.	Their	
job	involved	conducting	blessings,	especially	on	new-born	
babies,	performing	rituals	of	protection,	divining	the	future,	
healing	the	sick,	exorcising	ghosts	and	demons,	overseeing	the	
burial	of	the	dead,	and	generally	communicating	on	behalf	of	
the	tribe	with	the	spirit	world	and	its	denizens.
	 Initiation	into	the	shamanic	cult	could	be	achieved	in	sev-
eral	different	ways.	The	easiest	was	the	hereditary	route	where	
magical	knowledge,	power	and	skill	were	passed	down	from	
grandfather	or	father	to	son	or,	more	rarely,	from	grandmother	
or	mother	to	daughter.	Sometimes	children	were	chosen	at	a	
very	early	age	or	even	at	birth	by	the	spirits	and	instructed	by	
them	through	the	medium	of	visions	and	dreams.	Young	people	
who	suffered	a	serious	illness	or	disease	or	from	epileptic	fits,	
were	introverted	and	dreamy,	or	had	any	form	of	mental	condi-
tion	or	disability,	were	regarded	as	natural	shamans	who	had	
been	specially	chosen	by	the	spirits.	
	 In	later	life	those	who	felt	a	strong	calling	to	become	a	
magical	practitioner	would	retreat	from	society,	usually	to	a	

remote	place	in	the	wilderness,	and	undergo	a	vigil	during	
which	they	invited	the	spirits	to	contact	them	and	teach	them	
the	shamanic	ways.	When	a	person	was	actually	taken	on	by	
another	shaman	as	his	assistant	or	sorcerer’s	apprentice,	a	for-
mal	initiation	rite	was	often	carried	out.	The	candidate	offered	
an	animal	sacrifice,	called	on	the	spirits	to	aid	them	in	their	
task,	took	an	oath	of	loyalty	to	their	shamanic	master	or	spir-
itual	clan,	and	accepted	the	special	ritual	regalia	of	a	shaman’s	
office.	
	 Often	these	initiations	by	either	another	shaman	or	the	spir-
its	involved	a	traumatic	visionary	death	and	rebirth	experience.	
Sometimes	this	included	a	journey	to	the	underworld,	meetings	
with	deities	and	the	would-be	shaman’s	body	being	dismem-
bered	and	then	put	together	again.
	 The	ritual	regalia	given	to	the	new	shaman	reflected	the	
fact	that	he	or	she	was	a	special	person	who	was	separate	and	
different	from	other	members	of	the	tribe.	Siberian	shamans	
wore	robes	made	from	animal	hide	and	fur	and	decorated	
with	embroidery,	bird’s	feathers,	silk	tassels,	ribbons,	bells,	
small	mirrors,	jewellery	representing	symbolic	motifs	such	as	
the	World	Tree,	and	assorted	metalwork	such	as	copper	discs.	
Headwear	consisted	of	a	conical	or	pointed	cap	made	from	felt	
or	fur	or	the	antlers	of	a	reindeer.	Some	shamans	wore	iron-
shod	fur	boots	so	when	they	stamped	their	feet	they	could	drive	
away	evil	spirits.
	 The	majority	of	shamans	carried	a	ritual	drum	similar	in	
shape	to	the	traditional	Irish	bodhran.	These	were	made	from	
an	animal	skin	stretched	over	a	wooden	frame	and	decorated	
with	feathers	and	magical	symbols	representing	spirit	journeys	
to	the	Otherworld	or	the	shamanic	cosmology.	The	drum	was	
very	important	and	represented	the	symbolic	and	magical	steed	
that	enabled	the	practitioner	to	travel	from	Middle	Earth	to	the	

Yurt with the Gurvansaikhan Mountains in the background, part of Gobi Gurvansaikhan National Park, Mongolia.
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realm	of	the	spirits.	It	was	also	a	magical	object	in	its	own	right	
that	contained	and	focused	spirit	force	or	energy.	By	playing	it	
the	shaman	could	both	attract	spirits	and	exorcise	them.	In	ad-
dition	to	the	drum	a	magical	staff	was	often	carried.	This	was	
made	of	either	wood	or	metal	and	was	decorated	with	feathers,	
bells,	ribbons	and	the	pelts	of	small	woodland	animals.

Different Types of Shaman
	 Although	Westerners	used	the	generic	term	‘shaman’	to	
describe	all	the	tribal	magical	practitioners	of	Siberia	and	Mon-
golia,	in	practice	they	were	divided	into	several	different	types,	
categories	or	classes	with	specific	magical	duties	and	responsi-
bilities.	Using	English	terminology,	these	included	‘conjurors’	
who	summoned	and	controlled	spirits,	prophets	or	psychics	
who	foresaw	the	future,	sorcerers	who	practised	‘black	magic’,	
trance-workers	who	travelled	in	spirit	form	to	the	Otherworld,	
healers	who	were	experts	in	folk	medicine	and	herbalism,	and	
guides	to	the	dead	who	laid	out	corpses	and	conducted	funeral	
rites.
	 The	shaman-healers	were	often	female	and	they	specialised	
in	health	matters	connected	with	human	and	animal	fertil-
ity,	sexuality	and	children.	They	were	recognisable	by	their	
distinctive	skirts	made	from	animal	hide	and	brightly	coloured	
woollen	hats.	Instead	of	the	ritual	drum	used	by	the	male	sha-
mans,	they	carried	a	silk	fan	and	prayer	beads.	Unfortunately	
when	Buddhism	came	to	Siberia	and	Mongolia	many	of	these	
female	healers	were	ruthlessly	persecuted	and	exterminated	by	
the	misogynist	monks.	As	a	result	their	extensive	knowledge	of	
herbs	and	plants	used	for	natural	healing	was	either	lost	com-
pletely	or	taken	over	by	Buddhist	healers	and	only	practised	in	
a	debased	or	diluted	form.
	 Another	female	practitioner	was	the	shaman-midwife,	who	
inherited	her	power	from	the	maternal	line	of	familial	descent.	
As	well	as	ensuring	that	babies	entered	this	world	safely	in	a	
physical	sense,	she	was	also	responsible	for	their	spiritual	pro-
tection	from	evil	influences	during	birth	and	their	well-being	
as	children.	In	this	sense	she	took	on	the	role	of	a	human	fairy	
godmother.	Immediately	after	a	birth	the	shaman-midwife	cut	
the	umbilical	cord	and	then	purified	the	new-born	baby	with	
salt	water	and	fire.	Any	(female	only)	witnesses	to	the	birth	

could	only	be	present	if	they	had	first	been	ritually	purified	by	
the	midwife	with	fire	and	water.	During	the	first	few	weeks	
of	a	baby’s	life	it	was	very	important	that	the	proper	rituals	
were	performed	to	protect	the	child	until	its	spirit	was	fully	
established	in	the	material	world.	If	they	were	not	performed	
properly	then	the	baby’s	spirit	might	return	from	whence	it	had	
come.	These	essential	rites	were	the	responsibility	of	the	sha-
man-midwife	and	her	assistants.
	 Another	type	of	shamanic	healer	was	a	bone-setter	who	
called	upon	spirit	guides	to	help	them	in	their	healing	work.	
They	mainly	repaired	broken	and	dislocated	bones	and	torn	
ligaments,	healed	back	pain	caused	by	spinal	injuries	or	disease	
and	also	skin	infections	such	as	boils,	rashes,	psoriasis	and	ec-
zema.	These	gifts	were	inherited	from	the	paternal	side	of	the	
family	and,	because	the	bones	of	the	human	body	were	con-
sidered	to	be	spiritually	‘masculine’	in	nature,	these	shamanic	
bone-setters	were	always	male.
	 Most	of	the	shamans	worked	with	what	modern	New	
Agers	call	animal	allies	or	spirit-helpers	in	animal	form.	
These	entities	assisted	them	with	their	magical	work	and	also	
taught	them.	For	instance,	the	shaman-midwives	described	
above	worked	with	an	animal	spirit	in	the	form	of	a	mountain	
fox.	The	first	bone-setter	is	supposed	to	have	been	taught	his	
skills	by	a	snake	so	that	creature	was	sacred	to	the	clan.	Other	
shamanic	practitioners	were	assisted	by	reindeer	or	wolves	for	
attacking	and	destroying	evil	spirits,	and	ravens	for	getting	
rid	of	diseases.	Other	important	animal	spirit	helpers	included	
owls,	wild	ducks,	geese,	squirrels,	bears,	frogs	and	toads,	dogs,	
seagulls	and	eagles.
	 One	of	the	most	important	and	respected	types	of	magi-
cal	practitioners	was	the	shaman-smith.	In	all	cultures	all	over	
the	world	from	Europe	to	Africa	the	smith	took	a	central	role	

The shamans believed in three worlds of existence connected together 
by the World Tree or Tree of Life. They were the lower world or 

underworld inhabited by the dead who are awaiting reincarnation, the 
middle world or Middle Earth, the material plane of existence in which 

human spirits are incarnated, and the upper world or Heaven, the 
dwelling place of the Gods. 
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in	tribal	society	and	was	regarded	as	a	powerful	magician	or	
sorcerer	because	of	his	mastery	over	fire	and	skill	in	working	
with	metal.	There	are	many	legends	about	blacksmiths	making	
pacts	with	demons,	gods	or	the	Devil	or	tricking	and	outwitting	
them	to	acquire	their	skills.	There	are	also	many	smith	gods	in	
ancient	mythology	who	were	magicians,	made	weapons	for	the	
Gods	or	acted	as	cultural	exemplars	by	inventing	agricultural	
tools.	In	Siberia	the	shaman-smiths	made	and	magically	con-
secrated	the	ritual	metal	objects	used	by	other	shamans.	They	
were	only	chosen	by	the	spirits	and	instead	of	a	drum	they	used	
their	anvils	to	communicate	with	the	spiritual	realm.

‘Black’ & ‘White’ Shamans
	 As	well	as	the	different	types	of	magical	practitioner,	the	
shamans	were	also	divided	into	two	separate,	but	sometimes	
overlapping,	categories	–	‘black’	or	‘white’	shamans.	The	
former	were	regarded	as	the	most	powerful	of	the	two	and	
were	sometimes	known	as	‘warrior-shamans’	because	they	

battled	evil	forces	and	were	consulted	as	military	advisors.	
They	obtained	their	power	from	the	north	(possibly	the	North	
Pole	or	the	North	Star)	and	could	be	easily	identified	as	they	
always	wore	black	robes	with	very	little,	if	any,	decoration.	The	
primary	function	of	the	black	shaman	was	to	deal	with	demons	
and	the	dark	gods	on	behalf	of	their	clients.	In	this	role	they	
were	hired	to	curse	their	enemies	and	blight	their	crops	and	
livestock.
	 In	wartime	the	black	shamans	attached	themselves	to	the	
army	rather	like	the	modern	padres	and	helped	to	win	battles	
using	their	occult	powers.	In	peacetime	they	took	a	more	positive	
role	as	diplomats,	political	advisors	and	emissaries	and	they	
oversaw	the	preparation	and	signing	of	treaties	with	the	appro-
priate	magical	rites.	Black	shamans	were	greatly	feared,	even	
after	their	deaths.	In	the	19th	century	when	a	famous	one	died	
she	was	placed	in	a	coffin	made	from	the	‘unclean’	wood	of	an	
aspen.	Her	corpse	was	then	nailed	down	with	aspen	stakes	so	she	
could	not	become	a	‘night	walker’	and	haunt	the	living.

	 In	contrast,	the	so-called	‘white’	shamans	obtained	their	
magical	power	from	a	westerly	direction,	the	home	of	the	
benevolent	deities	and	spirits.	They	operated	at	a	tribal	level	
almost	exclusively	as	healers	and	diviners	and	they	only	had	
dealings	with	beneficent	entities.	It	was	their	role	to	pacify	
angry	or	evil	spirits,	exorcise	them	if	they	possessed	human	
beings	and	help	the	tribe	live	in	harmony	with	their	natural	en-
vironment	and	the	spirit	world.	To	this	end	on	a	physical	level	
they	were	often	employed	in	an	administrative	role	to	oversee	
tribal	affairs.

The Yurt, the World Tree  
& Spirit Flight

	 In	Siberian	and	especially	Mongolian	shamanism	the	yurt,	
a	traditional	dwelling	constructed	from	a	framework	of	wooden	
poles	covered	with	animal	skins	and	with	a	central	smoke-hole	
in	the	roof,	was	a	microcosmic	symbol	or	representation	of	
the	universe.	For	this	reason	all	movement	inside	the	yurt	was	
conducted,	if	at	all	possible,	in	a	deosil	or	sunways	direction.	
This	also	reflected	the	traditional	direction	of	movement	used	
in	shamanic	rituals	and	dances.	The	centre	of	the	yurt,	where	
a	fire	burnt	in	a	hearth	and	was	seldom	extinguished,	was	sym-
bolic	of	the	actual	centre	of	the	world	or	universe.	The	column	
of	smoke	that	drifted	up	from	the	fire	and	left	the	yurt	through	
the	central	smoke-hole	in	the	roof	was	symbolic	of	the	axis 
mundi –	the	World	Mountain,	World	Pillar	or	World	Tree.	This	
links	the	underworld	below	with	the	heavens	above	and	ends	at	
the	North	and	Pole	Star	around	which	all	the	other	stars	revolve	
in	the	night	sky.
	 The	shamans	believed	in	three	worlds	of	existence	con-
nected	together	by	the	World	Tree	or	Tree	of	Life.	They	were	
the	lower	world	or	underworld	inhabited	by	the	dead	who	are	
awaiting	reincarnation,	the	middle	world	or	Middle	Earth,	the	
material	plane	of	existence	in	which	human	spirits	are	incar-
nated,	and	the	upper	world	or	Heaven,	the	dwelling	place	of	
the	Gods.	Numerous	non-human	spirits	also	inhabit	each	of	
these	three	worlds.	The	shaman	can	access	these	other	worlds	
in	trance	by	means	of	spirit	travel.	His	soul	body	ascends	the	
column	of	smoke	from	the	fire	and	passes	through	the	aperture	
in	the	roof	of	the	yurt.	It	is	interesting	to	note	that	in	medieval	
times	European	witches	were	supposed	to	fly	to	their	Sabbats	
by	ascending	the	chimney	on	their	broomsticks.	It	is	obvious	
that	this	was	not	done	physically	so	they	also	were	practising	a	
shamanic	type	of	spirit	flight.
	 Shamans	can	also	fly	through	the	air	when	they	spirit	trav-
el,	either	by	shapeshifting	into	the	form	of	birds	(such	as	geese)	
or	by	riding	on	the	back	of	a	flying	deer,	horse	or	some	other	
large	animal.	Again,	there	are	many	woodcuts	dating	from	the	
Middle	Ages	depicting	witches	riding	through	the	night	sky	on	
the	backs	of	goats	and	rams.	Sometimes	the	shaman	visited	the	
spirit	world	by	ascending	the	World	Tree	itself	or	by	travel-
ling	along	a	rainbow.	This	is	another	symbol	that	is	found	in	
Northern	European	paganism	where	a	rainbow	bridge	connects	
Midgard	(Middle	Earth)	with	Asgard,	the	realm	of	the	Gods.
	 One	of	the	methods	used	by	the	Siberian	shamans	to	
achieve	trance	and	spirit	travel	was	the	hallucinogenic	fungi	
amanita muscaria or	fly	agaric.	This	red	capped	white-spotted	
toadstool	has	a	symbiotic	relationship	with	both	birch	and	fir	
trees,	which	grow	profusely	in	northern	and	arctic	climes.	It	is	
so	closely	associated	with	magical	properties	in	myth	and	fairy	
tales	that	it	is	frequently	depicted	in	illustrations	to	modern	

Shaman in his regalia.
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children’s	stories	about	woodland	elves,	faeries	and	goblins.	
Fly	agaric	is	reputed	to	be	able	to	open	up	the	‘crack	between	
the	worlds’	and	experiments	in	the	20th	century	by	the	two	
well-known	ethonomycologists	Gordon	and	Valentina	Was-
son	revealed	the	ethenogenic	qualities	of	this	most	famous	of	
‘sacred	mushrooms’.
	 In	Siberia	fly	agaric	was	sometimes	fed	to	reindeer	and	
then	the	animal’s	toxic	urine	is	drank.	The	shamans	said	that	
taking	it	put	them	in	touch	with	the	spirit	of	the	plant,	who	
appeared	as	small	mushrooms	with	eyes	and	arms	and	legs	
attached.	Needless	to	say	that	in	large	quantities	fly	agaric	is	
highly	poisonous	and	can	be	deadly.	It	must,	as	with	all	hal-
lucinogenic	plants	used	in	magical	practice,	be	used	in	small	
quantities,	treated	with	respect	and	only	taken	after	the	proper	
spiritual	preparation	and	then	only	under	expert	supervision.	It	
should	also	be	noted	that	in	many	countries	fly	agaric	and	other	
psychedelic	fungi	are	classified	as	dangerous	drugs	and	the	
possession	or	partaking	of	them	is	illegal.
	 In	common	with	indigenous	folk	beliefs	in	the	West,	it	was	
accepted	in	shamanism	that	the	spirit	world	was	not	entirely	
separated	from	the	material	one.	There	are	special	places	in	the	
natural	environment	–	sacra loci –	where	the	two	realms	meet	
and	touch	and	interconnect.	These	can	be	a	sacred	mountain	or	
hill,	a	stone,	a	river,	a	lake,	a	forest	or	any	natural	landmark	in	
the	countryside.	While	the	shaman	may	be	able	to	access	such	
‘gateways’	or	‘portals’	between	here	and	there	easily,	lesser	
mortals	may	be	unaware	of	them	or,	if	they	are	sensitive,	they	
may	feel	they	are	‘different’	or	‘other’.	Spooky	places,	whether	
natural	sites	in	the	landscape	or	buildings,	associated	with	folk-
lore,	paranormal	phenomena	and	hauntings	are	usually	spirit	
gateways.
	 In	shamanistic	belief	all	inanimate	objects	were	inhabited	or	
possessed	by	spirit	energy	or	force	who	controlled	their	envi-
rons.	Some	shamans	taught	that	living	beings,	especially	human	
ones,	could	have	more	than	one	spirit	inhabiting	their	physical	
body.	Many	accepted	that	humans	had	an	etheric,	astral	or	spirit	
double	and	this	could	be	projected	in	trance	or	spirit	travel	to	
roam	over	the	Earth	and	also	enter	the	Otherworld.	The	shamans	
believed	that	the	soul	of	a	human	being	resided	in	a	spherical	or	
ovoid	energy	field	that	surrounds	each	of	us.	It	is	probably	what	
Western	occultists	would	refer	to	as	the	auric	field	or	aura.	It	was	
this	energy	field	that	was	attacked	by	demons	or	black	shamans	
when	they	psychically	attacked	their	victims	and	in	that	way	
they	could	cause	illness	or	death.	It	was	the	task	of	the	white	
shaman	to	redress	the	balance	by	healing	the	damaged	aura	and	
if	possible	bring	the	victim	back	to	full	health.
	 Earlier	we	saw	how	animals	were	important	clan	totems	
and	spirit	guides	to	the	shaman.	Before	the	20th	century	and	
the	rise	of	industrial	scale	food	production,	hunting	was	
widespread	on	the	Siberian	steppes	and	in	the	forests.	Unlike	
Christian	belief,	it	was	accepted	without	question	that	animals	
had	souls	and	when	hunting	them	down	and	killing	them	it	was	
essential	that	their	sprits	were	respected	and	appeased.	If	they	
were	not,	disaster	and	misfortune	could	befall	the	hunter,	his	
family	and	tribe.	When	a	hunter	killed	his	prey	it	was	always	
despatched	quickly,	cleanly	and	without	cruelty.	Before	it	was	
killed	the	hunter	apologised	for	having	to	do	so	and	after	death	
its	remains	were	treated	with	care	and	respect.	The	same	rule	
applied	to	domestic	animals.	A	master	animal	spirit	ruled	each	
species	and	prayers	and	sacrificial	offerings	of	incense	and	fire	
were	made	to	them	before	the	hunt	began.	Hunting	purely	for	
pleasure,	as	practised	in	the	West,	was	an	unknown	concept.

Buddhism & the  
Stamping Out of Shamanism

	 Despite	the	early	arrival	of	the	fur	traders	and	merchants	
in	Siberia	and	Mongolia,	shamanism	survived.	In	the	16th	
century,	however,	a	Mongolian	ruler	called	Altan	Khan	invited	
a	Tibetan	Buddhist	mission	to	the	country.	His	motives	were	
political	as	he	wanted	to	consolidate	his	own	position	as	the	
supreme	tribal	leader	by	claiming	to	be	the	reincarnation	of	the	
great	Kubla	Khan.	The	Buddhists	agreed	to	recognise	his	claim	
and	in	return	the	Khan	gave	the	head	of	the	Buddhist	Order	the	
spiritual	title	of	Dalai	Lama,	which	of	course	exists	today	even	
though	the	present	holder	is	in	exile	in	India.	As	a	result	of	
the	Khan’s	one	conversion,	he	passed	laws	banning	shamanic	
rituals	and	granted	the	Buddhist	priesthood	a	special	status	in	
society	and	privileges	that	were	not	granted	to	the	shamans.
	 In	the	17th	century	attempts	were	made	by	the	Mongolian	
rulers	to	eradicate	shamanic	survival	entirely.	The	black	sha-
man	brotherhood	refused	to	submit	to	the	new	religion	and	
many	were	killed.	Some	of	the	white	shamans	came	to	an	
accommodation	with	it.	This	led	to	the	creation	of	a	third	way	
called	‘yellow	shamanism’	that	submitted	to	the	control	of	
the	lamas	and	combined	shamanic	beliefs	and	practices	with	
Tibetan	Buddhism.
	 During	the	18th	century	in	Siberia,	Buddhist,	Orthodox	
Christian	and	Muslim	missionaries	attempted	to	convert	the	
native	population	and	opposed	the	practice	of	all	rival	reli-
gions.	Considering	their	modern	peaceful	and	pacifist	image,	

Shaman from Siberia photographed with his drum in 
1882. In his role as intermediary between the earthly 
world and the realm of the spirits, the shaman derives 
his powers from playing his frame drum, the vehicle by 

which he enters a state of trance.
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the	Buddhist	monks	were	the	most	severe	in	this	respect	and	
they	hunted	down	shamans,	beat	them	and	destroyed	their	sa-
cred	sites,	replacing	them	with	their	own	image-filled	shrines.	
The	Russian	Orthodox	Church	also	forced	the	pagan	tribes	
to	accept	baptism	at	the	point	of	a	sword	and	they	flogged	or	
imprisoned	anyone	who	dared	to	practice	shamanic	rites	such	
as	divination	and	animal	sacrifice.
	 Despite	this	religious	persecution,	shamanism	survived	the	
forced	conversions	and	it	continued	underground	in	remote	
rural	areas.	Sometimes	shamanic	elements	were	incorporated	
into	an	unorthodox	form	of	folk	Christianity	that	flourished	
despite	the	censure	of	the	priests.	This	movement	produced	hy-
brid	sects	who	coincided	their	sacrifices	with	Church	festivals	
and	made	offerings	to	saints.	Some	shamans	accepted	the	pa-
tron	saints	of	Russia,	SS	George	and	Michael,	as	their	deities.	
St	Michael	was	even	given	the	honorary	title	of	‘Master	of	the	
Shamans’	and	blood	sacrifices	were	made	to	his	icons.
	 After	the	Bolshevik	Revolution	in	1917,	shamanism	had	a	
brief	revival	as	the	power	and	influence	of	the	Orthodox	Rus-
sian	Church	and	Buddhism	in	Siberia	faded	away.	However,	
with	the	beginning	of	the	bloody	Stalinist	regime	in	the	1920s,	
the	new	policy	of	agricultural	collectivism	caused	drastic	
changes	in	Siberian	society.	The	Soviet	communists	regarded	
the	shamans	as	an	example	of	primitive	superstition	and	social	
inequality	and	they	were	condemned	as	enemies	of	the	state.	
There	are	horrific	stories	of	KGB	agents	throwing	shamans	out	
of	helicopters	to	prove	to	their	followers	that	they	could	not	fly	
and	also	randomly	executing	them	by	firing	squad.	In	1980	the	
central	government	in	Moscow	claimed	that	shamanism	was	
extinct	in	Siberia.
	 When	Professor	Ronald	Hutton	of	Bristol	University	visited	
Siberia	in	the	early	1980s	he	was	told	by	experts	in	the	field	
that	there	were	no	more	shamans	alive	and	shamanism	had	
died	out.	At	the	time	he	accepted	this,	but	later	he	came	to	be-
lieve	that	a	number	of	former	shamans	had	managed	to	survive	
the	pograms.	With	the	collapse	of	Soviet	communism	in	the	
later	1980s	and	early	1990s	there	was	a	revival	of	traditional	
culture	among	the	ethnic	peoples	of	the	former	USSR.	Profes-
sor	Hutton	has	described	an	encounter	by	some	British	musi-
cians	visiting	Siberia	in	1997	with	a	person	who	claimed	to	be	
a	hereditary	shaman.	He	said	he	had	inherited	his	powers	and	
knowledge	from	his	grandfather,	who	had	been	a	blacksmith,	
and	he	used	his	skills	for	healing	and	exorcising	evil	spirits.

Tengrism
	 In	the	1990s	a	neo-shamanic	movement	known	as	Tengrism	
arose	in	Central	Asia	and	the	new	Russian	Federation.	It	quick-
ly	organised	itself	and	now	claims	a	rather	inflated	membership	
of	500,000.	One	of	its	prominent	leaders	is	a	Kyrgyzstan	Mem-
ber	of	Parliament	called	Dastan	Sarygulov,	who	also	runs	an	
international	scientific	centre	for	Tengrist	studies.	Its	members	
have	a	political	agenda	and	attempt	to	spread	their	beliefs	and	
ideology	in	government	circles.	Apparently	they	have	had	some	

success	as	a	former	Kyrgyz	president	and	the	present	President	
of	Kazakhstan	have	both	declared	that	Tengrism	is	the	natural	
and	national	religion	of	the	Turkic	population.
	 Unlike	the	shamanism	of	former	times,	Tengrism	is	a	
monotheistic	form	of	religion	with	a	cosmology	that	is	suitable	
for	the	modern	world.	It	is	firmly	based	on	trendy	‘green’	or	
environmental	concerns	and	believes	that	humanity	should	live	
in	harmony	with	the	natural	world.	Forgetting	or	ignoring	the	
persecution	of	the	past,	it	also	preaches	tolerance	towards	other	
religions	and	seeks	to	co-exist	with	them	in	the	spirit	of	inter-
faith.	Strangely	it	is	also	a	religion	without	dogma,	prayers	or	a	
priesthood.	The	American	academic	Marlene	Larvelle,	who	has	
studied	Tengrism,	claims	that	it	has	been	influenced	by	the	athe-
ism	of	the	Soviet	years	and	contemporary	ideas	about	modernity.	
Its	political	agenda	calls	for	a	recognition	of	Turkic	national	ide-
als	and	the	ultimate	unification	of	all	Turkic-speaking	peoples.
	 The	revival	of	shamanism	in	its	modern	Tengrist	form	would	
seem	to	hearken	back	to	a	romantic	past	that	probably	never	ex-
isted	in	reality.	Its	increasing	popularity	among	urban	Russians	
is	based	on	an	idyllic	image	of	yurts	on	the	steppes,	a	nomadic	
lifestyle	and	living	in	harmony	with	nature.	This	is	in	direct	con-
trast	to	the	struggle	of	daily	existence	in	a	modern	neo-capitalist	
and	corrupt	society	governed	by	autocratic	rulers.
	 An	inner	desire	to	reconnect	with	the	natural	world	and	
follow	spiritual	values	in	a	technocratic	consumer	society,	a	
romantic	view	of	the	past	and	an	urge	to	‘save	the	planet’	is	
also	the	driving	force	behind	so-called	‘urban	shamanism’	in	
the	West.	However,	the	Siberian	shaman	and	his	Mongolian	
counterpart	were	not	so	much	interested	in	preserving	the	en-
vironment	than	surviving	day	by	day	appeasing	the	spirits	they	
believed	inhabited	it.	In	that	sense	the	shamanism	of	the	past	
was	an	essential	part	of	daily	life.
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Want to know more about Siberian shamanism? Buryat 
shamaness Sarangerel has written Chosen by the Spir-
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The Eden Experiment
Aliens, Archons & the 
Associative Universe

© By rEv. illUmiNaTUS maximUS

I
n the timeless library of human myths and 
legends, perhaps none are more primal and 
disturbing than the biblical story of the Fall. 
Responsible for everything from the demonisa-
tion of women to the Church’s pious horror for 

nature, sex and the body, there is scarcely a life-hating 
ideology or barbaric practice it hasn’t been used to 
justify.

	 For	all	that,	this	strange	and	unsettling	story	has	lost	none	
of	its	melancholy	power	over	the	centuries,	remaining	as	en-
igmatic	and	haunting	as	a	dimly	remembered	nightmare	–	and	
almost	no	closer	to	being	understood	today	than	the	day	it	was	
first	told.
	 	If	“God”	is	all-powerful,	then	why	did	He	need	to	test	
Adam	and	Eve	at	all?	Wouldn’t	a	real	supreme	being	already	
know	what	was	going	to	happen?	Why	did	the	serpent	seem	
like	the	only	one	who	really	understood	what	was	going	on?	
And	who	was	God	talking	to	when	he	fretted	that	Adam	had	
become	“like	one	of	us”1?	
	 Observes	libertarian	“anti-psychiatrist”	Thomas	Szasz:

Adam’s apple is so named because a piece of the biblical 
forbidden fruit is supposed to have stuck in his throat... 
Perhaps this is why the Forbidden Truth so often appears 
‘chewed up’, transformed into metaphor, humour, satire, 
slang (or dream and myth, of course).2

	 In	this	essay	I’d	like	to	take	the	unusual	step	of	examining	
the	Eden	myth,	not	through	the	lens	of	traditional	theology	
or	atheist	reductionism,	but	instead	from	the	perspective	of	a	
few	fringe	phenomena	it	isn’t	usually	associated	with:	alien	
abductions	and	the	occult	“serpent	power”	of	Eastern	mysti-
cism.
	 As	we	shall	discover,	these	apparent	discrepancies	aren’t	
mistakes	at	all,	but	instead	represent	the	sole	surviving	keys	to	
uncovering	its	true	meaning	–	for	the legend of Adam and Eve 
originally had nothing to do with human sin or divine punish-
ment. 
 Instead,	the	story	of	the	“Garden	Eden”	comes	to	us	as	a	
distorted	version	of	primitive	man’s	first	recorded	encounter	
with	uncanny	beings	from	the	stars	–	a	botched	abduction	at-

tempt	culminating	in	the	spontaneous	illumination	of	two	very	
confused	cavemen.	
	 What	this	means	for	religion	in	general,	and	monotheism	
in	particular,	I	shall	leave	for	the	reader	to	divine	on	their	
own.

We shall see that at which dogs howl in the dark, and that 
at which cats prick up their ears after midnight. We shall 
see these things, and other things which no breathing 
creature has yet seen. We shall overleap time, space, and 
dimensions, and without bodily motion peer to the bottom 
of creation. 

– H.P. Lovecraft, From Beyond

UFOs – A MOdern PrObleM?
	 Since	the	dawn	of	the	space	age,	man’s	dreams	have	been	
haunted	by	strange	visions	of	cigar	or	saucer	shaped	aircraft	
bearing	vaguely	foetal	(or	insectoid)	passengers	who	kidnap,	
brainwash	and	even	impregnate	their	human	captives	before	
erasing	their	memories	and	vanishing	into	the	ether.
	 Like	“out	of	body”	experiences	or	spirit	possession,	the	
UFO	phenomenon	stands	as	one	of	those	baffling	“psychic”	
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anomalies	which	seems	to	
exist	for	the	sole	purpose	
of	mocking	human	reason.	
Claims	one	“victim”:

I woke up in the middle of 
the night and everything 
looked odd and strangely 
lit. At the end of my bed 
was a 4 feet high grey al-
ien. Its spindly, thin body 
supported a huge head with 
two enormous, slanted, liq-
uid black eyes. It compelled 
me, telepathically, to follow 
and led me into a space-
ship... examination room 
[where]... I was forced to lie 
down while they... implant-
ed something in my nose. 
I could see jars containing 
half-human, half-alien fe-
tuses and a nursery full of 
silent, sickly children. When 
I eventually found myself 
back in bed, several hours 
had gone by.3

	 French	astrophysicist	
Jacques	Vallee	studied	the	
alien	abduction	phenomenon	
for	decades,	wondering	continually	at	the	arbitrary	and	illogi-
cal	nature	of	most	such	reports.	Why	do	these	supposed	“wise	
explorers	from	the	stars”	behave	so	bizarrely?	If	they	have	
the	advanced	technology	necessary	for	interstellar	travel,	why	
would	they	use	it	to	visit	this	planet,	let	alone	kidnap	house-
wives,	farmers	and	convenience	store	clerks	for	the	purpose	of	
anal probing?	Observed	Vallee’s	mentor,	
J.	Allen	Hynek:

To me, it seems ridiculous that super in-
telligences would travel great distances 
to do relatively stupid things like stop 
cars, collect soil samples, and frighten 
people. I think we must begin to re-ex-
amine the evidence. We must begin to 
look closer to home.4 

VAllee’s rejectiOn OF the  
extrAterrestriAl hyPOthesis  

OF Alien cOntAct

	 Researching	hundreds	of	“contactee”	
testimonials,	folkloric	narratives	and	
world	mythologies,	Vallee	eventually	
concluded	that	UFOs	aren’t	what	they	
seem	to	be.	They	don’t	hail	from	the	
Zeta	Reticula	galaxy,	they	aren’t	here	to	
explore	or	conduct	genetic	experiments	and	their	presence	
on	this	planet	isn’t	a	recent	development	at	all.	Instead,	notes	
Vallee:

Reports	of	uncanny	visitors	from	the	sky	have	plagued	
mankind	for	thousands	of	years	–	enough	to	rule	out	
short-term	exploration	as	a	motive.

Witnesses	typically	describe	the	“aliens”	as	humanoid	

•

•

bipeds	able	to	breathe	our	atmosphere	and	see	in	our	
light	spectrum	–	but	wouldn’t	genuine	extraterrestrials	
be	adapted	to	a	completely	different	type	of	environ-
ment?

The	aliens’	supposedly	“scientific”	experiments	are	
“crude	to	the	point	of	being	grotesque....	often	ac-
companied	by	sadistic	sexual	manipulation	[and]	

reminiscent	of	medieval	encounters	with	
demons”	–	not	the	sort	of	behaviour	we	
might	expect	from	an	advanced	civilisa-
tion!5

Finally,	since	UFOs	seem	able	to	appear	
and	disappear	at	will,	they	are	prob-
ably	“not	just	a	bunch	of	spacecraft”	but	
instead	represent	“a	much	more	interesting	
technology	that	manipulates	dimensions.	
It	manipulates	space-time.	And	if	it	can	
do	that,	then	[the	aliens	could]	be	from	
anywhere	and	anytime.”6

	 			Frustrated	with	the	unquestioned	
assumptions	and	cultish	insularity	of	
contemporary	ufology,	Vallee	instead	sug-
gests	three	alternatives	to	the	“Extraterres-
trial	Hypothesis”	(EH)	based	on	“second	
level”	readings	of	the	UFO	phenomenon	
–	speculative	scenarios	notable	less	for	

what	they	say	about	UFOs	than	about	the	structure	of	physical	
reality	itself:	

the inter-diMensiOnAl hyPOthesis

	 One	possibility	is	that	aliens	are	not	from	another	planet,	
but	instead	represent	“evidence	for	other	dimensions	beyond	
spacetime”7	–	extradimensional	entities	hailing	from	an	
uncanny	world	which	overlaps	but	only	occasionally	intrudes	

•

•

The aliens’ 
supposedly 
“scientific” 

experiments are 
“crude to the 
point of being 

grotesque.... often 
accompanied by 
sadistic sexual 
manipulation...
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upon	our	own,	beings	from	the	future	(or	a	perhaps	a	ghostly	
copy	of	our	own	earth)	using	“four-dimensional	wormholes	for	
space	and	even	time	travel”8	through	the	“multiverse	which	is	
all	around	us.”9

	 This	“multiverse”	could	consist	of	parallel	worlds	existing	
alongside	each	other	in	different	dimensions	of	space,	alter-
nate	past	and	future	worlds	following	one	another	in	time,	or	
even	computer-generated	“virtual	worlds”	stored	in	some	vast	
cosmic	database	(as	in	the	film	‘The	Matrix’);	if	this	latter	
instance	is	true,	hints	Vallee,	then	the	seemingly	stable	and	
predictable	world	in	which	we	find	ourselves	could	be	a	much	
more	magical	(or	even	whimsical)	place	than	we	normally	
realise:

If there is no time dimension as we usually assume there 
is, [then] the human brain may be traversing events by 
association... If we live in the associative universe of the 
software scientists rather than the sequential universe of 
the spacetime physicist, then miracles are no longer irra-
tional events... [and the] illusion of time and space would 
be merely a side effect of consciousness as it traverses 
associations. In such a theory, apparently paranormal 
phenomena like remote viewing and precognition would 
be expected, even common, and UFOs would lose much 
of their bizarre quality...10

the electrOMAgnetic cOnnectiOn

	 Another	promising	vein	of	inquiry	originates	with	the	
work	of	Dr.	Michael	Persinger,	a	cognitive	neuroscientist	at	
Laurentian	University	in	Canada	whose	1975	“Tectonic	Stress	
Theory”	holds	that	UFOs,	out-of-body	experiences	and	mysti-
cal	visions	of	saints	and	angels	are	the	byproducts	of	electrical	
microseizures	(i.e.,	epileptic	episodes)	resulting	from	exposure	
to	electromagnetic	fields	generated	by	shifting	plates	in	the	
Earth’s	crust.
	 Persinger’s	experiments	include	the	construction	of	the	
“God	helmet,”	a	specially	modified	motorcycle	helmet	which	
uses	weak	EM	fields	to	stimulate	the	parietal	and	temporal	
lobes	of	the	brain.	Shockingly,	almost	80%	of	the	900	subjects	
thus	tested	report	altered	states	of	consciousness,	visions	of	

God	and	dead	loved	ones,	and	even	full-blown alien abduc-
tions.11

	 More	radical	still	is	Paul	Devereux's	1989	“Earth	Lights”	
hypothesis,	in	which	UFOs	appear	as	some	sort	of	“previ-
ously	unrecognised	terrestrial	phenomenon”	(think	Will	O’	the	
Wisps)	which	either	rely upon or	are	attracted	to	the	EM	fields	
generated	by	seismic	stress.
	 Devereux	notes	that	the	strange	balls	of	light	which	appear	
and	hover	near	or	around	earthquake	fault	lines	behave	at	times	
almost	like	“inquisitive	animals”	and	speculates	that	they	may	
be	intelligent	“macro-quantal”	blobs	of	plasma	energy	capable	
of	telepathy,	mimicry	and	hypnosis.12

	 Both	theories	in	turn	anticipate	the	research	of	Johnjoe	
McFadden,	an	English	neuroscientist	at	the	University	of	Sur-
rey	whose	Conscious	Electromagnetic	Field	Theory	(CEMI)	
locates	human	thought	outside	the	wet,	grey	labyrinth	of	the	
brain,	identifying	it	instead	with	a	weak	electromagnetic	field	
which	surrounds	and	penetrates	the	skull.13

	 If	McFadden	is	correct,	then	the	entire	sensory	environ-

Dr. Michael A. Persinger
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ment	we	perceive	all	around	us	
could	be	nothing	more	than	an	
extremely	sophisticated	com-
munications	broadcast	of	some	
sort	–	perhaps	just	one	of	many	
“channels”	available	to	the	hu-
man	nervous	system.

the cOntrOl systeM 
hyPOthesis

	 Vallee’s	final	alternative	to	
the	EH	is	his	“Control	System”	
Hypothesis,	a	fringe	view	in	
which	aliens	(or	UFOs)	appear	
as	a	non-human	intelligence	
closely	linked	to	the	Earth,	but	
not	bound	by	it	–	not	little	green	
men	from	far-flung	planets	
but	hallucinatory	imps	from	
a	dreamlike	hyperspace	who	
always	seem	to	appear	in	just	
about	the	form	we	expect	to	see	
them.
	 Once	upon	a	time	these	interacted	and	appeared	to	us	as	
gods,	spirits	and	angels,	accepting	sacrifices,	sending	dreams	
and	inspiring	mankind’s	great	religions;	then	as	fairies,	
goblins,	elves	and	spirits,	spreading	fear	and	wonder	in	the	
lives	of	medieval	peasants;	and	finally	as	space-faring	“greys,”	
reptilian	humanoids	and	noble	“Plaeaidian”	scientists,	bear-

ing	cryptic	warnings	about	the	
environment	and	seeding	new	
mythologies	for	the	Information	
age.
	 		So	why	have	these	protean	
tricksters	chosen	to	visit	us?	
Perhaps	Vallee’s	most	contro-
versial	claim	is	that	these	mys-
terious	visitors	are	themselves	
mere	epiphenomena,	shadows	
and	reflections	of	a	vast	(and	
very	ancient)	“control	system”	
which	has	been	operating	in	
the	background	to	manipulate	
human	belief	systems	since	
time	immemorial,	guiding	our	
species	towards	some	unknown	
purpose.	Notes	Vallee:

If UFOs are having an action 
at [the level of myth] it will be 
almost impossible to detect 
it by conventional methods... 
because they are the means 

by which man’s concepts are being rearranged. All we can 
do is trace their effect...14

	 This	“control	system,”	Vallee	hypothesises,	could	represent	
a	projection	of	the	collective	unconscious,	the	activity	of	an	
unknown	species	or	even	some	sort	of	ecosystemic	feedback	
loop.15
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VAllee’s cOntrOl systeM And  
the Origins OF Western religiOn

	 If	mankind’s	long	flirtation	with	gods,	ghosts,	goblins	and	
grays	is	anything	to	go	by,	Vallee’s	alien	“control	system”	has	
been	with	us	since	the	very	beginning	–	and	for	evidence	of	its	
influence,	we	need	look	no	further	than	
the	origins	of	Abrahamic	monotheism.
	 Take,	for	example,	the	story	of	the	
Garden	of	Eden,	an	eerie	tale	which	
–	with	only	a	little	imagination	–	can	eas-
ily	be	read	as	a	coded	account	of	an	alien	
abduction,	an	extraterrestrial	interlude	in	
which	speaking	primates	are	tested	for	
obedience	and	adaptability:

Omniscient	keeper(s)	create	a	man	
(or	remove	him?)	from	the	“earth”;

Test	subject	is	anesthetised;

Keepers	produce	a	female	speci-
men	supposedly	cloned	from	his	
“rib”;

Test	subjects	are	placed	in	a	con-
trolled	environment	and	forbidden	
from	eating	a	certain	type	of	food;

A	writhing	hologram	appears	(the	“shining	serpent”)	
and	encourages	them	to	violate	the	Keepers’	directives;	

Subjects	are	punished	and	returned	to	the	wild	to	digest	
their	encounter.

•

•

•

•

•

•

	 Now,	is	this	all	there	is	to	the	story	–	ancient	astronauts	
tampering	with	primitive	man?	Admittedly,	that	would	be	
incredible	if	true	–	but	wouldn’t	alien	scientists	have	been	able	
to	conceal	even	the	most	elaborate	breeding	and	colonisation	
program	from a pair of cavemen? 
	 What	if	the	real	agenda	behind	the	Eden	incident	was	not	

creation	(or	obedience	testing)	but	some-
thing	else	entirely?	
	 			Remarks	Vallee:

If the phenomenon is forcing us through 
a learning curve, then it has no choice 
but to mislead us. When Skinner designs 
a machine that feeds a rat only when the 
right lever is depressed, this is extremely 
misleading for the rat. But if the rat 
doesn’t depress the correct lever, he be-
comes extremely hungry. Man is hungry 
for knowledge and power, and if there is 
an intelligence behind the UFOs it must 
have taken this fact into account...16

	 				Perhaps	instead	of	looking	at	the	bibli-
cal	“Fall”	as	a	failed	experiment,	we	should	
instead	think	of	it	as	what	Vallee	calls	
an	“open	control	system”	–	a	metalogical	
labyrinth	whose	participants	“graduate”	to	
the	next	level	when	the	correct	sequence	of	

stimuli	are	triggered	–	in	this	case,	eating	the	“forbidden	fruit.”

...instead of 
looking at the 
biblical “Fall” 

as a failed 
experiment, we 
should instead 
think of it as 

what Vallee calls 
an “open control 

system”...
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P
robably no other book has proven its worth in the 
field of ufology than Jacques Vallee’s Messengers of 
Deception: UFO Contacts and Cults. A reprint of this 
important book has just been released by Daily Grail 

Publishing (available from Amazon US and Amazon UK). 
 The following interview with Jacques Vallee, conducted by 
Greg Taylor, discusses the controversy the book created in ufol-
ogy. Greg focuses on the elements of Vallee’s work that made 
him, as he describes it, “a heretic among heretics” – namely, his 
concern about uncritical acceptance of the UFO phenomenon, 
and also the ‘psychic’ manifestations found in UFO reports that 
suggest they may not be “nuts and bolts” craft.
 Greg Taylor is the author of The Guide to Dan Brown's The 
Solomon Key and editor of Darklore Vol. 1 (both available from 
Amazon US and Amazon UK). He also runs the alternative 
news website The Daily Grail (www.dailygrail.com).
 Jacques Vallee was born in France, where he received 
a B.S. in mathematics at the Sorbonne and an M.S. in 
astrophysics at Lille University. Coming to the US as an as-
tronomer at the University of Texas, where he co-developed 
the first computer-based map of Mars for NASA, Jacques later 
moved to Northwestern University where he received his 
Ph.D. in computer science. He went on to work at SRI Interna-
tional and the Institute for the Future, where he directed the 
project to build the world’s first network-based groupware 
system as a Principal Investigator on Arpanet, the prototype 
for the Internet. He is now a venture capitalist, and lives in San 
Francisco. He continues to research the UFO phenomenon. 
His website is www.jacquesvallee.net.

The Daily Grail (TDG): The original publication of Messen-
gers of Deception in 1979 marked quite a turning point in your 
standing with the ufology community. Your warning that we 
should be more careful about embracing the phenomenon, 
and that its underlying qualities could well be negative and 
deceitful in nature rather than benevolent, was rejected by 
many (and still seems to cause angst to this day). I’m keen to 
know what acted as the catalyst for the writing of Messengers 
of Deception, and if you have thoughts on why so many in the 
UFO research community paint it as a betrayal of sorts?

Jacques Vallee (JV): The evidence for an “undercurrent” of 
deceit behind some alleged UFO cases only becomes visible 
when you spend time in the field interviewing witnesses 
and tracking down the evidence. It became annoying to me 
because it represented a waste of time and a distraction from 

studying genuine observations. Researchers who collect reports 
only through books or media accounts would not necessarily 
encounter this level of the phenomenon and would understand-
ably resist the suggestion that the belief in extraterrestrial inter-
vention is being manipulated to serve political or cultist goals. 
 Even people who are fully aware of this negative aspect 
don’t want to bring it up into the open because they think it will 
call disrepute to the subject. Many erstwhile ufologists don’t 
want the deceptive reports exposed, just as the Catholic Church 
long denied instances of abuse in its ranks. Whistle-blowing is 
never welcome. My own position has always been that, on the 
contrary, the best way to gain the respect of the intellectual 
community is to expose hoaxes, sloppy research and manipula-
tion whenever we encounter them.

TDG: The underlying message of the book seems more relevant 
now than ever – in the last few years, we’ve had the “Serpo” 
case gain high traction in certain parts of the community, and 
now the “CARET Drones” story seems to have taken on a life of 
its own, despite there being little to no evidence behind either. 
Considering the dangers in uncritical belief that you warn of 
in Messengers of Deception, do you think high profile ufologists 
and media should be more diligent in exercising a ‘duty of care’ 
when presenting these cases so eagerly?

JV: If we do not establish a high standard for the data we pub-
lish, the entire field suffers. Then it becomes easy for skeptics 
to claim that the phenomenon only appears before “cranks and 
weirdos,” as astrophysicist Stephen Hawking recently stated 
in England. This is exacerbated by the increased credulity of the 
public and its blatant exploitation by the media. It seems that 
people – including some highly educated folks – are ready to 
believe almost anything they see on the Internet or on Larry King.

TDG: In Messengers of Deception, you warn people to be careful 
of ‘psy-ops’ initiated by intelligence agencies and the military 
– you cite the World War II case of the ‘London Controlling 
Section’ (LCS), whose sole purpose was strategic deception, 
often using “tricks of science.” How far do we take this caution 
though? A large portion of ufologists, most of the individuals 
who have worked in researching/conducting remote viewing, 
and also a significant portion of parapsychologists, all have fairly 
strong links to military or intelligence groups. Should we there-
fore be highly skeptical of the claims made in regards to each 
topic, even if it seems scientifically sound?

Messengers of 
Deception

An Interview 
with Jacques 

Vallee
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JV: The same standards should apply here that apply in science 
generally: Look at the evidence behind every claim, track down 
the references, and test the data yourself. People linked to the 
intelligence community of the major countries have been closely 
involved in studying UFO cases since World War II. That interest is 
legitimate, whether it is purely personal (as most of them claim) or 
related to their official duties. The same is true in parapsychology. 
 This only becomes a problem when that quasi-official inter-
est goes beyond pure research and extends to actually faking 
sightings, disseminating false photographs or films and pro-
moting weird beliefs, either to serve as distraction from actual 
intelligence operations, or as a cover for the development of 
advanced prototypes. A good example is given by the claims of 
UFOs seen over the USSR in the seventies, that were planted by 
the KGB to cover-up the launching of Soviet satellites that violated 
the SALT treaties. Every nation can play this game, and has.

TDG: When we look at ufology in the 1960s, versus today, I’m not 
sure a lot of progress has been made (perhaps even the opposite). 
Is ufology a sisyphean endeavour, unworthy of our prolonged 
attention? You’ve personally devoted almost 50 years of research 
and writing to exploring the phenomenon – can you give a simple 
opinion to the question: what is behind the UFO phenomenon?

JV: You’re asking me two different questions here. I have 
convinced myself that there was a real UFO phenomenon once 
the errors, hoaxes and occasional manipulations were screened 
out. We do know a great deal more today than we did just 10 
years ago, thanks to dedicated researchers who have invested 
their time and resources to documenting the data. That is not as 
good as a serious scientific research effort, but one should never 
underestimate what can be achieved by motivated amateurs. 
This being said, it would be unrealistic to expect quick solutions, 
in this field as in any other scientific endeavour. 
 I have also been interested in the nature of consciousness, 
and that field has not gotten closer to a solution in fifty years 
either. Similarly, look at some of the lingering enigmas in archae-
ology, or in medicine: all we can do is document our data and 
hope someone will make sense of it at a later time.

TDG: Turning to another aspect of your research that has made 
you a ‘heretic’ within ufology: You were one of the first to ex-
plore the idea that UFO events were as much ‘psychic’ in nature 
as ‘physical’. Can you detail some of these ‘psychic’ aspects, and 
what you think the cause is?

JV: This is still a little-known aspect of the sightings because 
most investigators don’t probe into this area, either for lack of 
background in parapsychology, or simply because they think they 
already know the answer, and it must involve simple “nuts and 
bolts” spacecraft. It takes a very brave witness to bring up such ex-
periences in the face of skeptical researchers. I don’t believe a UFO 
observation makes anyone “psychic,” to use the popular terminol-
ogy, but the phenomenon comes in an environment of mani-
festations that include heightened awareness of synchronicities, 
paranormal sounds and lights and occasionally absurd coinci-
dences similar to those described in the poltergeist literature.

TDG: On that note, Margaret Mead once wrote: “When we 
want to understand something strange, something previously 
unknown, we have to begin with an entirely different set of 
questions. What is it? How does it work? Are there recurrent 
regularities?” I’ve been intrigued myself with some of these “re-
current regularities” when it comes to paranormal phenomenon 
– in particular the strange sounds heard, although there are 
other things such as strange fogs, odd tastes and smells in the 

mouth – but find it odd that ufology research doesn’t seem 
to address these so much. From your own research, have you 
been able to identify such “recurrent regularities,” which to 
me would provide solid evidence that there is some sort of 
objective, structured phenomenon at work here?

JV: The phenomenon is very robust in its manifestations, 
both physical and physiological. The former can be seen 
when plotting the time of day when observations are made 
(the “Law of the Times”) and the development of specific 
waves or flaps. Physical traces, interference with car ignition, 
patterns of light phenomena and energy have all been docu-
mented by serious authors. The physiological factors include 
evidence of exposure to UV radiation, frequent effects on 
the eyes (from conjunctivitis to temporary blindness), skin 
blisters or injuries in reaction to focused beams of light, tem-
porary inhibition of muscle control, disturbances in the sleep 
cycle, and general fatigue and anemia lasting over 7 days and 
life-threatening in some extreme cases.

TDG: Despite these intriguing pieces of evidence though, 
‘skeptics’ (of the CSICOPian kind) still tend to write off ufology 
as a mass of “Venus sightings.” Is the skeptical/rationalist 
movement – and academia in general – guilty of ignoring the 
phenomenon based almost purely on intellectual ego and 
fear of embarrassment? And is there a danger that by alienat-
ing themselves (pardon the pun) from the experiences of the 
public, they will actually enable those very beliefs? As you 
rightly note in Messengers of Deception, “When the Establish-
ment is rational, absurdity is dynamite.”

JV: By denying the reality of the reports, brushing aside the 
witnesses (including trained observers like pilots or military 
personnel) and treating them like fools or crooks, the aca-
demic skeptics are actually teaching the public that science 
is impotent at studying the phenomenon. As the belief in the 
reality of UFOs grows among the population along with the 
evidence that a real phenomenon exists, people naturally 
tend to turn away from science in their search for answers, 
and that is a very dangerous trend.

TDG: Similarly, in Messengers of Deception you note that “the 
experience of a close encounter with a UFO is a shattering 
physical and mental ordeal.” Are UFO experiencers unfairly 
shunned (and worse, ridiculed) by medical and psychologi-
cal support networks, based simply on the nature of their 
experience? 

JV: What these people go through is worse than being 
shunned. In most cases, they are left to fend for themselves, 
and they become easy prey for groups with quick answers. 
In the words of a woman who wrote to me after she had a 
horrible experience she interpreted as an alien abduction, fol-
lowed by a series of disastrous hypnotic sessions at the hands 
of incompetent researchers, “the ufologists were worse than 
the beings who abducted me.” The vacuum that has been 
created by academic neglect is getting filled by all kinds of 
irrational belief systems, often linked to conspiracy theories 
and political paranoia. That was true when I wrote the book 
thirty years ago, and it is even more true now.

The 2008 reprint of Jacques Vallee’s classic work Messengers 
of Deception has been re-edited by Dr. Vallee, and also comes 
with a new Foreword. You can purchase the book via Amazon US 
and Amazon UK. For further information, visit www.dailygrail.
com/features/jacques-vallee-messengers-of-deception.
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	 In	other	words,	“Adam”	and	“Eve”	didn’t	fail	the	test	when	
they	ate	from	the	“Tree	of	Knowledge”	–	they	passed	it.

OPen cOntrOl systeMs And  
MythOlOgicAl MAshUPs

	 This	alternate	reading	of	the	Eden	creation	myth	is	rein-
forced	in	the	scriptures	of	the	ancient	Gnostics,	an	unorthodox	
(some	say	“heretical”)	movement	in	early	Christianity	that	
competed	with	the	infant	Catholic	church	for	several	centuries	
after	the	birth	of	Christ.
	 Often	dismissed	as	a	primitive	heresy	that	fell	under	the	
weight	of	its	own	obscurantist	tendencies,	Gnosticism	was	
instead	a	sophisticated	system	of	occult	hermeneutics	whose	
acolytes	employed	special	neurolinguistic	trance-inducing	
techniques	to	engage	in	a	sort	of	memetic	sabotage,	splicing,	
remixing	and	mutating	of	biblical	stories	in	a	manner	seem-
ingly	calculated	to	cause	maximum	offense	and	psychological	
discomfort.	But	why?	Notes	one	literary	critic:

Drugs, sex, and power control the body, but “word and 
image locks” control the mind, that is, “lock” us into con-
ventional patterns of perceiving, thinking, and speaking that 
determine our interactions with environment and society. 
The cutup is a way of exposing word and image controls 
and thus freeing oneself from them, an alteration of con-
sciousness that occurs in both the writer and the reader of 
the text.17

	 For	the	Gnostics,	the	biblical	creation	stories	weren’t	divine	
revelations,	but	the	shattered	fragments	of	a	monstrous	and	ma-
levolent	spell	–	the	control	system.	By	rearranging	and	retelling	

Judeo-Christian	myths,	the	Gnostics	sought	clues	that	might	
allow	them	to	reprogram	creation	itself,	changing	the	past,	
seizing	control	of	the	heavens,	and	overthrowing	the	phony	god	
of	the	Bible.

the gnOstic VersiOn(s)  
OF the eden Myth

	 In	the	Gnostic	view,	Eden	was	not	a	paradise,	but	a	jungle	
laboratory	where	an	opportunistic	race	of	alien	parasites	con-
ducted	a	series	of	bizarre	experiments	in	an	attempt	to	produce	
a	compliant	strain	of	biped	slaves.
	 Banished	from	the	stars	at	the	dawn	of	time,	these	“ar-
chons”	(Greek	for	“rulers”)	fled	to	the	Earth	where	they	
abducted	a	caveman	named	“Adam”	and	sexually	assaulted	his	
mate	“Eve,”	implanting	both	with	false	(or	screen)	memories:

When they [the archons] saw Eve speaking with [Adam], 
they said to one another… “Come, let us seize her and let 
us cast our seed on her, so that… those whom she will 
beget will serve us. But let us not tell Adam that she is not 
derived from us, but let us bring a stupor upon him, and… 
teach him in his sleep as though she came into being from 
his rib…18

	 Feared	and	worshipped	as	“gods”	and	“angels,”	the	Ar-
chons	depend	for	their	very	existence	on	the	energy	captured	
and	siphoned	from	the	human	nervous	system	via	various	con-
trol	systems	–	biological	and	memetic	thermostats	which	allow	
them	to	regulate	the	flow	of	information	and	energy	through	
words	and	images,	pleasure	and	pain:
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They say that the soul is the food of the Archons and Pow-
ers without which they cannot live, because she is of the 
dew from above and gives them strength...19

	 Adam	and	Eve	“fell”	when	the	archons	programmed	them	
with	prohibitions	and	commandments,	changing	them	from	
primates	living	in	the	eternal	“now”	to	“soft	machines”	–	bio-
logical	automata	at	war	with	their	own	instincts,	parasitised	by	
selfish	replicators	and	paralysed	by	double-binds:

....when the Rulers saw [Adam] and the woman who was 
with him, erring in ignorance... they rejoiced greatly... They 
came to Adam... [and] said to him, “Every tree which is in 
Paradise, whose fruit may be eaten, was created for you. 
But beware! Don’t eat from the Tree of Knowledge...” [T]hey 
gave them a great fright....20

	 Unfortunately	for	the	archons,	this	strange	prohibition	
seems	to	have	provoked	its	own	violation	–	for,	as	the	Gnostic	
scriptures	inform	us:	

[the archons] do not understand what they have said to 
[Adam]; rather... they said this in such a way that he might 
in fact eat...21

	 Pushed	to	the	brink	by	a	mysterious	talking	serpent,	Adam	
and	Eve	partook	of	the	fruit	and	convulsed	with	ecstasy	as	the	
walls	of	the	Garden	fell	away	to	reveal	the	larger	world	outside	
the	Garden.	Like	lab	rats	suddenly	lifted	out	of	a	maze,	Adam	
and	Eve	could	now	perceive	their	own	situation	clearly	for	the	
very	first	time:

Then their mind opened. For when they ate… they saw that 

they were naked, and they became enamoured of one an-
other. When they saw their makers, they loathed them since 
they were beastly forms. They understood very much…22

serPent POWer rising

	 A	few	more	details	complete	this	curious	picture:	Adam,	
we	learn,	was	created	with	“seven	souls”23;	the	“serpent”	was	
actually	a	“hidden	Mother”	goddess	named	“Sophia”	who	
fought	against	the	archons	from	her	secret	location	inside	
Adam’s	“intestines”(!)24;	and	finally,	when	Eve	fled	from	the	
archons,	she	took	refuge	inside	the	“Tree	of	Knowledge”25	(in	
biblical	Hebrew,	the	word	for	“tree”	can	also	mean	“spine.”).
	 If	any	of	this	sounds	familiar,	it	should	–	for	as	countless	
researchers	have	noted,	the	entire	story	seems	to	be	nothing	
more	than	an	allegorical	description	of	the Kundalini serpent 
of Buddhist and Hindu yoga:

A Tantric yogi sees the great Mother present within his 
human body as the Kundalini. She lies hidden by her self-
created ignorance, like a snake, coiled and fast asleep... 
at the bottom of the spinal cord. Through [meditation], the 
Tantric awakens the Mother and rouses her to go upward... 
[until he] becomes illumined...26

theOries AbOUt the  
KUndAlini serPent 

	 Frequently	misunderstood	as	an	exotic	oddity	unique	to	
Eastern	mysticism,	the	kundalini	instead	represents	a	cross-
cultural	phenomenon	of	great	antiquity	(and	plasticity)	which	
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(like	the	UFO	phenomenon)	has	many	features	
in	common	with	OBEs,	NDEs,	spirit	posses-
sion	and	shamanic	initiation.
	 In	short,	the	belief	is	that	the	human	body	
possess	seven	(sometimes	more)	energy	centres	
called	“chakras,”	roughly	located	near	or	in	the	
anus,	genitals,	stomach,	heart,	throat,	brow	and	
crest	of	the	skull.	Normally	clogged	with	the	
traumata	of	everyday	life,	these	“chakras”	open	
when	stimulated	by	a	serpentine	energy	which	
normally	lies	sleeping	and	coiled	at	the	base	of	
the	spine.
	 In	dreams,	this	serpent	takes	the	form	of	a	
sleeping	goddess	who	projects	the	illusion	of	
the	world;	awakened,	she	climbs	the	spine	to	
open	the	“third	eye”	at	the	crown	of	the	head,	
bringing	explosive	emotional,	psychological	
and	spiritual	growth,	even	ecstasy,	enlighten-
ment	and	the	acquisition	of	occult	powers.
	 Although	the	scientific	study	of	the	
kundalini	is	still	in	its	infancy,	there	do	exist	
many	plausible	theories	which	might	some	day	
explain	how	it	works.	Here	are	a	few	of	them:

reichiAn/biOenergetic

	 Wilhelm	Reich	was	a	renegade	disciple	
of	Freud’s	who	discovered	a	type	of	libidinal	
energy	called	orgone	which	flows	throughout	
the	“seven	segments”27	of	the	body,	resembling	
nothing	so	much	in	its	“slow	undulation[s]”	as	
“the	movement	of	an	intestine	or	snake.”28	
	 In	most	of	us,	social	and	cultural	program-
ming	cause	this	elusive	life	force	to	become	
blocked	in	early	childhood	so	that	it	pools	up	
in	the	muscles	and	hardens	into	a	rigid	“body	
armour.”	Thus	diverted	from	life,	the	stagnant	
energy	becomes	a	machine-like	parody	of	itself	
which	stunts	and	distorts	human	emotions,	
turning	healthy	expressions	of	love	and	sexual-
ity	into	addiction,	resentment	and	fear.
	 In	the	long	term,	the	suffocating	obstacles	
imposed	by	this	invisible	exoskeleton	cause	
untold	misery	by	exacerbating	the	mind/body	
split	and	creating	the	conditions	necessary	for	the	emergence	of	
cancer	(in	individuals)	and	fascism	(in	societies).
	 Unimpressed	with	the	slow	pace	and	ineffectiveness	of	
traditional	talk	therapy,	Reich	favoured	a	direct,	hands-on	ap-
proach	designed	to	weaken	the	body	armour	itself.	Over	time,	
Reich	and	his	followers	found	that	unplanned	events	of	great	
emotional	intensity	could	trigger	the	orgone	to	ascend	through	
the	seven	body	segments	spontaneously,	purging	vast	reserves	
of	repressed	emotional	energy	and	causing	the	body	to	vibrate	
uncontrollably	as	the	noxious	“body	armour”	crumbled	once	
and	for	all.

MechAnicAl

	 Czech	inventor	Itzhak	Bentov	dedicated	years	to	the	study	
of	human	consciousness,	eventually	developing	what	is	today	
known	as	the	“holographic	model”	of	the	human	brain.	
	 In	Bentov’s	view,	the	“kundalini	experience”	is	primarily	
a	mechanical	phenomenon	which	arises	when	the	brain	begins	

to	vibrate	in	sympathetic	resonance	with	the	heartbeat	(7.5	hz),	
releasing	terrific	amounts	of	stored	musculoskeletal	stress	as	
the	nervous	system	is	temporarily	transformed	into	a	polarised	
loop.
	 This	in	turn	causes	the	spinal	column	to	oscillate	like	a	
tuning	fork,	allowing	it	to	receive	and	transmit	information	
directly from the ionosphere – the same part of the atmos-
phere responsible for bouncing electromagnetic waves back to 
Earth.29

the PineAl glAnd  
And the third eye

	 Finally,	former	New	Mexico	University	psychiatrist	Rick	
Strassman	hypothesises	that	kundalini	yoga	somehow	stimu-
lates	the	pineal	gland	to	secrete	larger	than	normal	amounts	of	
naturally-occurring DMT into the brain –	making	it	the	true	
“third	eye.”30

	 DMT	is	a	powerful	hallucinogen,	also	found	in	ayahuasca,	
the	“vine	of	souls”	used	by	Amazonian	shamans	to	induce	

The ‘7 Chakras’, a painting by Peter Weltevrde of the Sanatan Society  
(www.sanatansociety.org). The “third eye” is located at the crown of the head,  

at the point between the two eye brows.
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mystical	visions;	the	pineal	gland,	meanwhile,	has	its	own	sur-
prising	analog	in	the	photosensitive “third	eye”	found	in	many	
species	of	reptiles,	a	vestigial	organ	with	full	lens	and	retina	
buried	under	the	skin	in	the	centre	of	the	forehead.31

	 The	connections	to	biblical	myth	here	are	many	and	obvi-
ous,	so	what	does	it	all	mean?
	 Seeking	to	understand	the	roots	of	human	religious	experi-
ence,	Strassman	injected	over	60	volunteers	with	high	doses	
of	DMT,	conducting	over	400	such	sessions	from	1990-1995;	
perhaps	unsurprisingly,	just	over	half	his	test	subjects	reported	
blissful	visions	of	timeless,	cosmic	unity,	communion	with	
benevolent	deities	and	“classic	near-death	experiences”	which	
included	flying	through	tunnels	of	“radiant	light.”32

	 The	other	47%	were	not	so	lucky,	reporting	nightmarish	
beings	drawn	straight	from	the	twilight	horror-world	of	the	
Gnostic	counter-Eden:	menacing	“clowns,	elves	[and]	robots”	
who	threatened	and	even	attacked	their	human	victims.	Strass-
man	finally	ended	his	experiments	ahead	of	schedule	when	one	
of	his	subjects	reported	being	“eaten	alive”	by	giant	insects.

drAgOns in the dArKness

	 Strassman’s	findings	here	echo	the	eerie	experiences	of	
Michael	Harner,	an	American	anthropologist	who	penetrated	
the	Amazon	rainforest	forty	years	earlier	to	experiment	with	
the	“vine	of	souls”	potion	himself.
	 Harner	reported	seeing	“giant	reptilian	creatures”	dwelling	
in	and	around	his	own	brain	stem,	“dragon-like”	beings	from	
deep	space	who	colonised	the	Earth	millennia	ago;	chillingly,	
these	dark	beings	claimed	to	have	seeded	the	Earth	with	life	
for	the	sole	purpose	of	creating	various	host	species	they could 
hide themselves in.
	 “I	learned	that	the	dragon-like	creatures	were	thus	inside	
of	all	forms	of	life,	including	man,”	claims	Harner.	“They	were	
the	true	masters	of	humanity	and	the	entire	planet,	they	told	
me.	We	humans	were	but	[their]	receptacles	and	servants...”33

	 True	to	form,	when	Harner	demanded	an	explanation	from	
the	medicine	man	who	gave	him	the	potion	responsible	for	this	
ominous	vision,	the	old	man	just	laughed	and	explained	that,	
“...they’re	always	saying	that.	But	they	are	only	the	Masters	of	
Outer	Darkness...”34

cOnclUsiOn

	 Clearly	Harner	is	speaking	here	of	beings	very	much	like	
the	archons	of	Gnostic	myth	or	the	manipulative	“greys”	of	
modern	Ufology	–	but	are	these	entities	nothing	more	than	
symbolic	projections	of	the	reptilian	brain,	as	Harner’s	narra-
tive	seems	to	imply?	
	 Do	aliens	and	archons	hail	from	outer	space	or	inner	space?	
Why	is	“contact”	with	aliens	(or	archons)	so	often	accompa-
nied	by	vibrations	or	tremors,	either	muscular	or	tectonic?	
How	should	we	think	about	the	“serpent”	now	that	we	know	it	
is	probably	a	dormant	evolutionary	mechanism	of	some	sort?	
And	are	the	“big	three”	Abrahamic	religions	of	Islam,	Judaism	
and	Christianity	really	nothing	more	than	hallucinatory	control	
mechanisms	employed	by	alien	parasites	to	enslave	and	ma-
nipulate	us?
	 German	Historian	Klaus	Theweleit	has	written	what	
would	seem	to	be	the	last	possible	word	on	the	subject,	noting	
that:

...[T]he ‘fall of man’ depicts a failed revolution from the vic-
tor’s standpoint. For attempting to put into practice their slo-

gan ‘Our bodies belong to us,’ the rebels were sentenced to 
a life of forced labor… ‘Your bodies belong to your Ruler!’ 
– that was the response. (The ‘paradise’ they were driven 
out of was the blissful state of being ruled without realising 
it. Even today, being driven out of ‘paradise’ is the penalty 
for trying to create a paradise.)35

	 Whether	the	Eden	story	is	really	about	UFOs	or	the	kun-
dalini,	and	whether	such	phenomena	are	electromagnetic	or	
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chemical	in	origin,	I	can’t	say	for	sure	(I’ve	never	even	seen	a	
UFO!),	but	I	do	know	this:	
	 I	have	taken	mushrooms	and	seen	great,	flying	black	
mantas	which	pursued	me	across	the	desert	floor,	telepathically	
overwhelming	me	with	thoughts	of	paranoia	and	despair.	I’ve	
taken	DMT	and	left	my	body	to	enter	a	crystalline	world	of	eu-
phoric	decahedrons	and	four-dimensional	pyramids,	spread	out	
beneath	a	great	vaulted	membrane	which	breathed,	and	knew	at	
that	instant	that	this	membrane	was	the	threshold	between	time	
and	eternity.
	 I’ve	practiced	tantric	yoga	with	a	dakini	and	been	bruised	
and	battered	as	I	hyperventilated	under	the	tutelage	of	a	Re-
ichian	therapist;	and	I’ve	been	in	dark	rooms	lit	only	by	flicker-
ing	candles,	watching	friends	and	family	members	pant	as	their	
eyes	rolled	back	in	their	heads	and	their	limbs	shook	uncon-
trollably,	“mounted”	by	the	spirits	of	the	dead	and	personified	
forces	of	nature	known	to	witch	doctors	the	world	over.
	 Whatever	the	origins	of	these	and	related	“psychic”	
phenomena	ultimately	prove	to	be	–	genetic	memories,	autono-
mous	archetypal	complexes,	glitches	in	the	Matrix	or	even	the	
intrusive	activities	of	extraterrestrial	civilisations	–	nothing	
will	change	for	our	species	until	we	finally	rise	to	our	feet,	
shake	off	the	chains	of	superstition	and	ignorance	and	claim	
our	inheritance	–	not	as	childlike	“test	subjects”	to	be	ordered	
about	and	punished,	but	as	adults	striding	forth	into	the	cosmos	
with	eyes	wide	open,	ready	to	take	responsibility	for	our	own	
evolution.
	 The	Eden	myth,	like	all	myths,	is	meant	to	be	lived;	not	
studied	but	experienced	–	so	let	us	treat	the	Bible	with	its	end-
less	commandments	and	airless	authoritarianism	not	as	the	
final	authority	on	human	life,	but	as	a	leaping	off	point	for	the	
rediscovery of the human body as a sacred text in its own right,	
a	flesh	and	blood	book	with	its	own	sounds,	smells	and	textures	
and	even wisdom too	–	for	in	the	end,	it may be the only thing 
we can ever really know anyway.
	 Or,	as	the	Gnostic	scriptures	put	it:

You are the Tree of Knowledge, which is in Paradise, from 
which the first man ate and which opened his mind, so that 
he became enamoured of his co-likeness, and condemned 
other alien likenesses, and loathed them.36
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A Native American legend says that 
thirteen crystal human-shaped skulls 
were created by ancient ones thou-
sands of years ago. 
 These mysterious and somewhat 
eerie looking crystals contain forgotten 
wisdom so powerful that they had to be 
secreted away until the end of the age. 
At such time, they would be brought 
together to reveal hidden knowledge 
about our origins.
 This ancient legend was the impe-
tus for authors Chris Morton and Ceri 
Louise Thomas to begin their own 
serendipitous journey that was not 
only the inspiration for the recently 
released movie ‘Indiana Jones and 
the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull’ but 
actually surpasses the movie’s thrilling 
narrative.
 The authors began their venture 
with a healthy level of scientific skep-
tism and asked the simple question: 
“Were the skulls created in ancient 
times for paranormal purposes or sim-
ply modern fakes?” 
 This question took them right 
around the world, out of their own 
personal ‘comfort zone’ and into the 
strange world of the paranormal.
 This seminal study of the mysteri-
ous skulls takes the reader along the 
same path the authors ventured. 
 Their journey begins with an ex-
amination of the British Museum’s skull 
which was on exhibition at the Museum 

of Mankind in London. The skull was 
labelled as “possibly of Aztec origin 
– the colonial period at the earliest.” 
 However, this was guesswork on 
the part of the museum staff, and 
examinations of the skull suggest that a 
rotary tool had been used to shape the 
skull. Since such a device was unknown 
to the Aztecs, speculation grew that 
instead the skull was made in Europe in 
the 19th century. 
 From there we travel to Canada to 
discover the Mitchell-Hedges skull. The 
skull itself, probably the strangest gem-
stone in the world, weighs some 5.19 
kg, stands 13.3 centimetres high, and is 
carved out of a single quartz crystal. 
 As with the London skull, the 
Mitchell-Hedges skull has a somewhat 

controversial history. Its discoverer, 
Frederick Albert Mitchell-Hedges, 
was a self-proclaimed British adven-
turer during the early 20th century 
and traveled through much of Central 
America and the Caribbean working as 
an explorer for different organisations. 
He claimed that he found the skull 
while exploring an ancient temple in 
the Mayan city of Lubaantun in British 
Honduras. 
 The authors interview Mitchell-
Hedges’ adopted daughter Anna Mitch-
ell-Hedges. Anna claimed that she had 
been on the expedition in Lubaantun 
and that it was she who discovered the 
skull on her 17th birthday. 
 According to her account she found 
the skull (missing the jaw) under an 
ancient altar. Three months later she 
also found the matching jaw in the same 
room. 
 In 1970, Anna agreed to allow 
Hewlett-Packard, one of the world’s 
leading manufacturers of computers 
and other electronic equipment, test 
the skull in their laboratories in Santa 
Clara, California. 
 As most readers will appreciate, 
there is no test to discover when these 
crystal skulls were created, as crystal 
itself is millions of years old. 
 However, the scientists were able 
to verify that the crystal is indeed 
naturally created and that it, and the 
jaw bone, was carved from the same 
piece. The scientific team was amazed 
at this because of the hard quality of 
crystal, which is only slightly softer than 
diamond, and is notoriously difficult to 
carve.
 They reported that even with 
today’s electronic diamond-tipped 
tools, such a carving would be almost 
impossible because of the vibration, 
heat and friction on such a delicate 
piece of material. One scientist even 
commented that, “this skull should not 
even exist!” 
 The team concluded that the skull 
would take about “300 man-years of 
effort” to carve. The scientists found 
no evidence that metal tools had been 
used, and instead believe that the skull 
was created by the gentle and yet 
vigorous rubbing of sand upon the raw 
crystal, clearly a formidable task.The crystal skull at the British Museum.
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 Perhaps the most tantalising and 
mysterious discovery the scientists 
made was that this skull was made 
from ‘piezo-electric’ silicon dioxide, the 
exact type used in modern electronics 
and the original crystal in the first crys-
tal radios owned by our grandmothers.
 Piezo-electric quartz was discov-
ered by Pierre and Jacques Curie in 
the late 1800s and comes from the 
Greek word meaning ‘to squeeze’, and 
electrose, meaning ‘to get a charge 
from’. This shows the skull actually has 
a positive and negative polarity, just like 
a battery. It also means that if pressure 
is applied, it is capable of generating 
electricity. It can also indicate that if 
an electric charge is applied, the skull 
“changes its shape, without in any way 
affecting its mass or density.” 
 The scientists discovered several 
other anomalies that only served to 
deepen the mystery of the skull. 
 The authors traveled to Central 
America and the Aztec ruins. There 
they discovered many disconcerting 
carvings where skulls and skeletons 
were celebrated. 
 The massive stone statue of the Az-
tec Goddess of creation Coatlicue has 
severed hands, gouged out hearts and 
a skull around her neck and waist. Yet 
she herself has no head or a depiction 
of a head – was the crystal skull her 
head? Was it removed by the Spanish 
or hidden by the Aztec people? 
 The Aztec civilisation holds many 
mysteries, and as many students of 
Zacharia Sitchin’s works already know, 
the three great Aztec pyramids of 
Teotihuacan align and form exactly 
the same pattern as the three Giza 
pyramids of Egypt, which in turn form 
the same pattern as the three stars of 
Orion’s Belt. 
 Are the crystal skulls connected 
with this sacred layout, which has 
recently been discovered (along with 
the Great Pyramid of Cheops) via 
its dimensions to contain the famous 
mathematical constant pi? 
 The mystery continues to deepen, 
and answers only trigger more ques-
tions as our authors travel to the 
Mayan ruins. As with the Aztec ruins, 
they discover the celebration of death, 
skulls and bones. 
 The Mayan people had a sophisti-
cated series of calendars that intermesh 
with one another. Students of the cal-
endars have suggested that the crystal 

skulls may have had an important func-
tion because of their ability to magnify 
sunlight and start a ‘ceremonial’ fire. 
However, again this is speculation.
 Perhaps one of the most interesting 
segments in the book is the evidence 
gathered through forensic investiga-
tion. These investigations reveal that 
only one of the skulls was “anatomically 
accurate.” Not surprisingly, this was the 
Mitchell-Hedges skull. 
 Forensic investigators work from 
skulls and can determine the face and 
gender via measurements and propor-
tions. These investigators assist the 

police with lost persons or murder 
victims. Again, the mystery deepens and 
seems to point to the authenticity of 
the Mitchell-Hedges skull, with the rev-
elation it is that of a Native American 
woman – perhaps the Aztec Goddess 
Coatlicue? 
 From the ancient and mysterious 
civilisations of the Aztec and the Maya, 
our authors then travel up to North 
America and interview several Native 
American Indian shamans and get their 
perspective on the mysterious crystal 
skulls. 
 The most well known person they 
interviewed is Jamie Sams, co-author of 
the Thirteen Clan Mothers, a book about 
sacred women’s rites that also contains 
the legend of the thirteen crystal skulls. 
 In her interview, Jamie Sams reveals 
that the skulls were kept in a special 
lodge, hidden away from the “white 
man” who has not respected or hon-
oured the Earth. The skulls, she claims, 
were brought to the earth by the “sky 
gods” or extra-terrestrials.
 The authors also interview Navajo 
shaman and spiritual leader Leon Sec-
atero and Patricio Dominguez, a Pueblo 

spiritual advisor. They, too, confirm 
the legend and the link to people from 
other worlds. 
 They also interview Harley Swift 
Deer, a controversial shaman who has 
been denounced as a fraud and de-
scribed as a “plastic shaman” by Chero-
kee Chief Wanda Mankiller. He also 
offers similar information. Finally, they 
attend an inter-tribal gathering where 
the skulls are displayed as part of the 
ceremony. 
 The authors diligently uncover 
every clue and present them in a clear 
and concise manner, but in the end of-
fer no hard and fast conclusions. 
 Chris Morton and Ceri Louise 
Thomas’s book is a well written and 
meticulously researched. It is a very 
personal overview of the mysteries of 
these skulls, and perhaps that is exactly 
what we need to reveal their mysteries. 
 The book comes with colour and 
black & white photographs of the skulls, 
and many of the people interviewed. 
There are copious endnotes and foot-
notes and many references to other 
works.
 The researcher soon discovers that 
it is clear some of the skulls are mod-
ern frauds, but it is equally clear that 
some are not. It is also apparent that 
many charlatans are riding the skulls 
‘coat tails’ to fame. 
 It is equally obvious that authentic 
shamans are giving us all a clear warning 
that we must return to honouring and 
caring for “mother earth” as did the 
ancient ones who left these clues and 
mysteries for us to uncover.
 Australian readers will be delighted 
to discover that the Mitchell-Hedges 
skull will be ‘touring’ Australia later this 
year. 
 No doubt the controversy will 
continue to rage as various channels 
bring through information and as we 
also draw closer to the conclusion of 
the Mayan Calendar in 2012. 
 With so much speculation, myth, 
legend and controversy, the serious stu-
dent of the occult will appreciate this 
well researched and fact-filled book. It 
is evident that not all the data is in, and 
the mystery of these skulls is yet to be 
revealed. 
 I predict this controversial and mys-
tery-filled phenomenon will continue to 
hold the collective imagination for many 
years to come.

– lesley crossingham

The Mitchell-Hedges crystal skull.
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When I first heard the title of this book 
my reaction was of surprise, even scep-
ticism, for although I was fairly familiar 
with the work of the French novelist, 
poet, playwright and statesman Victor 
Hugo (1802 – 1885), I had no idea he 
was a ‘table-turning’ enthusiast, or was 
in any way associated with the ‘occult’. 
 Those who haven’t read any of 
Hugo’s masterpieces – two of the most 
famous being Les Miserables and The 
Hunchback of Notre-Dame – may at least 
have seen one of the many films or TV 
shows adapted from his works. 
 Forced into exile during the reign of 
Napoleon III, Hugo and his family lived 
briefly on the Channel Island of Jersey 
– from exactly 1852 to 1855 – and it 
is this period in their lives that John 
Chamber’s book centres around. 
 Throughout this time, the Hugo 
family conducted hundreds of table-
turning séances with entities from the 
beyond – and some very peculiar enti-
ties at that! 
 Back then, table-turning (as well as 
other types of mediumship) was a form 
of evening entertainment, much in the 
same way that TV watching is today. 
It’s therefore little surprise that the 
séances recorded in Chamber’s book 
were attended by numerous friends 
of the Hugo family, such as the author 
Delphine de Girardin. 
 Due to the advent of the religious 
movement Spiritualism, which flour-
ished in Europe and America from the 
1840s to the 1920s, Hugo was fortu-
nate to have lived during one of the 
most exciting periods in the history of 
psychic research. 

 The book begins on a very compel-
ling note, as it contains an introduction 
by the late, great Martin Ebon, who 
explains a little about Vietnam’s third-
largest religious movement – Cao Dai. 
And, he informs us, one of its three 
major saints is Victor Hugo. 
 Apparently, the spirit of Hugo first 
made his presence known to Caodaists 
during a séance in 1930, and has pre-
sumably been communicating regularly 
since, offering such ‘pearls of wisdom’ 
as “death will be vanquished by uplifted 
conscience” and “there are… other 
universes than ours in the infinite.” 
 Ebon points out that Hugo’s spirit 
“was appointed titular head of the 
movement’s ‘foreign missions’, that is, 
its actual ambassadorial representation 
abroad.” 
 It’s fortunate that the Hugo fam-
ily took the trouble to transcribe the 
hundreds of conversations they had 
with those in ‘the spirit world’, because 
much of this material is really quite 
compelling and unique, especially con-
sidering that it was obtained during the 
early days of Spiritualism. 
 Some of the communications have 
a contemporary ‘channelled’ theme to 
them, reminding me slightly of Barbara 
Marciniak’s controversial Pleiadian ma-
terial. 
 We are told, for instance, that the 
earth is a prison for souls who have 
sinned, and that everything contains a 
soul, including insects, animals, trees, 
rocks, and even blades of grass. Reincar-
nation, moreover, is able to take place 
across the whole spectrum of existence. 
 Among the entities who made their 
presence known at the Hugo family 
séances (some of them on more than 

one occasion) are Shakespeare, Plato, 
Hannibal, Galileo, Rousseau, Sir Walter 
Scott, and even Jesus himself. 
 Other, far stranger entities include 
the Lion of Androcles, an inhabitant of 
Jupiter named Tyatafia, a spirit called 
Death, and Balaam’s Ass, who tells us 
that all souls upon the earth suffer, and 
are punished. “The plant is the grim-
mest of the prisons of the souls,” he 
says. “The lily is sheer hell.” 
 The majority of spirit communica-
tions, which make up a large portion of 
Chamber’s book, have a cryptic, poetic 
quality to them, almost as though Hugo 
had written them himself. For it should 
be mentioned that Hugo was a brilliant 
and prolific poet – some say France’s 
greatest. 
 That Hugo’s unconscious mind 
somehow influenced the information 
obtained from the séances is a possibili-
ty that Chambers explores. Some read-
ers will find the spirit communications 
immensely interesting; others will find 
them frustrating, vague and pretentious.  
One part in the book that made me 
want to tear my hair out is a chapter 
titled ‘Galileo Explains the Inexplica-
ble’, which should probably be retitled 
‘Galileo Makes No Sense Whatsoever’. 
 “God speaking is God language,” 
declares the great astronomer, “God 
language is God mouth, God mouth 
is God body, God body is God man, 
God man is God beast…” And on and 
on it goes, page after nonsensical page. 
Either the information is so profound 
it’s beyond our understanding, or it’s 
simply rubbish. I suspect the latter. 
 Thanks to Chamber’s informative, 
engaging – and, in parts, novelistic 
– style, this book is a real page-turner, 
full of bits and pieces of interesting his-
tory. 
 Not only does Chambers delve 
into the life of Hugo, and the spirit 
communications that he and his family 
obtained, he covers so many other 
fascinating topics as well, such as the 
channelled writings of the poet James 
Merill, the Priory of Sion and the 
theory that Hugo was one of its grand 
masters, as well as the teachings of the 
Zohar, a collection of Kabbalistic texts 
that Hugo was familiar with. 
 This book is a must-read for anyone 
interested in the history of psychic 
research and Spiritualism, as well as ar-
dent fans of Victor Hugo and his work. 

– louis Proud
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Not since I read Leo Tolstoy’s very dif-
ferent War and Peace, almost fifty years 
ago, have I completed a book with such 
a sense of regret at the loss of intimate 
friends. 
 My Journey in Mystic China: Old Pu’s 
Travel Diary – John Blofeld’s Chinese 
name was Pu – is a remarkable account 
of life lived in China in the 1930s and 
1940s, by an Englishman who respond-
ed simply and purely to the elegant 
spirituality and intellectuality of tradi-
tional Chinese life. 
 His account is direct, honest and 
unadorned. A sympathetic reader will 
share his experiences, sentiments and 
insights, as if they were being lived today. 
 One of my major contentions with 
Blofeld’s account is his conviction that 
1949 marked the end of this extraordi-
nary civilisation. He does not recognise 
that Mao’s communist revolution was 
the means used by the Chinese people 
to regain their autonomy, reassert their 
independence and rediscover their 
identity in a world invaded by alien and 
destructive forces. 
 He was permanently scarred by the 
regrettable destruction and many per-
sonal tragedies amongst the inevitable 
bloody, messy confusion of revolution.
 As result, Blofeld was alienated 
from China for the last three decades 
of his life, which were lived predomi-
nantly in Bangkok where he wrote this 
book in Chinese in his last years. 
 Yet his book will enlighten anyone 
who has truly experienced something of 
life in contemporary China. Chinese civi-
lisation is too deep and rich to be wiped 
out by European intruders, Japanese 
invaders or an alien communist ideology. 
 In fact, today the Chinese civilisation 
that Blofeld loved and exalted is not only 

reinventing itself in China, but increas-
ingly visiting, inspiriting and re-energising 
much of the rest of the world.
 Most obvious are the consequences 
of the success of Chinese traditional 
medicine, of Chinese therapeutic prac-
tices like giqong and taijiquan, of Chinese 
meditative disciplines like Daoism and 
Chan Buddhism, and of unique Chinese 
forms of consciousness that derive 
from the Yijing and Daodejing. 
 It is fitting that Daniel Reid, whose 
writings have done so much to bring 
profound dimensions of Chinese medi-
cal, scientific, spiritual and meditative 
wisdom to English language readers, has 
translated this book. 
 While written by Blofeld in Chinese, 
as almost a dying salute to the love of 
his life, Reid’s translation captures the 
soul, spirit, inspiration and wisdom of a 
unique life.
 Blofeld, who died in 1987, did not 
live long enough to see the remarkable 
renaissance of the Chinese spirit that is 
now beginning to transform the world. 
 This book offers many unique and 
rare insights into that spirit which helps 
explain its recent robust revival. Con-
trary to Blofeld’s expectations, it also 
illuminates the character of those who 
are shaping what is happening in China 
today.
 It does this by recounting a diverse 
range of deeply felt personal exchanges 
with people at all levels and in many 
areas of Chinese society, including his 
touching romantic misadventures. 
 It is a delightful experience to live 
again with Blofeld his discoveries of 
personalities from traditional China. His 
passing mention that the costume of 
the Daoist adept has not changed since 

the Han Dynasty two thousand years 
ago brought home to me the incredible 
profundity of the simple, constant truths 
of this aspect of Chinese spirituality.
 Blofeld moves seamlessly from 
his raptures over the courtesies and 
generosities of several ‘elder brothers’, 
drawn from the most cultivated and 
privileged of the Confucian literati, to 
the following description of country 
villagers in northern China: 
 “Despite their poverty, shabby 
clothing, and illiteracy, that group of 
men and women, old and young alike, 
reflected an attitude of modesty and 
respect, and they were all admirably 
well-mannered, guileless and kind-
hearted. If I were to select a term to 
describe them in English, I’d call them 
‘nature’s gentlefolk’.”
 Soon after this passage Blofeld re-
counts discovering that the admonitions 
of the great sage, Confucius, did not 
differ greatly from advice given to him 
by Daoists on Mount Hua. 
 Had Blofeld lived longer in China and 
delved further into the wisdom of the 
Chinese classics he may have discovered 
deeper strains, which account simulta-
neously for both the guileless and the 
resilient aspects of the character of 
the well-mannered and kind-hearted 
Chinese gentlefolk, whether elevated 
Confucian literati or humble villagers. 
After all, both Chinese strategic wisdom 
and martial art are characterised by 
highly cultivated and calculated humility, 
courtesy and discretion.
 Blofeld, himself, presents as simple, 
guileless and dedicated to respecting all 
he could learn about Chinese civilisa-
tion. He offers an excellent example to 
anyone from another culture approach-
ing China. There is a spontaneous 
generosity and pride that can inform 
Chinese responses to a sincerely inter-
ested foreigner. 
 Given the vast richness of Chinese 
civilisation there is much to be learned, 
and much need on the part of foreign-
ers for commitment, patience and hu-
mility when undertaking that learning.
 The Chinese market, which has be-
come such a mindless obsession for so 
many who seek riches in China, is never 
a subject of interest. Yet Blofeld, in My 
Journey in Mystic China: Old Pu’s Travel 
Diary, shows how he sought and gained 
great riches in China and how others 
can do so today.

– reg little

REVIEWS
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Many readers will be familiar with the 
works of Barbara Hand-Clow, who since 
the 1980s has been at the forefront of 
spiritual exploration having produced 
ten books, including The Pleiadian Agenda, 
The Mind Chronicles and Catastrophobia: 
The Truth Behind Earth Changes. 
 Barbara Hand-Clow is also an inter-
national Mayan elder, Cherokee record 
keeper and internationally acclaimed 
ceremonial teacher. Her website is 
www.handclow2012.com. 
 It is hardly a coincidence that her 
latest book has been written and pre-
sented in what the Mayans call the Xi 
Balba Bih, “the Road of Awe,” and the 
information Barbara presents is indeed 
awe inspiring.
 It’s hard to find anyone who would 
not agree that time is accelerating, but 
most of us are only vaguely aware of 
how, or when or even why. 
 In this profound overview, Barbara 
Hand-Clow simplifies but does not 
demystify the delightful wisdom of the 
Mayan people of Central America laid 
down in stone centuries ago.
 During the past thirty years, three 
ancient calendars cycled to their end 
points. Currently the final ancient 
calendar, the Mayan Calendar, is due to 
end in 2012, or in 2011, depending upon 
the interpretation. 
 The Mayan people were an amaz-
ing people with a profound civilisation. 
They made incredibly accurate calcula-
tions without the use of computers 
and their multi-level calendars map the 
spiritual energies that echo from the 
past into current time. 
 For the most part, these calcula-
tions and codes have been a mystery. 
Whilst there are many interpretations, 
few have truly understood exactly what 
the Mayan message is. 

 For Barbara Hand-Clow, their 
message is that we, as a species, are 
collectively caught up in a rapid spiritual 
acceleration and wave of evolution. 
This book is a deep exploration of how 
– as the end of the Mayan Calendar 
approaches – we can understand and 
embrace these huge changes. 
 Through the use of Carl Johan Calle-
man’s information, as well as the ideas of 
other Mayan Calendar scholars, Barbara 
Hand-Clow examines 16.4 billion years 
of human evolution and decodes the 
creative patterns of the Earth world-
mind. Time acceleration culminates in 
2011 and then major consciousness 
changes occur towards the end of 2012. 
Hand-Clow believes that significant 
astrological influences will inspire us to 
attain oneness and enlightenment.
 One of the most valuable aspects of 
this book is that it codifies energy. As 
most spiritual seekers are aware, energy 
has a flavour, a feeling, a resonation, 
which is often hard to put into words. 
Some people appear to be more aware 
of energy than others, and there are 
those who tend, through fear and anxi-
ety, to always colour any description of 
energy with negative connotations. 
 What the Mayans accomplished 
is to put a stamp, or a code, on each 
energy layer, allowing those who came 
after to sense and understand what the 
energy is likely to produce as it flows 
through us, the “Earth-based energy 
transformer units.” 
 There is no doubt that energy in 
of itself is neutral, but through our 
interpretation, and regurgitation, it is 
formed into physical expression. There-
fore, it is vital that serious spiritual 
seekers understand universal energy, 
attune themselves to it, and train 

themselves to work or manipulate it in 
healthy and life-supporting ways. 
 You might say this is our collec-
tive karma, or the collective soul-
purpose we share with one another 
in this world. Each generation, each 
timeframe, has a different energy, ergo 
a different challenge for those who 
are awake to it. In essence, we are all 
alchemists both on a personal level and 
an inter-personal level.
 This book provides the serious 
spiritual alchemist with enormous basic 
information. It compares how the time 
cycles of the calendar match important 
periods in the evolution of the earth 
and the Milky Way Galaxy. 
 Hand-Clow believes the earth and 
the Milky Way are inexorably linked in 
this evolutionary spiral. For instance, 
according to her calculations, we are 
currently in the Galactic Underworld (CE 
1999-2011) and in the Third World. This 
parallels the Planetary Underworld of 
1883 to 1947 and also 552 BCE – CE 730. 
 If we look at the known history of 
those times, it indicates a similar energy 
or vibration. The time period between 
1883 to 1947 saw key wars and revolu-
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tions, but also the end of traditional 
warfare. War since that time has been 
fought very differently, particularly after 
the use of two nuclear bombs in Japan 
during World War II.
 She believes these stages of evolu-
tion are converging during the final time 
journey between 1999 and 2011. War, 
resource management, and separation 
from nature, are part of daily events we 
must process during these years. This, 
says Hand-Clow, is evidence of the 
tightening spiral of time that we experi-
ence as time speeds up. 
 Currently we are in Night Five of 
the Galactic Underworld (November 
19, 2007 to November 12, 2008). This 
energy indicates that an inner process is 
gestating, slowly but surely. Hand-Clow 
believes that the world will not change 
during this time, but our minds will. 
 This energy makes the upcoming 
United States presidential race even 
more interesting, and indicates a huge 
surprise. That is certainly the case with 
the current candidates, for indeed we 
have the first African-American candi-
date, who, incidentally has the middle 
name Hussein. Hand-Clow predicts a 
financial crisis, and again this is proving 
accurate as the United States faces a 
recession. 
 We are now embarking on a critical 
leap in human evolution that she refers 
to as the awakening of the World 
Mind. It is vital to understand that we 
must remain grounded within our own 
energy fields and not allow the collec-
tive fearful interpretation of the energy 
stimulate the repetition of old, dysfunc-
tional patterns.
 As previously stated, it is vital that 
serious students of humanity begin to 
truly understand and process energy 
consciously. So often we have been the 
unconscious dreamers of dark worlds 
filled with despots, disease and disaster. 
It means we must develop a strongly 
aligned will and a determination to 
think differently. 
 I highly recommend the book to 
alchemists, spiritual adepts and seek-
ers of mystery. The Mayan Code: Time 
Acceleration and Awakening the World 
Mind is indeed the handbook of spiritual 
alchemy as Barbara Hand-Clow provides 
us with copious illustrations, maps, 
diagrams, and dozens of references and 
cross-references, allowing this compli-
cated material to be disseminated easily.

– lesley crossingham
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SACRED SCIENCE AND THE 
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Price: $39.95 + $8.00 p&h

The very title of this book appears to 
be an oxymoron – that is two terms 
that seem to contradict each other. On 
the surface, nothing is farther apart 
than “spiritual” and “technology” – just 
like the alternate words of religion and 
science. 
 Most of our current problems such 
as global warming, poverty and medical 
treatments, can be traced to the root 
attitude that if we didn’t employ all the 
modern machinery of civilisation, we 
would still be living in caves and starv-
ing to death. 
 The antipathy of dangerously op-
posed opposites can be found in very 
ancient times and is expressed symboli-
cally in the Chinese yin/yang symbol, 
where you see a white circle in a black 
ellipse, and a black circle in a white el-
lipse. Thus each opposite contains the 
seed of the other – so technology has 
to have a touch of the spiritual, wheth-
er science likes it or not. 
 The notion of sacred architecture, 
when we reflect on it, is the marriage 
of purely mathematical concepts and 
everyday physics to create something 
awe-inspiring that will last the ages. 
Chartres is an example of this and so 
are the structures of ancient Egypt. 
 This book’s opening section on 
quantum peculiarities is necessary 
for us to understand how the secret 
knowledge of ancient Egypt, and indeed 
the drama of early Christianity, encap-
sulate these concepts in symbolic form, 
just as sacred architecture presents the 
spiritual in tangible structures. 
 It all sounds very complex and ab-
struse, but we accept without thinking 
why scenery, mountains, musical notes, 
and structures in paintings can move 
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The reviewer will be the first to admit 
that he wasn’t too aware of the sexually 
charged history of Christianity. 
 Sure, he had gone to Sunday school 
a few times, and he had attended Chris-
tian-themed weddings and funerals, but 
the history of the religion had always 
evaded him. 
 But with Arthur Versluis’s book, 
The Secret History of Western Sexual Mys-
ticism, the reviewers’ eyes were opened 
to this ‘secret history’ of lascivious sex 
and heresy within Christianity, and boy, 
did he enjoy it.
 Starting with a rundown of what 

us profoundly. Some pieces of music 
have the power to actually push people 
towards suicide. 
 The decor in hospitals, income tax 
offices, and courthouses can be very 
depressing and add to the problems of 
the individual waiting or working within. 
Film makers, artists and musicians are 
masters at evoking any mood through 
their art. The ancients knew this 
perfectly well and were more advanced 
than we are in recognising and employ-
ing such techniques. 
 Edward Malkowski takes us on a 
tour from the very dawn of humanity, 
through ancient Egypt, Greece and the 
beginnings of Christianity to show how 
religion and science evolved into appar-
ent separate entities, only to start con-
verging again in the early 20th century. 
 The biblical parable of the prodigal 
son is cited as an example of how the 
spirit within transcends the ego, and 
produces “the kingdom of God within.” 
The Victorians could not comprehend 
the totality of Egyptian civilisation, 
except in material terms, as they were 
so busily engaged in developing science 
and machinery. 
 In a concluding chapter, the notion 
that some advanced physical technology 
may have come into being in the distant 
past is proposed. 
 There are the strange glyphs above 
an archway in Abydos that surfaced in 
1998. They look like an attack helicopter 
and two other aircraft of modern design. 
Three explanations have been promul-
gated – one being that weather and 
erosion created the illusion of machines, 
but there seems to be very little wear 
and tear on the glyphs in question. 
 The second explanation is that the 
Egyptians utilising their knowledge of 
consciousness penetrated the veil of 
time to see into the future. And the 
third is that they or someone else built 
something advanced many centuries 
ago. The second explanation seems to 
be the most convincing. 
 The role consciousness plays is 
summed up precisely by the author: 
 “If the universe is all there is, what 
meaning would it have if it were not 
aware? Would the universe still exist 
if we were not present to perceive it? 
Questions such as these, spurred by 
some of the latest research into quantum 
physics, echo concepts from texts whose 
origins may be as old as mankind itself.” 
 Ironically, this can be applied to the 

individual as well – would our own per-
sonal world exist if we died and were no 
longer around to observe it? It seems a 
ridiculous question to ask, but philosophi-
cally, it is a matter of utmost importance. 
 The wisdom of the past expressed 
symbolically isn’t totally confined to 
Egypt. The Dogon appear to have had 
an innate knowledge of modern scien-
tific concepts expressed symbolically, 
such as knowledge of the star Sirius as 
a binary system, when they didn’t even 
have telescopes. 
 In The Spiritual Technology of Ancient 
Egypt, Malkowski gives us plenty to 
think about without being overly com-
plicated in his approach. He concludes 
that consciousness is the only way to 
explain how matter became organised 
and animate. Totally convincing and 
meticulously researched. 

– W. ritchie Benedict
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‘Mystery’ is, Versluis takes us on a tour 
of the Pagan and Greco-Roman ideas 
about sexuality and magic. He makes 
a very good point of showing what a 
major change the organisation of Chris-
tianity brought about. 
 The Pagans and Greco-Romans held 
strong to the idea that transcendence 
of the soul could be brought about 
through communion with nature, the 
Physical Realm. 
 Massive bonfire parties on the 
Solstices, celebrating the interconnect-
edness of the earth and the heavens. 
Orgies presided over by Pagan Priest-
esses, and parades through settlements 
with a giant phallus at the head of the 
procession, make for very interesting 
reading, and helped this reviewer think 
of how far we have come as a species 
in terms of intellectual accomplishment, 
while the celebration of humanity’s 
connection with nature is now seen as 
‘quaint’, ‘simple’ or just ‘hippy’. 
 The Greco-Romans kept a lot 
of the Pagan ideals even when com-
ing up with modern philosophy. They 
continued to celebrate the phallus and 
depicted it on vases and many statues. 
Even road signs of the times we sup-
posedly shaped like an erect phallus! 
‘Showing the way’, indeed. 
 But things started changing after the 
Council of Nicea in CE 325, in which 
Christianity as we know it (in some 
sense) was formed. 
 Christianity, for the first few 
hundred years of its existence, was a 
conglomeration of older, Pagan ideals 
mixed with the original ideas of the 
Christ, particularly Gnosticism. 
 Gnosticism took on board the idea 
that ‘the material world was a realm of 
suffering and ignorance’. The idea of the 
Christ, God as Man come from Heaven, 
represented the idea that transcend-
ence of the soul was something beyond 
the physical world, beyond nature, as 
the Pagans believed. 
  Versluis explains that the Western 
world was forever changed by the 13th 
century. Gnosticism had been forced un-
derground by the powerful Catholic and 
Eastern Orthodox Churches (although 
Versluis points out that the E.O. Church 
was kept more open to the mystical side 
of Christianity, while the Catholic Church 
turned more exclusionist, and relied 
heavily on the suppression of sexuality).
 But this didn’t extinguish the basic 
human need to explore, both with the 

body and the mind, as Versluis explores 
some of the well-known Sexual Mysti-
cism groups of the last 2,000 years. 
 The highly-aesthetic Cathars of Pro-
vence in France, who nearly succeeded in 
battling the Catholic Church for control 
of Europe in the 12th century, the Bogo-
mils, who taught that for one to be truly 
blessed, must be baptised twice. The 
first baptism one receives, the Bogomils 
claimed, only purified the body, while a 
second one, later in life and by a group 
of fellow initiates, cleanses the soul and 
brings higher spiritual-perception.
 Versluis doesn’t bog himself down in 
the ancient groups, and casts a brighter 
light on the more famous groups of the 
last 200 years, which come across a lot 
clearer in their intent and practices, most 
likely because more information is avail-
able and wasn’t burned, hidden or lost. 
 Thomas Lake Harris, the English born 
leader of the Brotherhood of the New 
Life, an early, America-based sect, and 
Alice Bunker Stockham, one of the first 
successful sex therapists who wrote frank 
books on sexual advice such as Karezza 
(1896), are given their own chapter, 
which then leads into the 20th century.
 Denis De Rougemont’s 1938 book, 
Love in the Western World, is given wor-
thy praise, with Versluis explaining how 
it is an important piece of “historical 
recovery” in the terms of love and sex. 
Rougemont shows how the influence of 
Manichaeism spread into Persian ideas 
of ‘courtly love’, while the Troubadours 
were the first to spread the ideas of 
modern ‘love’ in medieval Europe. 
 Alan Watts, known as the first 
Westerner to popularise Eastern tradi-
tions such as Buddhism in America, is 
revealed to be much more by Versluis. 

Watts’ 1958 book, Nature, Man and 
Woman, is claimed by Versluis to be one 
of the first and most popular telling’s of 
‘Western Sexual Mysticism’ as history. 
With Watts also introducing Tantra and 
Taoism to the Western masses, this 
mixing of East and West has lead us to 
the current New Age movement. 
 The book is rounded out nicely 
with the chapter ‘The Secrets of Sexual 
Mysticism’, which was featured in New 
Dawn No. 109, July-August 2008.
 Versluis presents the information 
in an easy, academic tone. An underly-
ing sadness is present over the earlier 
chapters, in relation to the all-power-
ful Christian Churches laying waste 
to ‘heretical’ sects and other former 
belief systems, but the later chapters 
bristle with modern insight and left this 
reviewer pondering on the jagged past 
and unseen future sexual mysticism. 
 In conclusion, The Secret History of 
Western Sexual Mysticism is an insightful 
history of the role of human sexuality 
in the shaping of ideas and cultures. 

– chard currie
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